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Definitions.
Aiming device:

A device to be attached to the rifle by which the instructor,
standing on one side and facing the rear sight on the rifle,
when the soldier is in the act of aiming, can see the re-
flection of both sights and the object aimed at, and can
therefore judge of the accuracy of the soldier's aim and
the steadiness of his trigger squceze.

Anemometer:
An instrument for measuring the velocity of the wind.

Battle sight:
The position of the rear sight in which the leaf is laid down.

Beaten zone:
The intersection of the cone of dispersion with the surface on

,which the objective of the fire stands, or the space on the
ground in which the bullets strike, in a series of shots fired
by a body of soldiers with the same aiming point and the
same rear sight setting.

Bore:
The cylindrical cavity in the small-arms barrel.

Bull's-eye:
The black circular division in the center of the bull's-eye

target.
Butt:

The embankment or other means used to stop bullets in rear
of the target. The plural " butts " is used to designate col-
lectively the parapet, pit, and back stop of a group of
targets.
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Caliber:
The interior diameter of the small-arms barrel, measured

between the lands.
Cant:

To revolve the barrel of the piece on its axis to the right or
left while aiming.

Center:
The annular division of the bulls-eye targets A, B, and C

embraced between the bull's-eye and the circumference
of the next larger circular division of the target. Shots
in this space have a value of 4.

Classification:
The arranging of the individuals of an organization in

groups or classes according to the degree of skill dis-
played in record practice on the range with the rifle or
pistol.

Coach:
A special instructor charged with the duty of giving advice

and information to the firer.
Combat practice:

The prescribed firing at targets which simulate the appear-
ance of an enemy under conditions approaching those
found in war, and the application of this class of fire to
tactical exercises.

Cone of dispersion:
A term applied to the figure formed in space by the tra-

jectories considered together of a series of shots fired by
a body of soldiers at a common objective ond with the
same rear sight setting.

Danger space:
The sum of the distances in the path of the bullet In which

an object of given height will be struck. At long ranges
the danger space at the farther end of the range alone
is considered.
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Defilade:
An obstacle either natural or artificial of sufficient thickness

to intercept projectiles and afford shelter from fire deliv-
ered from a given point.

Disappearing target:
A target which is temporarily exposed to view.

Disk, mnarking:
A staff, with a disk at each end, usced by the marker in the

pit ill signaling the results of lit.:; on the target.

Distinguished marksman:
An officer or enlisted man who has wvon three of the author-

izedl me(lals in (lepavtinent, (lepartmlental, division, and
Army rifle or carbine competitioins or as a member actually
firing on a prize-winning team in the national team match.

Distinguished pistol shot:
An officer or enlisted man who has won three of the author-

ized medals in delpartment, departimental, division, and
Army pistol competitions.

Drift:
The lateral deviation of the bullet caused by the resistance

of the air and the rotation of the bullet on its longer axis.

Echelon, order in:
In tl;c order in echelon the targets or firing stands are placed

one behind another to the right or left and unmasking, one
another.

Emplacement:
The space on the targct range allotted for the position of the

target.

Estilmating distance:
Judgment by the eye of the distance of an object from the

observer. Distance may also be judged by sound.

11
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Expert pistol shot:
The highest grade or classification for skill displayed in

record practice with the pistol. (See "Classification,"
par. 243.)

Expert rifleman:
The hlighest grade or classification for skill displayed in

record practice on the range with the rifle. (See " Classi-
fication," par. 240.)

Fire at will:
That class of fire in which, within the restrictions of the

command for firing, the individuals deliver their fire In-
dependently of the commander and of each other.

Fire control:
Or conduct of fire, is the exercise by a commander, over his

unit or units, of that power which enables him to regulate
the fire in obedience to his will. It pertains especially to
the technicalities immediately involved in delivery of fire.

Fire direction:
Or employment of fire, is a general term embracing the

various steps, including tactical disposition, which enable
the commander of one or more fire units to bring an
effective fire to bear upon the desired target at the proper
time. It pertains especially to preparation of fire.

Fire discipline:
Is that condition of the personnel of a fire unit, resulting

from training and practice, which enables the commander
to obtain an orderly and efficient delivery of fire.

First-class man:
A grade of rifleman Just below that of marksman. (See

" Classification," par. 240.)

First-class pistol shot:
A grade of pistol shot just below that of expert pistol shot.

(See " Classification," par. 243.)
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Gallery practice:
Firing at reduced targets at short ranges with small-caliber

rifles.
Gallery, shooting:

A room or inclosure in which gallery practice can be con-
ducted.

Grooves:
The spiral channels within the bore of the rifle barrel.

Individual practice:
The firing on the range by which the individual soldier

receives his instruction and by which his classification is
determined.

Inner:
The annular division of the bull's-eye targets A, B, and C

outside the center. Shots in this space have a value of 3.
Insignia:

Badges or distinguishing marks issued for expertness with
the rifle or pistol.

Instruction practice:
The prescribed firing on the range which precedes record

practice and which is devoted to the instruction of the
soldier.

Lands:
Spaces in the bore of the rifle barrel between the grooves.

Line of aim:
The imaginary right line joining the middle point of the

horizontal line of the open sight, or the center of the peep
sight, and the point of aim.

Long range:
From 800 to 1,200 yards.

XMarksman:
A grade of rifleman Just below that of sharpshooter. (See

"Classification," par. 240.)

is
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Midrange:
From 500 to 800 yards.

Mirage:
A word tised to (designate the heat waves observed on the

target range on warm rldays. Tile waves indicate the
direction in which the air is moving.

O'clock:
A term employed to indicato. by means of the divisions on

the dial of the clock, tile location of a hit on the target or
the direction from which the wvind maty be blowing, as a 7
o'clock, 4 or 5 o'clock, wind. In speaking of tlht position
of a hlit, the dial is supposed to occupy the front of the
target facing the firer. with 12 at the top of the target. In
speakin,g of wind, the dial is suppo;sed to lie on the
ground, with the 12 toward the target and the center at
the firing point.

Outer:
The space on the bull's-eye targets A, B. and C outside the

inner. Shots in this space have a value of 2.
Parapet:

An elevation of earth or other material thrown up in front
of the targets to protect the markers.

Pit:
The space between the parapet and the butt or bullet stop

occupied by the markers.
Practice season:

Those portions of the target year devoted to firing with the
service cartridge. They include the regular season and
the supplementary season.

Preliminary drills:
Consist of sighting drills, position and aiming drills, gallery

practice, deflection and elevation correction drills.
Preliminary practice:

The prescribed firing on the range which precedes compe-
titions.
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Proficiency test:
The annual test conducted to determine the proficiency of

organizations in collective marksmanship.
Prone:

Lying flat on the belly. The only position with the body
extended on the ground authorized in known distance
firing.

Protest:
A formal objection against some act or decision.

Qualification:
The grade attained in known distance practice depending

upon the scores made by individuals in the qualification
course, record practice.

Qualification course, record practice:
The course in slow and rapid fire designed as the test of the

soldier's ability as a rifleman and which determines his
classification. It immediately follows the soldier's in-
struction practice in the qualification course.

Quick fire:
The class of fire employed in instruction and record practice

for pistol and revolver when bobbing targets are specified.

Range:
Any tract of land over which firing with small arms is con-

ducted. This term is also used to signify the distance of
the objective from the firer.

Range determination:
Finding the range to an object by the use of instrumental

range finders, measurement, calculation, or trial shots or
volleys.

Range officer:
A commissioned officer charged with the care, police, etc., of

a target range and its accessories.

15
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Rapid fire:
The class of fire employed in instruction and qualificcltcon

practice in which a time lilrit is set foi colmpl!e ing : score
or scores.

Begular season:
Comprises two months, not necessarily consecut! ive, of the

target year, selected by the (h;.I:;rt.nn it col.n:nrlthl , ill
which the prescribed course of ku;n;vn a(istanCe alrind combat
firing is pursued.

Ricochet shots:
Bullets which rebound after striking the ground or any

other obstacle and continue their flight are said to ricochet.

Score book:
A: book containing forms for recording scores as .-ell as data

concerning conditions affecting firin! and instructions for
the rifleman.

Score cards:
Pasteboard cards issued to competitors at competitions, giv-

ing the number of the target of each competitor firing,
with his order of firing, and containing a blank :space for
the record of the shots fired and for the signature of the
scorer.

Score:
A string of consecutive shots fired in individual practice.

The term "score" is aIlso used to express the record or
register of number of points made in one or more scores,
the value of sighting ,-hots being exclude(l. In record prac-
tice with rifle, scores consist of 5 shots in slow fire and 10
shots in rapid fire; with the automatic pistol, 5 shots. In
instruction practice with rifle, 10 shots or 5 shots may con-
stitute a score.

Second-class rAn:
The lowest grade of tbhose. who nre given a classification in

rifle practice. (See "Classification," par. 240.)
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Second-class pistol shot:
The lowest grade of those who are given a classification in

pistol practice. (See "Classification," par. 243.)

Sharpshooter:
A grale of rifleman Just below that of expert rifleman. (See

" Classification," par. 240.)
Short range:

0 to 500 yards.
Shot marks:

Disks of thin material, 3 inches, 5 inches, and 10 inches in
diameter, respectively, with a wire spring of two branches
secured to the disk near its center. They are white on
one side and black on the other, and are used to mark on
the bull's-eye target the position of the last shot.

Sighting shots:
The trial shots which precede scores in the qualification test

firing to enable the soldier to determine the proper sight
setting or point of aim.

Slow fire:
The class of fire employed in instruction and record prac-

tice in which no time limit is imposed for completing a
score.

Special course A:
Special course A is a course of rifle practice provided for the

Coast Artillery Corps. It is also the course provided for
posts where a complete rifle range is not available, but
where a range of 200 and 300 yards can be had. Recruits
fire a portion of this course in the practice held during the
supplementary season.

Spotter:
One who, in team practice, announces the value of shots and

indicates on a wooden target, by means cf pins, the posi-
tion of hits on the range target.

36820°-18 2
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Supplementary season:
A period of the target year designated by the department

commander, in which all recruits who have joined too
late to participate in the regular practice season will fire
a prescribed course.

Target:
An object presenting a mark to be fired at. (See description

of targets. Part IV.)
Telescopic sight:

A telescope or other magnifying device attached to the bar-
rel of the rifle for getting, while aiming, a better definition
of a distant objective, provision being made for adjust-
ments in elevation and for windage.

Trajectory:
The path described by a bullet in the air moving under the

combined influences of the force of propulsion, the force of
gravity, and the resistance of the air.

Twist:
The spiral formed by the grooves in the barrel of a rifled

piece. In the United States magazine rifle, model 1903,
this twist Is uniform, one turn in 10 inches.

Unqualified:
Those who in the last practice season failed to qualify as a

second-class shot or better, and those who for any reason
did not fire the course and are not otherwise classified.

Windage:
The influence of the wind in deflecting the bullet from the

point at which it is aimed; also applied to the amount of
change made on the wind gauge.

Wind gauge:
A graduated attachment on the rear sight of the rifle by

which allowance may be made in aiming for the effect of
the wind upon the bullet and for drift.
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PART I.

GENERAL SCHEME.

1. OBJECT OF INSTBRCTION.--The sole purpose of rifle training
for the soldier Is to make of him a good shot under war condi-
tions, and a scheme of instruction will be effective in so far as
it tends to produce that result. The soldier should therefore be
so trained at known distances in the various kinds of fire em-
ployed in actual service as to bring his skill as a rifleman up to'
the capabilities of his weapon, after which he should be so
trained in firing as part of tactical units as to utilize his in-
dividual skill to the best advantage in operations simulating
those of the battle field. The scheme of instruction is prescribed
with a view to attaining these objects. By means of preliminary
drills and gallery practice the soldier is trained in the funda-
mental principles of marksmanship; by means of range practice
he is taught to apply these principles in firing, at fixed distances,
at clearly defined targets. This training is merely preparatory
to combat firing in which individuals learn cooperation and com-
manders and leaders learn how to obtain the maximum efficiency
of fire by a judicious coordination of the skill and the efforts
of all the individuals of the group or fire unit.

In all preliminary practice and in range firing the soldier is
taught to reduce the size of his shot group as much as possible
and to place the center of the shot group at the center of his
target. In combat firing this principle should be utilized in
securing superiority of fire.

In actual combat, individual targets will not, in general, be
visible, but if individual shot groups be so combined as to pro-
duce a grazing fire uniformly distributed along the hostile line,
a large number of hits will necessarily result and shots which

19
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miss will have the approximate value of hits In determining
sfrperlority of fire.

"In a dectsive battle success depends on gaining and maln-
taining superiority of fire. Every effort must be made to gain
it early and then to keep it." (Par. 400, Infantry Drill Regula-
tiops.)

"The purpose of fire superiority is to get hits whenever pos-
sible, but at all events to keep down the enemy's fire and render
it harmless." (Par. 413, Infantry Drill Regulations.) The ulti-
mate object of all instruction is, therefore, to enable troop com-
manders to deliver a heavy volume of close, accurate fire upon
any designated objective. With a given extent of front, however,
there is a limit to the number of men who can use their rifles
effectively. When the maximum number of rifles has been
brought into action, a further increase in the volume of fire can
be obtained only by increasing the rate of fire. The rate of
fire to be employed will always be dependent upon the tactical
situation; as conditions are never the same, no fixed rules con-
cerning rates of fire can be prescribed, but " In unexpected, close
encounters a great advantage accrues to the side which first
opens rapid and accurate fire with battle sight." (Par. 405,
Infantry Drill Regulations.) Within such ranges a high degree
of proficiency in rapid fire is deemed necessary. The course of
instruction in rapid fire is therefore drawn with a view to
enabling troop commanders to deliver the most rapid fire pos-
sible, consistent with accuracy, upon targets exposed within the
ordinary ranges of the battle sight.

2. SCHEMIE OF INSTRUCTION.-The course herein prescribed has
been arranged as follows:

(a) Nomenclature and care of the rifle.
(b) Sighting drills.
(c) Position and aiming drills.
(d) Deflection and elevation correction drills.
(e) Gallery practice.
(f) Estimating distance drill.
(g) Individual known distance firing, instruction pracl ice.
(h) Individual known distance firing, record practice.
i) Long-distance practice.

(J) Practice with telescopic sights.
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(k) Instruction combat practice.
(4) Combat practice.
(m) Proficiency test.
The course of pistol firing includes the following:
(a) Nomenclature and care of the pistol, general facts and

principles.
(b) Position and aiming drills and rapid-fire drills; dis-

mounted and mounted.
(c) Individual firing, instruction practice.
(d) Individual firing, record practice.
3. GRADES OF SHOTS AND BASIS OF QUALIFICATION.-Soldlers

are graded according to proficiency exhibited in the record prac-
tice as experts, sharpshooters, marksmen, first-class men, see-
ond-class men, and unqualified. The grades of first and second
class men, corresponding to certain percentages made in the
qualification course, are intended to give encouragement to the
poorer grades of shots and to provide the soldier, who has been
unable to qualify as marksman or better, with a more definite
record of marksmanship. The class unqualified is made to in-
clude those men borne on the rolls of an organization who have
fired and failed to qualify as second class or better and all
others who for any reason have not been classified.

As a test of individual proficiency the single course in slow
and rapid fire has been devised, qualifications for the various
grades being on a percentage basis, as hereinafter shown. The
targets used in this test are such that equal conditions as to
visibility are provided for all. The time limits chosen after ex-
perience and special trials are such that with care and practice
the average soldier will be able to deliver without great diffi-
culty the prescribed number of shots in well-aimed fire at
targets which are plainly visible.

4. PERIOD OF PREUIMINARY INSTRUCTION.--The portion of the
year which Immediately precedes the Instruction of the soldimt
upon the target ground will be utilized In laying, by a thorough
course of the preliminary drills and gallery practice, a good
foundation for future proficiency. This applies especially to
recruits and those who in the last season failed to qualify a8
marksman or better. The Instructors will also improve tha
opportunity for explaining the different theoretical prlncipiq,
as far as the capacity and interest of the men appear to render
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it advantageous. Recruits will also receive preliminary Instruc-
tion during the month after joining their commands.

The purpose in the training of a company should be to produce
uniform proficiency rather than expertness on the part of a
conparatively few men. A man who has once learned to shoot
yiir seldom lose his ability. The attention of the instructor

Mould therefore be concentrated on the poorer shots. The pre-
scribed course in firing admits a saving of ammunition on the
best shots, which saving should be applied to the better instruc-
tion of recruits and those who in the last season's practice were
unable to attain the grade of marksman or better. Particular
care should be taken to avoid discouraging the poor shots.

5. SUPPLEMENTARY PRACTICEM SEASON.-A supplementary course
of instruction is prescribed for the benefit of recruits.. This
practice is for the purpose of preventing an accumulation of
xqIruits totally uninstructed.
J. DISCBETION ALLOWED INSTRUCTORS.-Standards of profi-

qlency being set for the individual by the established grades of
riflemen, and the purposes of target instruction being under-
stood, it is expected that as far as practicable instructors will
be given some latitude in methods to suit peculiarities of indi-
viduals and special conditions. Accordingly, while the methods
laid down for the preliminary work and instruction courses are
given in some detail, these need not necessarily be followed im-
plicitly when departures therefrom appear to be justifiable or
advantageous. Improvements in methods of instruction and in
target appliances should constantly be sought for and reported
upon-

7. DUrTIE OF COMPANY OFFICLRS.-The training of the men in
small arms firing will be under the immediate supervision of the
company commander, who will be held responsible that a suit-
able standard of proficiency is reached. He will be assisted by
his lieutenants, noncommissioned officers, and expert shots, and
these assistants should be given the theoretical instruction
necessary to fit them to be coaches and instructors.

As good teaching requires a practical as well as a theoretical
knowledge of the subject taught, all company officers will be
required to fire with the men, subject to the exceptions given in
paragraph 89.

sis
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8. DUTIES OF THE BATTALION COMMANDEE.-The battalion com-
mander is the supervisor and inspector of firing instruction for
the organizations under his command. He will give such theo-
retical instruction to the officers as may be necessary, and,
through proper supervision of the preliminary drills and exer-
cises and of the range practice, assure himself that the company
commanders and their assistants are thoroughly conversant with
the details of the course and that suitable methods within the
meaning and intent of those herein prescribed are being fol-
lowed. He should not attempt to fix definite lines of procedure,
but should endeavor to leave some room for initiative and in-
genuity on the part of his subordinates, subject to such restric-
tions as circumstances and the necessities of other troops may
impose.

lie will also supervise the combat-firing exercises of his com-
mand, endeavoring by every means to realize to the fullest
extent the instructional value of these exercises.

In combat-firing exercises designed for a company, the bat-
talion commander will supervise the firing and judge the results
according to the prescribed standard, and he will also supervise
and Judge the annual proficiency test of the organizations of
his command unless some other officer has been specially desig-
nated.

Each battalion commander will, at the end of the target-prac-
tice season, make a written report to the regimental commander
of the state of instruction in target practice in the organizations
of his command, basing the opinions expressed both on the indi-
vidual qualifications attained in record firing and upon the
results obtained in the combat firing and in the annual profi-
ciency test.

9. DUTIES OF THE REGIMENTAL COMMANDEB.-The regimental
commander will exercise general supervision over the organiza-
tions of his command and will endeavor to maintain the highest
possible standard of efficiency in his regiment. Upon receipt of
the company and the battalion commanders' reports, he will
submit, with the regimental consolidated report of classification
(see par. 255) a brief report, through the brigade commander,
to the department commander on the state of instruction of his
command.
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10. The post commander will exercise a general supervision
over the target practice of troops at his post and direct super-
vision over the target practice of troops pertaining to the tactical
unit to which he belongs. When troops of different brigades are
serving at the same post he will see that the approved programs
with reference to target practice prescribed in accordance with
instruction orders of the War Department are faithfully com-
plied with.

The post commander will recommend the months of the year
most suitable for target practice, including the supplementary
practice season, for his post, and when combat-firing facilities
do not exist on the reservation, should use every effort to pro-
cure suitable firing grounds in the vicinity so that the advantage
of this training may not be lest.

11. DUTrIES OF THE DEPARTMENT COMMANDER.-The department
commander will supervise instruction In small arms for the
troops in his department and will make every effort to have
complete facilities for this instruction at every post. He will
satisfy himself that the purposes of instruction in firing are
fully understood and carried out, and to this end he will make
the necessary examination of the firing records and order such
test firings at the time of his annual inspection as he may deem
advisable and of which the ammunition available will admit.

N4



PART II.

INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION.

OHAPTER I.

PRELIMINARY INSTRUCTION AND SIGHTING DRILLS FOR TEL
RIFLE.

12. NOMENCLATURE AND CARE OF THE RIFLE.-Although each
recruit is required to be instructed in the nomenclature, care,
use, and preservation of the rifle, this instruction will be re-
peated as the initial step for each season's known distance
pro ctice.

The precautions necessary to avoid accidents will also be
thoroughly impressed upon the soldier at this time.

SIGHTING DRILLS.

13. VALUE.-The value of the sighting drills and the position
and aiming drills can not be too strongly emphasized. By
means of them the fundamental principles of shooting may be
Inculcated before the soldier fires a shot.

14. To WHOM GIVEN.-The sighting drills will be given to all
soldiers who have not qualified as " marksman ' or better in the
preceding target year.

15. PURPosE:
(a) To show how to align the sights properly on the

mark.
(b) To discover and demonstrate errors in sighting.
(c) To teach uniformity in sighting.
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16. APPARATUS ANID ITS USE-SIGHTrING BAn.- (See Pi. I. ) To
consist of:

Eye piece

ear sight

Front
sight

PLATE I.

(a) A bar of wood about 1 by 2 inches by 4 feet, with a thin
slot 1 inch deep cut across the edge about 20 inches from one
end.

$6
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(b) A front sight of tin or cardboard I by 3 inches tacked to
the end nearer the slot and projecting 1 inch above bar.

(c) An eyepiece of tin or cardboard 1 by 3 inches tacked to
the other end of, and projecting 1 inch above, the bar, with a
very small hole (0.03 inch) ½ Inch from top of part projecting
above the bar.

(d) An open rear sight of tin or cardboard 1½ by 3 inchles,
with a U-shaped notch i inch wide cut in the middle of one of
the long edges. This is placed in the slot on the bar. A slight
bend of the part of the tin fitting in the slot will give enough
friction to hold the sight in any part of slot in which it is placed.

(e) A peep rear sight of tin or cardboard 3 by 3 inches, with a
peep hole j inch in diameter cut in the center. This replaces the
open sight when the peep sight is shown.

Carefully blacken all pieces of tin or cardboard and the top of
the bar. Nail the bar to a box about 1 foot high and place on
the ground, table, or other suitable place. Then adjust the open
or peep rear sight in the slot and direct the bar upon a bull's-
eye (preferably a Y target) placed about 5 yards from the bar.
No other than the sight desired can be seen. Errors, etc., are
shown by manipulating the open and peep rear sights.

17. SIGHTING REST FOR RIFLE.-( See I'1. II.) Take an emplty
pistol ammunition box or a similar well-made box, remove the
top and cut notches in the ends to fit the rifle closely. Place the
rifle in these notches with the trigger guard close to and outside
one end. (The stock may be removed from the rifle so as to
bring the eye as near the rear sight as in shooting.) Nail a plank
(top of box will do) to a stake or wall about 12 inches from
the ground. Fasten a blank sheet of paper to the plank. Place
the rest firmly on the ground, 20 or 30 feet from the plank, so
that the rifle is canted neither to the right nor left-weight the
box with sand if ne'cessary-and without touching the rifle or rest,
sight the rifle near the center of the blank sheet of paper. Changes
in the line of sight are made by changing the elevation and wind-
age. Take the prone position with elbows on the ground, hands
supporting the head. A soldier acting as marker is provided
with a pencil and a small rod bearing a disk of white cardboard
about 3 inches in diameter, with a black bull's-eye (a black
paster is best) pierced in the center with a hole just large
enough to admit the point of a lead pencil. The soldier sighting
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directs the marker to move the disk to the right, left, higher, or
lower, until the line of aim is established, when he commands
"Mark" or "Hold." At the command "Mark," being careful
not to move the disk, the marker records through the hole in its
center the position of the disk and then withdraws it. At thee
command " Hold," the marker holds the disk carefully in place
without marking until the position Is verified by the instructor,
and the disk is not withdrawn until so directed.

PLATE II.

18. LrIEv oF SIGaIT.-With the open sight the line of sight is
determined by a point on the middle line of the' notch of the rear
sight and the top of the front sight. With the peep sight, the
line of sight Is determined by the center of the peep and the top
of the front sight.

19. POINT OF AIM.-The soldier will be informed that to give
the greatest uniformity a point Just below the mark, and not the
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mark, is taken as the point of aim, as it is impossible to always
know, if touching the mark with the top of the front sight, how
much of the front sight is seen; that the term " on the mark or
bull's-eye" will be understood to mean an aim, taken Just below
the mark, showing a fine line of light between the mark and
the top of the front sight.

20. THE NORMaAL SIGHT.-Look through the rear-sight notch
at the bull's-eye or mark and bring the top of the front sight
on a line with the top of and in the center of the rear-sight
notch and aligned upon the point of aim. (See fig. 1, P1. III.)

21. THE PEEP SIGHT.-Look through the peep hole at the
bull's-eye or mark and bring the top of the front sight to the
center of the aperture and aligned upon the point of aimx (See
fig. 2, P1. III.)

The soldier should be informed that regular results in firing
can be obtained only when the same amount of front sight is
taken each time, and that this can be done only by using the
normal sight with the open notch or the peep sight in the man-
ner described above. He should understand that the effect of
taking less than the normal amount of sight is to cause a point
lower than that aimed at to be struck, and that taking too much
of the front sight causes a higher point to be struck.

Although men will be found occasionally who can get excel-
lent results by using the fine sight (fig. 1, P1. IV), the average
man can not, and this form of sighting is not recommended.
The so-called full sight should not be taught under any circum-
stances. If shown to the men at all, it should be for the pur-
pose of pointing out a fault to be carefully avoided.

REMARXS.-The eye can be focused accurately upon objects at
but one distance at a time; all other objects in the field of view
will appear more or less blurred, depending on their distance
from the eye. This can readily be seen if a pencil is placed in
the field of view near the eye while looking at some distant ob-
ject. The pencil will appear blurred. This is the condition
met with by the normal eye In sighting a rifle. If the eye is
focused on one of the three points-the bull's-eye, the front
sight, or the rear sight-the other two will appear blurred.
This blurring effect is best overcome by using the "peep sight,"
as though looking through a window, and focusing the eye on
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the bull's-eye. The blurring of the peep hole will be concentric.
giving a clear and easily defined center. The blurring of the
front sight will be less, but symmetrical on both sides with very
little blur on the top. It can be readily and naturally brought
to the center of the peep hole. Variations in light have less
effect on the peep than on the open sight.

But the limited field of view and lack of readiness in getting
a quick aim with the peep sight limit its use to those stages of
the combat when comparative deliberation will be possible. In
the later stages of battle especially when a rapid fire is to be
delivered-the open sight will, in most cases, be used. In this
case the normal sight should be used, as the horizontal line
at the top of the notch of the rear sight affords a good guide
for regularity.

Whatever sight is used, the eye must be focused on the bull's-
eye, or marl, not on the front or rear sight.

FIRST SIGHTING EXERCISE.

22. Using illustrations, describe the normal sight and the peep
sight.

23. Using the sighting bar, represent the normal sight and the
peep sight and require each man in the squad to look at them.

24. Using the sighting bar, describe and represent the usual
errors of sighting and require each man in the squad to look
at them.

SECOND SIGHITING EXERCISE.

25, Using the sighting rest for the rifle, require each man to
direct the marker to move the disk until the rifle is directed on
the bull's-eye with the normal sight and command "Hold."
The instructor will verify this line of sight. Errors, if any,
will be explained to the soldier and another trial made. If
he is still unable to sight correctly, the first exercise will be
repeated.

Soldiers will sometimes be found who do not know how to
place the eye in the line of sight; they often look over or along
one side of the notch of the rear sight and believe that they
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are aiming through the notch because they see it at the same
time that they do the front sight. This error will probably
be made evident by the preceding exercise. Some men in
sighting will look at the front sight and not at the object.
As this often occ-asions a blur, which prevents the object
froml being distinctly seen and increases both the difficulties
andl inaccuracies of sighting, it should be corrected.

26. Repeat the above, using the peelp sight.

THIBD SIGHTING EXERCISE.

27. Using the si::hting rest for the rifle, require each man to
direct the marker to move the disk until the rifle is directed
on the bull's-eyoe w-ith the normal sight and command " AMark ;"
then, being careful not to move the rifle or sights, repeat the
operation until three mnarks have been made.

(a) Trm TMr.,xNcI.E OF SIGHTING.-Join the three points deter-
mined as above by straight lines, mark with the soldier's name,
and call his attention to the triangle thus formed. The shape
and size of this triangle will indicate the nature of the varia-
tions mrade in aiming.

(b) ADN-ORMATL SHAPE, CATUSEs.-If the triangle is obtuse
angled, with its sides approaching thie vertical (see fig. 2,
PI. IV), the soldier has not tnl.eln a uniform amount of front
sight. If thl sides of the trianfle are more nearly horizontal
(see fig. 3, Pi. IV) the errors wtere probably caused by not
looking through the middle of the notch or not over the top
of the front sight. If any one of the sides of the triangle is
longer than one-half inch, the instructor directs the exer-
cise to be repeated, verifying each sight and calling the soldier's
attention to his errors. The instructor will explain that the
sighting gains in regularity as the triangle becomes smaller.

(C) VERIFYING TIlmE TI-I ANGLE.--If the sides of the triangle
are so small as to indicate regularity in sighting, the instructor
will lmark the center of the triangle and then place the center
of the bull's-eye on this mark. The instructor will then ex-
amine the position of the bull's-eye with reference to the line
of sight. If the bull's-eye is properly placed, with reference
to the line of sight, the soldier aims correctly and with uni-
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formity. If not so placed, he aims in a regular manner but
with a constant error.

(d) CAUSES or EiRRors.-If the bull's-eye is directly above its
prooer position, the soldier has talken in aiming too little front
sight, or if dfrectly below too much front sight. If directly to
the right or left, the soldier has not sighted through the center
of the rear-sight notch and over the top of the front sight.
If to the right, he has probably either sighted along the left
of the rear sight notch or the right side of the front sight,
or has committed both of these errors. If the bull's-eye is
too far to the left, he has probably sighted along the right
of the rear sight notch or to the left of the front sight, or has
combined both of these errors.

If the bull's-eye is placed with reference to its proper position
diagonally above and to the right, the soldier has probably com-
bined the errors which placed it too high and too far to the
right. Any other diagonal position wvould be produced by a
simlilar combination of vertical and horizontal errors.

As the errors thus shown are committed when the rifle is
fixed in position, while that of the bull's-eye or target is altered,
the effect will be directly opposite to the changes in the lo:ation
of a hit in actual fire, occasioned by the same errors, when the
target will be fixed and the rifle moved in aiming.

After the above instruction has been given to one man, the
line of sight will be slightly changed by moving the sighting rest
or by changing the elevation and windage, and the exercises
similarly repeated with the other men in the squad.

28. Repeat the third sighting exercise, using the peep sight.

FOUBRTH SIGHTING EXERCISE.

29. This exercise is a demonstration of the effect of canting
the piece. The soldier must be impressed with the necessity of
keeping the sights vertical when aiming, and not canting the
piece to the right or left. Explain to the soldier that if the
piece is canted to the right, the bullet will strike to the right
and below the point aimed at, even though the rifle be other-
wise correctly aimed and the sights correctly set. Similarly, if
the piece is canted to the left, the bullet will strike to the left
and low. This can be explained by showing that the elevation

8
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fixes the height of the point where the bullet will hit the tar-
get, pnd tldhat the windage fixes the point to the right or ldft;
i. e..e ein olocvation give-; vertical effects and the windage hori-
zontal effects. Let a pencil (or rod) held vertical represent the
elevation; now if thile pencil is turned to the right 90), or hori-
zonisal. all of tihe elevatiol has been taken off, causing the shot
to st' ike low annd changed. into windage, causing the shot to
strike to the right.

30. This effect may be (lemonstrated ns follows: UIse the
sighliting rest with the rifle firmly held in the notches, the bolt
removed. I'Paste a black paster near the center of the bottom
line of the talrget. Sight the rifle on this mark, using 'about
2,000 yards elevation, then, being careful not to move the rifle,
look through tile bore anld direct the marker to move the d(lsk
until the bull's-eye is in the center of the field of view andl co-ml-
mand "5'lrlk." Next turn the rest with the rifle on its s;ide,
and with the samne elevation sight on the same paster as .above,
then, being careful not to move the rifle, look through the bore
and again direct the marker to move the disk until the bull's-
eye is in the center of the field of view and command "MIark."
N'ot considering the fall of the bullet, the first mark represents
the point struck with the si-ght vertical, the second mark repre-
sents the point struck, low and to the right, usingr the ,,same
elevation and the samie point of aim, when tile piece is canted
900 to the right.

Different (!l('rces of c:nting the p)icce can be repre.?ntoe by
drawing an a:ce of .a Circle through the two markl; wvith the
paster as a center. The second mark will be at a point oCn this
arc correspon(ling to the dlegtree of canting the piece. E,]nphasis
will be laid upn,: the fact that this effect of canting increuaes
with tile distai,;ee fromn the target.

31. OTIEir, E-xincisEs.-If time permits, the instructor n.ay
devise other e:.erciscs which suggest themselves as useful and
beneficial to lii; :men. The followvin, are examples:

(a) In stroiig sunlight, make a triangle of sighting, using a
rifle havin' si:hts worn bright. Then, being careful ;:ct to
move tih, ril' f ll'acken sights and make another triangle. fTse
(lotted linec:'s f. the triangle made with bright sigh!lt i and full
lines for the tri:lugle made with blacklenea sights. Tlhe 1pcltion
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and size of the two triangles will plainly show the advantage of
the blackened sights.

(b) In strong sunlight make a triangle of sighting; then, be-
ing careful not to move the rifle, make another triangle, having
first shaded the target and the man sighting. The relative posi-
tion of the triangles will show the importance of knowing the
effects of varying degrees of light.

CHAPTER II.

POSITION AND AIMING DRILLS.

32. PuaPosE.--These drills are intended to so educate the
muscles of the arm and body that the piece, during the act of
aiming, shall be held without restraint, and during the opera-
tion of firing shall not be deflected from the target by any con-
vulsive or improper movement of the trigger finger or of the
body, arms, or hands. They also establish between the hand and
eye such prompt and Intimate connection as will insure that the
finger shall act upon the trigger, giving the final pressure at the
exact moment when the top of the front sight is seen to be
directed upon the mark.

The fact, though simple, can not be too strongly im4pressed
upon the recruit that if, at the moment of discharge, the piece
is properly supported and correctly aimed, the mark will surely
be hit. Since any intelligent man can be taught to aim correctly
and to hold the sights aligned upon the mark with a fair amount
of steadiness, it follows that bad shooting must necessarily arise
from causes other than bad aiming. The chief of these causes
is known to be the deflection given to the rifle when it is ds-
charged, due to the fact that the soldier, at the moment of fir-
ing, instead of squeezing the trigger, Jerks it. This convuisL e
action is largely due to lack of familiarity with the methods of
firing and to a constrained position of the muscles of the boo,
arm, and hands, which constrained position it is the pulgow of
the position and aiming drills to correct.

To become a good shot, constant, careful, and patient rao
tice is required. Systematic aiming and squeezing the tgrw
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will do much to make a rifleman. The men will be taught
to take advantage of every opportunity for practicing aiming
and squeezing the trigger. For this purpose the barracks and
ground in the vicinity of the barracks should be furnished
with aiming targets, which the men will be encouraged to use
at odd moments, as when waiting for a formation or during
a rest. At drill the soldier will be cautioned never to squeeze
the trigger without selecting an object and taking careful aim.
When on the range waiting for his turn to fire, the soldier
should use part of his time in position and aiming exercises,
aiming at the target or at objects outside of the range, and
he should be made to understand that this practice previous
to firing will tend to prevent nervousness and will have a
marked effect upon his score.

33. To WHo~M GIvEN.--he position and aiming drills will be
given to all soldiers who have not qualified as " marksman " or
better in the preceding target year. Some practice in these
drills (especially in the trigger-squeeze exercise) is recom-
mended for those who have qualified as "marksman" or bet-
ter. The amount to be given is left to the discretion of the
company commander.

34. DRBntS; GEIMAL tIsmTucnoNs.-These drills are divided
into four progressive exercises. The first exercise teaches the
position; the second exercise teaches the position and the
aim; the third exercise teaches the aim and the manner of
squeezing the trigger; and the fourth exercise teaches the
methods of rapid fire. The exercises should be taught by the
numbers at first; when fully understood, without numbers.

To correct any tendency to cant the piece, the rear sight
will be raised. A black paster at which to aim will be placed
on the wall opposite each man. The squad being formed in
single rank, with an interval of 1 yard between files, the
instructor directs the men to take the position of "Ready,"
except that the position of the feet will be such as to insure
the greatest firmness and steadiness of the body. The instructor
then cautions "Position and aiming drill."

The exercise which is being taught should be repeated fre-
quently and made continuous. The instructor prefiaes the
preparatory command by " Continue the motion," or "At will,"
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and gives the command " Halt" at the conclusion of the exer-
cise, when the soldier will return to the position of "Ready."
Or the soldier may be made to repeat the first and second
motions by the command "One," "Two," the exercise conclud-
in- with the command "Halt."

Care should be taken by the instructor not to make the posi-
tion and aiming drills tedious. Thirty minutes daily should be
spent in this practice during the period of preliminary instruc-
tion. After gallery practice is taken up, however, five or ten
minutes daily should be sufficient for these exercises.

In order that the instructor may readily detect and correct
errors, the squads for these drills should not consist of more
than eight men.

I[The instructor should avoid holding the squad in tiresome
positions while making explanations or correcting errors.

POSITION EXEMcrsE.

35. The instructor commands: 1. Position. 2. EsrCCIfsE. At
tile last command, without moving the body or eyes, raise the
rifle smartly to the front of the right shoulder to the full extent
of the left arm, elbow inclined downward, the barrel nearly
horizontal, muzzle slightly depressed, heel of the butt on a line
withl the top of the shoulder.

(Two.) Bring the piece smartly against the hollow of the
shoulder, without permitting the shoulder to give way, and press
th6 rifle against 'it, mainly with the right hanld, only slightly
with the left, the forefinger of the right hand resting lightly
against the trigger, the rifle inclined neither to the right nor left.

(Three.) Resume the position of "Ready."
36. REMARKss.-The instructor should espccially notice the

position of each soldier in this exercise, endeavoring to give to
each man an easy and natural position. He should see that the
men avoid drawing in the stomach, raising the breast, or bend-
ing the small of the back.

The butt of the piece must be pressed firmly, but not too
tightly, into the hollow of the shoulder and not against the
muscles of the upper arm. If held too tightly, the pulsations
of the body will be communicated to the piece; if too loosely,
the recoil will bruise the shoulder. If only the heel or toe
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touches the hollow of the shoulder, the recoil may throw the
muzzle down or up, affecting the position of the hit. While
both arms are used to press the piece to the shoulder, the left
arm should be used to direct the piece and the right foeflinger
must be left free to squeeze the trigger.

AIMING EXERCISE.

37. The instructor will first direct the sights to be adjusted
for the lowest elevation and subsequently for the different longer
ranges.

The instructor commands: 1. Aiming. 2. EXERCISE.
At the last command execute the first and second motion of

the position exercise.
(Two.) Bend the head a little to the right, the cheek resting

against the stock, the left eye closed, the right eye looking
through the notch of the rear sight at a point slightly below the
mark.

(Three.) Draw a moderately long breath, let a portion of it
escape; then, with the lungs in a state of rest, slowly raise the
rifle with the left hand. being careful not to incline the sight to
either side, until the line of sight Is directly on the mark; hold
the rifle steadily directed on the mark for a moment; then, with-
out command and just before the power to hold the rifle steadily
is lost, drop the.rifle to the position of " Ready " and resume the
breathing.

38. REMzss s.-Some riflemen prefer to extend the left arm.
Such a position gives greater control over the rifle when firing
in a strong wind or at moving objects. It also possesses advan-
tages when a rapid as well as accurate delivery of fire is desired.
Whatever the position, whether standing, kneeling, sitting, or
prone, the piece should rest on the palm of the left hand, never
on the tips of the fingers, and should be firmly grasped by all the
fingers and the thumb.

The eye may be brought to the line of sight either by lowering
the head or by raising the shoulder; it is best to combine some-
what these methods; the shoulder to be well raised by raising
the right elbow and holding it well to the front and at right
angles to the body.

as
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If the shoulder is not raised, it will be necessary for the sol-
dier to lower the head to the front in order to bring the eye in
to the line of sight. Lowering the head too far to the front
brings it near the right hand, which grasps the stockl. When the
piece is tiischarged, this hand is carried by the recoil to the rear
and(, wihel the head is in this position, may strike against the
nose o:' mouth. This often happens In practice, and as a result
of this blow often rep)eated many men become gun-shy, or flinch,
or close their eyes at the moment of firing. Much badl shooting,
ascribed to other causes, is really due to this fault. Raising the
right elbow at righIt an,'les to the body elevates the right shoul-
der, and lifts the piece so that it is no longer necessary to incline
the head materially to the front in order to lool: along.~ the sights.

As the length of the soldier's neck (letermuines greatly the
exact method of ta!:ing the proper position, the instructor will
be careful to see that the position is taken without restraint.

39.. As chnnles in the elevation of the rear sight xvll necessi-
tate a corresponding change in thle position of the soldier's head
when aiming, the exercise should not be held witih the sight
adjusted for the longer ranges until the men have been prac-
ticed with the sights as the latter would generally be employed
for offhand firing.

40. The soldier must be cautioned that while railsin, the line
of sight to the marl; he must fix his eyes on the mark and not
on the front sight: the latter can then be readily brought into
the line joining. the rear-sight notch and mark. If this plan
be not followed, when firinl, is held on the range at long dis-
tances the mark will generally appear blurred and indistinct.
The front sight will always be plainly seen, even though the
eye is not directed particularly upon it.

41. The rifle must be raised slowly, without jerk, and its
motion stopped gradually. In retaining it directed at the mark,
care must be taken not to continue the aim after steadiness Is
lost; this period will probably be found to be short at first, but
will quickly lengthen with practice. iNo effort should be made
to prolong it beyond the time that breathing can be easily re-
strained. Each soldier will determine for himself the proper
time for discontinuing the aim.

42. The men must be cautioned not to hold the breath too
long, as a trembling of the body will result in many cases.

40
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43. Some riflemen prefer, in aiming, to keep both eyes open
but unless the habit is fixed, the soldier should be instructed to
close the left eye.

TRI GGER.-S QUEEZE EXERCTSE.

44. The instructor commands: 1. Trigger squeeze. 2. ErSR-
CISE. At the commandl EXERECISE, the soldier will execute the
first motion of the aiming exercise.

(Trwo.) The second motion of the aiming exercise.
(Three.) Draw a moderately long bre{th, let a portion of it

escape, hold the breath and slowly raise the rifle with the left
hand until the line of sigIt is on the mark, being careful not
to incline the sights to either side. Contract the trigger finger
gradually, slowly and steadily increasing the pressure on the
trigger, while the aim is being perfected; continue the gradual
increase of pressure so that when the aim has become exact the
additional pressure required to release the point of the sear
ct - be given almost insensibly and without causing any deflec-
tion of the rifle. Continue the aim a moment after the release
of the firing pin, observe if any change has been made in the
direction of the line of sight, and then resume the position of
"Ready," cocking the piece by raising and lowering the bolt
handle.

45. REMAuKs.-Poor shooting is often the result of lack of
proper coordination of holding the breath, the maximum steadi-
ness of aim, and the squeeze of the trigger. By frequent prac-
tice in this exercise, each man may come to know the exact
instant his firing pin will be released. Ile must be taught to hold
the breath, bring the sights to bear upon the marlk, and squeeze
the trigger all at the same time.

46. THE TRIGCGE SQuEEZE.-The trigger should be squeezed,
not pulled, the hand being closed upon itself as a sponge is
squeezed, the forefinger sharing in this movement. The fore-
finger should be placed as far around the trigger as to press it
with the second joint. (See fig. 4, Pi. IV.) By practice the
soldier becomes familiar with the trigger squeeze of his rifle,
and knowing this, he is able to judge at any time, within limits,
what additional pressure is required for its discharge. By con-
stant repetition of this exercise he should be able finally to
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squeeze the trigger to a certain point beyond which the slightest
movement will release the sear. Having squeezed the trigger
to this point, the aim is corrected and, when true, the additional
pressure is applied and the discharge follows.

PRAPID-FIRE EXERCrSE.

47. OBJECT.-The object of this exercise is to teach the soldier
to aim quickly and at the same time accurately in all the posi-
tions he will be called upon to assume in range practice.

48. The instructor commands: 1. Rapid-fire exercise. 2. Com-
MENCE FIRING. At the first command the first and second mo-
tions of the trigger-squeeze exercise are performed. At the
second command the soldier performs the third motion of the
trigger-squeeze exercise, squeezing the trigger without disturb-
ing the aim or the position of the piece, but at the same time
without undue deliberation. He then, without removing the
rifle from the shoulder, holding the piece in position with the left
hand, grasps the handle of the bolt with the right hand, rapidly
draws back the bolt, closes the chamber, aims, and again squeezes
the trigger. This movement is repeated until the trigger has
been squeezed five times, when, without command, the piece is
brought back to the position of "Ready."

When the soldier has acquired some facility In this exercise, he
will be required to repeat the movement ten times, and finally,
by using dummy cartridges, he may, by degrees, gain the neces-
sary quickness and dexterity for the execution of the rapid fire
required( in range firing.

49. MlET1IODS.-The methods of taking position, of aiming, and
of squeezing the trigger, taught in the preceding exercises,
should be carried out in the rapid-fire exercise, with due attention
to all details taught therein; the details being carried out as pre-
scribed except that greater promptness is necessary. In order
that any tendency on the part of the recruit to slight the move-
ments of aiming and of trigger squeeze shall be avoided, the
rapid-fire exercise will not be taught until the recruit Is thor-
(ougghly drilled and familiar with the preceding exercises. The
recruit will be instructed that with practice in this class of fire
the trigger can be squeezed promptly without deranging the
piece.
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50. REPETITION.-If the recruit seems to execute mte exercise
hurriedly or carelessly, the instructor will require him to re-
peat it at a slower rate.

51. tIANIPU-L..TON OF TIE BREECI DIECHAN;ISM.--T hold the
piece to the shoulder and, at the same time, manipulate the
breech mechanism with the proper facility, are learned only
·after much practice. Some riflemen, especially men who shoot
from the left shoulder, find it easier, in rapid firing, to drop
the piece to the position of load after each shot. While at first
trial this method niay seem easier, it is believed that with prac-
tice, the advantage of the former method will be apparent.

POSITION AND AIMIrXG DRILL, INEELING.

52. These exercises will be repeated in the kneeling position
by causing the squad to kneel by the commands prescribed in
the Drill Regulations. The exercises will be executed as pre-
scribed for standing, except that at the command "Two" in
the position exercise, the soldier will rest the left elbow on the
left knee, the point of the elbow in front of the kneecap. The
pasters for tile kneeling exercise should be at 2A feet from the
floor or ,,round.

53. IREMARKs.-Frequent rests will be given during practice
in these exercises kneeling, as the position, if long continued, be-
comes constrained and fatigues the soldier unnecessari]y.

In raising the rifle to the mark in the second and thirl cx-
ercises, the position of the left hand should not be changedl, but
the left forearm should be brought toward the body and at the.
same time the body bent slightly to the rear.

When aiming kneeling there is, from the nature of the pm.C-
tion, a tendency to press the butt of the rifle against the upp-'

arm instead of against the hollow of the shoulder; this will
necessitate inclining the head considerably to the right to -gc
the line of sight, and by bringing the rifle so far to the real
will, if the thumb is placed across the stock, cause It to give by
the recoil a blow upon the nose or mouth.

These difficulties may be avoided by advancing the right elbow
well to the front, at the same time raising it so that the arm is
about parallel with the ground. The hollow of the shoulder will
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then be the natural place for the rifle butt, and the right thumb
will be brought too far from the face to strike it in the recoil.

Some riflemen prefer, by bending the ankle, to rest the instep
fiat on the ground, the weight of the body coming more on the
upper part of the heel; this obviates any tendency of the right
knee to slip; or, by resting the right side of the foot on the
ground, toe pointing to the front, to bring the weight of the body
on the left side of the foot. These positions are authorized.

54. CHorcE oF Posirrro.-In firing kneeling, the steadiness
obtained depends greatly upon the position adopted. The pecu-
liarities of conformation of the individual soldier exert when
firing kneeling a greater influence than when firing either stand-
inT, sitting, or prone; the instructor should, therefore, carefully
endeavor, noticing the build of each soldier, to place him in the
position for which he is best adapted and which will exert the
least tension or strain upon the muscles and nerves. It should
be remembered, however, that without the rest of the left elbow
on the knee this position possesses no advantage of steadiness

vecr the standing position.
55. KNirEELING PosrrIoN; Wmar THrEY.-The kneeling posi-

to:n cben 1be taken more quickly than either the sitting or the
prionp position. It is, therefore, the position naturally assumed
;.'lmJ:: a soi(ier, who is standing or advancing, has to make a
qu i:;: shot at a moving or disappearing object and desires more
stealiness than can be obtained standing.

POSITION AtND AIMING DBILL, SITYING Down.

56. In many cases the men, while able to kneel and hold the
pi,(cc lioderately steady, can obtain in a sitting position much
lid.tt..' r sults. All should, therefore, be instructed in aiming
sittin.; down as Nvell as kneeling.

To practice the soldier in the preceding exercises in a sitting
pe:,ition, the squad being formed in a single rank, with an in-
tNl'v.l of one pace between files, the rifle should first be brought
to " Order arms "; the instructor then commands: SIT DOWN.

At this command make a half face to the right and, assisted
by the left hand on the ground, sit down, facing slightly to the
right, the left leg dfrectd. toward the front, right leg inclined
toward the right, Ibt6 ha, but not necessarily the bottoms of
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the feet, on the ground, the right knee slightly higher than the
left; body erect and carried naturally from the hips; at the
same time drop the muzzle of the piece to the front, and to the
position of the first motion of load, right hand upon the thigh,
just in front of the body, the left hand slightly above, but not
resting upon, the left leg.

The exercise will be executed as heretofore prescribed, except
that at the command " Two " (position exercise) the soldier will
rest the left elbow on the left knee, the point of the elbow In
front of the kneecap, and the right elbow against the left or in-
side of the right knee, at the same time inclining the body from
the hips slightly forward.

For the aiming and trigger-squeeze exercises the pasters, used
as aiming points, will be 2j feet from the floor or the ground.

To afford the men rest or on the completion of the kneeling or
sitting down exercises the instructor will command wlse:, wheil
the men rise, face to the front, and resume the " Order arms."

57. REM[ARKs.-If the preceding position is carefully prac-
ticed, steadiness is quickly attained. The right leg should not
be carried so far to the right as not to afford a good support or
brace for the right elbow.

This position may be modified, but, in general, not without
impairing the steadiness of the man, by crossing the legs at the
ankle, the outside of each foot resting upon the ground, budy
more erect, and the knees slightly more raised than in the pre-
vious position.

PosmION AND MhMITO DoLL, PRONM,

58. From the nature of the position it is not practicable to
execute these exercises according to the method followed when
standing or kneeling. Instruction will, however, always be
given with reference to the position, to the manner of assuming
it, and to aiming and squeezing the trigger.

For this purpose the squad being formed as specified in para-
graph 56 (the black pasters therein mentioned being about 12
inches from the ground), the squad will be brought to " Order
arms."

Then (the squad either standing or kneeling), the instructor
commands: L Diwow, which will be executed as prescribed in
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the Drill Regulations; the legs may be spread apart and the
toes turned out if found to give a steadier position.

After the squad has taken the position as prescribed above,
the legs should be inclined well to the left, and either crossed or
separated as the soldier prefers or as his particular conforma-
tion appears to render most desirable, and the body at the same
time inclined slightly to the right.

With care and practice the soldier may acquire an easy posi-
tion which he is able to assume with great facility.

Being at "Ready," the instructor then commnlll ds: il. 'rgger
sqlleee. 2. EXERCISE.

At the latter command carry the left elbow to the front and
slightly to the right, the left hand under the barrel at the bal-
ance, weight of the body mainly supported by the left elbow, the
right resting lightly on the floor or ground.

(Two.) Slide the rifle with the right hand through the left
hand to the front until the left hand is a little in front of the
trigger guard; at the same time raise the rifle with both hands
and press it against the hollow of the shoulder.

(TirjyE.) Direct the rifle upon the mark and carry out the
further details of aiming and squeezing the trigger as prescribed
in paragraph 44.

Then resume the position, lying down.
As soon as the men have acquired with a.curacy the details

of the position they will be practiced, without the numbers, in
aiming and sqlueezing the trigger at will; after which the rapid-
fire exercise in the prone position will be practiced, the neces-
sary skill nnd dexterity being acquired by degrees.

To afford the men rest, or on completion of the exercise, the
instructor will command: R1ISE, which is executed as prescribed
In thle Drill Regulations.

59. IExianr;s.-The preceding position for firing lying down
possesses in a greater (legree than any other position the merit
of adaptability to the configuration of the ground; it enables the
soldier to deliver fire over low parapets or improvised shelters,
thus making the best use of cover. The importance of training
the soldier in firing from the other positions should not, hDowever,
be lost sight of, since from the prone position it will frequently
be impossible to see the objective.
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Back positions are not authorized,
In the prone position, when aiming, the left elbow should be

,well under the barrel, the other elbow somewhat to the right,
but not so far as to induce any tendency to slip on the floor or
ground.

The greater changes in elevation required in first directing the
rifle on the object should be given by altering the position of the
left hand under the barrel, the slighter changes only by advanc-
ing or withdrawing the shoulder.

As the body does not yield to the recoil, as when firing stand-
ing or kneeling, the force of recoil, if the rifle is not properly
held, may severely bruise the soldier. It is one of the objects of
this exercise to so teach him that this will be prevented by as-
sumning a correct position. Care must be exercised that the butt
is not brought against the collar bone. By moving the shoulder
slightly to the front or rear, and by moving the right elbow froln
the body or toward it, e:ach soldier may determine the position
In which the shoulder gives to the butt of the rifle the easiest
rest. This will probably be the one in which the force of the
recoil will be least felt.

The soldier should persist in this exercise until he obtains a
position in which he feels no constraint, which will not subject
him to bruises from the recoil, andt from which the tmark appears
plainly through the sights. Having secured such a position, he
must not change It when firing, as a variation In the points of
support of the rifle, the distance of the eye from the rear sight,
or the tension of the hold has a decided effect, especially at the
longer ranges. upon the location of the point struck.

60. UJs: OF SLIN'.--'After the soldier has been drilled in the
proper standing, kneeling, sitting, and prone positions in the
foregoing exercises, the use of the sling will be taught. Its use
is described in paragraph 91. Adjustments and their advali-
tages will be taught with the idea of noninterference with quick-
ness and freedom of action. The trigger-squeeze exercises will
then be continued in the different positions, using the sling.

GENERAL REHARKS ON THE PBECEDING DBILLS.

61. The importance of sighting and position and aiming drills
can not be too persistently Impressed upon the soldier. If these
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exercises are carefully practiced, the soldier, before firing a shot
at a target, will have learned to correctly aim his piece, to hold
his rifle steadily, to squeeze the trigger properly, to assume that
position best adapted to the particular conformation of his bo(ly,
and will have acquired the quickness and manual dlexterity re-
quired for handling the piece in rapid fire. This knowledge
can not be successfully acquilred upon the target ground. At
that place the time that can be given to instruction is limited
and should be devoted to the higher branches of the subject.
lEiven, if the desired am;ount of attention could be given to each
soldier, nevertheless, frcam the circumstances of the filring, his
errors can not be readily determined. It is more than likely

hi!at the soldier would never discover the reasons for bis failures
and would, therefore, be unable to properly correct the! n.

Under such conditions the knowledge that he may have of the
mnany other requisites for good marksmanship can not be utilized
to full advantage, and, in fact, can but in a limited decree com-
pensate for the neglect of these first principles and for the fail-
ure to lay, by assiduously practicing them, the only firm foun-
dation for future proficiency.

If, in the instruction practice on the range, it is found that
the soldier makes errors in his position, he should be requiredl
to stop firing and to practice the third exercise for 10 or 15
mirnutes. He should be encouraged to go through these exer-
cises frequently at other than drill hours, care being taken
that, in the aiming and trigger-squeeze exercises, he always has
some definite object for a mark.

CHAPTER III.

DEFLECTION AND ELEVATION CORRECTION DRILLS.

62. SIGHT CORlECTrTO.-The soldier may find when firing at a
target that the first shot has missed the bull's-eye or figure, and
in order to cause the second to hit, two methods may be used:
The point of aim may be changed or the sights may be moved
and the same point be aimed at. In order to do accurate shooting
it is essential to have a well-defined mark at which to aim; con-
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sequently, except for very slight corrections, the method of mov-
ing the sights, involving changes in elevation and windage, is
devised.

63. ELEVATION.--The instructor will show the men the gradu-
ations on the rear-sight leaf, and will explain to them the value
of the different divisions. IIe will explain how to adjust their
sights for different distances. He will make it clear that rais-
ing or lowering the slide on the rear-sight leaf has the effect of
raising or lowering the point struck. The amount of change
which a given amount of elevation will cause in the point
struck varies with the range and with the rifle and the ainmu-
nition used.

64. DEFLECTION.-The Instructor will explain how to move
the ruovable base by use of the windage screw; that the gradua-
tions on the rear end of the movable base are for convenience
in setting the sights and applying corrections; that each di-
vision is called a point of windage; that turning the movable
base of the rear sight to the right or left changes the point
struck to the right or left; that, to overcome the drifting effect
of a wind from the right, the movable base must be moved to
the right, and, if the wind be from the left, the movable sight
base must be moved to the left.

65. ADJUSTING THE SIGHTS.--(a) Elevations.-The graduations
on the rear sight wEill be found correct for but few rifles. This is
due to slight variations in the parts of the rifle, especially the
barrel, which occur under the most exact methods of fabrication.
Not all rifles are tested at the arsenal, and when the gradua-
tions for the rear sight have been experimentally determined,
they are correct only for the particular conditions existing when
they were so determined. The correction necessary for each par-
ticular rifle at any range is found by shooting it at that range,
and is constant with the same ammunition and when firing under
the same conditions. If no correction is necessary, the rifle is
said to " shoot on the mnarl."

(b) The zero of a rifle.-That reading of the wind gauge nec-
essary to overcome the drift of a rifle at a particular range is
called the "zero " of that rifle for that range, and all allowances
for wind should be calculated from this reading.
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The N".ero" of a rifle is found by shooting it on a perfectly
calm day.

66. The following table gives the approximate corrections on
the rear-sight leaf and the wind gauge necessary to move the
point struck 1 foot at ranges from 100 to 1,000 yards:

67r. ExrncIsE.-To give the soldier practice in correcting ele-:
vation andl windage, a target should be placed on the wall facing
the squad and a blank paster attached a foot or more from the
bull's-eye, at first directly above or below the bull's-eye, then on
a horizontal line with it, and finally in an oblique direction.

For this drill the rifle of each soldier who has not determined
by actual irring the "zero" and the correct elevations for the
different ranges will be assumed ;toshoot on the mark and to',
require no windage.

Announce the range and tell the men that the paster repre-
sents the position of an assumed hit and require each man tdo
correct his sight so as to bring the next hit into the bull's-eyea
This exercise should be repeated daily during gallery -practice,
Finag the A, B, C, and D targets, until the men have acquired
accuracy In making corrections for all ranges up to 1,000 yard&

Correction on Correction in
wired gauge elevation

Ru ge. e ne"ssary to necossary to
Range. Snmove the ch ango the

point struck 1 po strk 1
foot. foot.

Yards. Pointy. Yards.
100 3 416
200 1.5 185
300 1 1.05
400 .75 70
500 .0 48
600 .5 35
700 .43 25
s0) .375 20
C0O .?333 15

1,000 .3 12
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When the men have learned how to adjust their sights, this
exercise should be carried on in connection with gallery prac-
tice. The rear sight on each rifle is given an incorrect setting
in elevation and windage by the instructor, and the soldier
required to find the correct adjustment by firing.

68. THE EFFECT OF ANIND.-It is important that before going
on the range the soldier should be taught to estimate the force
and direction of the wind and the amount of correction neces-
sary to apply to the movable rear-sight base to overcome the
effect of the wind on the bullet In its flight.

The direction of the wind, for convenience. is expressed by a
clock-face notation, the clock being supposed to lie on the
ground with the hour XII toward the target or mark and the
hour III at the firer's right hand. A wind blowing from the
front (that is, from the direction of the target) is called a
"XII-o'clock wind," one directly from the left and across the
field of fire is called a " IX-o'cloclr wind," and so on. The
direction of the wind can be obtained by observing its effect
upon smoke, on trees, or grass, or dust, or by wetting the finger
and holding it up.

The force of the wind is designated in miles per hour. An
anemometer should be placed near the barracks, where it will
not be exposed to cross currents, and so that the dial can be
readily seen. The force of the wind can then be read from the
dial and at the same time the effect of the wind on the boughs
of trees, flags, and streamers, and the smoke from chimneys
should be observed. The soldier should be required to estimate
the force of the wind and then verify his estimation by ane-
mometer readings. This exercise should be repeated frequently
until the soldier has learned to estimate roughly the force of
the wind without the aid of an anemometer.

Heat waves, when present, are an important aid in estimating
the force of the wind.
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69. In the following table are shown the points of windage
necessary to correct for a 10-mile-at-hour wind:

Range. III or IX. II, IV, VIII, X. I, V, VII, XI.

Yards. Points. Pioints.
100 0.23 0.2 0.1
200 .34 .81 .17
300 .61 .53 .30
400 .86 .75 .43
00 L 11 .96 .55

000 L 89 1.2 69
700 L 68 1.45 .84
SO0 2 00 1.73 1.00
900 2. 34 2.03 1. 17

1,000 2.67 2.30 1.33

Winds blowing from XII and VI o'clock directions have no
deviating Influence on the flight of the bullet, but these winds
have the effect of shortening (in the case of XSI-o'clock wind)
or lengthening the range (in the case of VI-o'clock wind). The
correction necessary to apply in the case of such winds is
inappreciable.

70, RrSMARA S.-If the soldier is well drilled in applying the
windage and elevation corrections necessary to bring an as-
sumed hit into the bull's-eye or figure, using in turn each of
the targets at which he fires on the range, lie will need very
little further instruction in applying the necessary corrections.
The instructor should assure himself that the men understand
the reasons for these corrections, and they should never for-
get that they must move the rear-sight movable base into tle
wtnd and in the same direct ion they wish to move the point
struck.

CHAPTER IV.

GALLERY PRACTICE.

71. After the soldier has been thoroughly instructed in sight-
ing, and in the position, aiming, deflection, and elevation-cor-
rection drills, he will be exercised in firing at short ranges with
reduced charges.
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72. VAUNE OF GALLERY PnACCEL-N'otwithstanding the value
of'the position and aiming drills, it is impossfble to keep up
the soldier's interest if these exercises are unduly prolonged.
By gallery practice, however, the interest is easily maintained
and further progress, especially in teaching the trigger squeeze,
is made. Many of the external influences, which on the range
affect the firing, being absent, the soldier is not puzzled by
results for which, at this stage of his education, he could not
account were he advanced to firing with full charges. Further-
more, as there is no recoil to induce nervousness or flinching,
the soldier soon finds that he can make good scores, and this
success is the surest stimulus to interest.

Not only to the beginner is gallery practice of value; to the
good shot it is a means of keeping, to a certain extent, in prac-
tlce, and practice in shooting, as much as in anything else, is
essential. Since it can be carried on throughout the year,
gallery practice is of much value in fixing in the men the kdbit
of aimed fire, than which nothing in his training is of mibre
importance.

73. GALLERY PBACTICE.-During the month preceding range
practice the minimum number of scores given In the following
table must be fired by all who are required to fire under the
provisions of paragraph 89:

(Rante Target. Position. Sorts.

50 _ , Keeling.

so Standing.

'75 i E3d« Prone.

74. ScoaEs.-Gallery practice will be conducted in scores of
five shots. The number of scores to be fired by any man at a
single practice is determined by the company commander.
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No reports of the results of the firing will be required, al-
though a record of it should be kept in the company for the in-
struction and guidance of the soldier.

75. ADDITIONAL PRACTIcE.-In addition to the minimum num-
ben of scores prescribed in paragraph 73, practice in this class
of firing should be carried on throughout the year when prac-
ticable, the amount and details of the practice being left to the
discretion of the company commander. The practice should be
varied as much as possible. It should include exercises in slow
and rapid fire, in assuming the various firing positions and open-
ing fire quickly, and in finding the correct adjustment of the
rear sight without unnecessary loss of time. Moving or disap-
pearing targets can easily be improvised and the instruction
made as interesting as possible.

76. MATcHEs.--Matches in gallery firing between the men,
particularly the recruits, and between teams of the same or dif-
ferent companies, should be promoted and encouraged. While
such matches increase the interest of the men in their practice,
they at the same time afford experience in the conditions of
competitive firing.

CHAPTER V.

ESTIMATING.DISTANCE TEST.
77. IMVPORTANCE.--Abllty to estimate distances correctly is an

important element in the education of the soldier.
While it is true that fire on the battle field will usually be by

groups and the ranges given by officers or noncommissioned offi-
cers, the battle field is reached only after a long series of experi-
ences in scout, patrol, and outpost duty, in which the soldier is
frequently placed in positions where it is essential that lie shall
determine for himself the range to be used in order that the
fire may be effective. It is, therefore, here made a prerequisite
to qualification that the soldier shall be proficient in estimating
distances by eye.

During the estimating-distance drills advantage should be
taken of every opportunity to train the soldier in observing his
surroundings from positions and when on the march. He should
be practiced In pointing out and naming different features of the
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ground; in discovering and describing different objeets; In
counting different objects or beings. Especially should noncom-
missioned officers be trained in describing the location, with
reference to other objects, of objects difficult to see and in Im-
parting information of this kind quickly and accuratelg.

78. Distances can be estimated by the eye or by sound; they
can be determined by range-finding instruments, by trial shots
or volleys, or from maps.

79. ESTIM.ATION OF DISTANCE BY EYE.-To estimate distance
by the eye with accuracy, it is necessary to be familiar with the
appearance, as to length, of a unit of measure which can be com-
pared mentally with the distance which is to be estimated. The
most convenient unit of length is 100 yards. To impress upon
the soldier the extent of a stretch of 100 yards two posts 100
yards apart, with short stakes between to mark each 25 yards,
should be placed near the barrecks, or on the drill ground, and
the soldier required to pace off the marked distance several
times, counting his steps. He will thus learn how many of his
steps make 100 yards and will become familiar with the appear-
ance of the whole distance and of its fractional parts.

Next a distance of more than 100 yards will be shown him
and he will be required to compare this distance with the 100-
yard unit and to estimate it. Having made this estimate, he
will be required to verify its accuracy by pacing the distance.

A few minutes each day should be spent in this practice, the
soldier often being required to make his estimate by raising his
rear-sight leaf and showing it to the Instructor. After the first
drills the soldier should be required to pace the distance only
when the estimate is unusually inaccurate.

The soldier should be taught that, in Judging the distance
from the enemy, his estimate may be corrected by a careful
observation of the clearness with which details of dress, the
movements of limbs or of the files in a line may be seen. In
order to derive the benefit of this method, the soldier will be
required to observe closely all the details noted above in single
men or squads of men posted at varying distances, which will
be measured and announced.

Although the standing and kneeling silhouettes used in field
practice afford good objects upon which to estimate distances
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the instructor should make frequent use of living figures and
natural objects, as this is the class of targets from which the
soldier will be compelled to estimate his range in active service.

80. METHODS OF ESTIMATING LONG DISTANCES BY THE EYEL-
The following methods are found useful:

(a) The soldier may decide that the object can not be more
than a certain distance away nor less than a certain distance;
his estimates must be kept within the closest possible limits and
the mean of the two taken as the range.

(b) The soldier selects a point which he considers the middle
point of the whole distance, estimates this half distance and
doubles it, or he similarly divides the distance into a certain
number of lengths which are familiar to him.

(c) The soldier estimates the distance along a parallel line,
as a road on one side, having on it well-defined objects.

(d) The soldier takes the mean of several estimates made by
different persons. This method is not applicable to instruction.

81. APPEARANCE OF OBJECTS: How MIODIF1ED ]BY VARYING CON-
DITIONSr OF LIGHT, DIFFERENCE OF LEVEL, ETC.-During instruc-
tion the men should be taught the effect of varying conditions
of light and terrain upon the apparent distance of an object.

Objects seem nearer-
(a) When the object is in a bright light.
(b) When the color of the object contrasts sharply with the

color of the background.
(c) When looking over water, snow, or a uniform surface

like a wheat field.
(d) When looking from a height downward.
(e) In the clear atmosphere of high altitudes.

Objects seem more distant-
(a) When looking over a depression in the ground.
(b) When there is a poor light or a fog.
(c) When only a small part of the object can be seen.
(g) When looking from low ground upward toward higher

ground.
82. ESTIMA.TING DISTANCE BY SOUND.-Sound travels at the

rate of about 1,100 feet, or 366 yards, per second. If a gun is
fired at a distance, a certain time elapses before the sound is
heard. If the number of seconds or parts of seconds between the
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flash and the report be carefully taken and multiplied by 366,
the product will be approximately the distance in yards to the
gun. This method will be of doubtful use on the battle field,
owing to the difficulty of distinguishing the sound of the gun,
whose flash is seen, from that of any other. It will probably
be useful in determining the range to a hostile battery when it
first opens fire.

83. DETErMrINING DISTANCE BY RANGE-FINDING INSTRUMENTS.-
Accuracy in determining distance by range-finding instruments
depends upon care and facility in use of the instrument and clear-
ness of definition of the objective. Knowledge of the use of the
instrument issued is essential to all company, officers and should
be imparted to sergeants when time is available.

84. DETERMINATION OF DISTANCE BY TRIAL SHOTS OB VOL-
LEYS.-If the ground is so dry and dusty that. the fall of the
bullets is visible through a glass or with the naked eye, a method
of determining the distance is afforded by using a number of
trial shots or volleys.

The method of using trial volleys is as follows:
The sights are raised for the estimated range and one volley is

fired. If this appears to hit but little short of the mark an
increase of elevation of 100 yards will be used for the next volley.
When the object is inclosed between two volleys, a mean of the
elevations will be adopted as the correct range.

The range may be obtained from a near-by battery or machine
gun. This is the best method where available.

85. ESTIMATING DISTANCE TEST.--When instruction shall, in
the opinion of the company commander, have progressed to such
an extent as to enable the soldier to judge distances with the eye
with fair accuracy, he will be tested for proficiency.

As the danger space is continuous for a man kneeling within
a range of 547 yards (battle-sight range), and as individual fire
and the fire of small squads will ordinarily be limited to 1,200
yards, the soldier will be tested for proficiency at distances
between these two ranges.

The rules governing this test are as follows:
(a) The test will be supervised by an officer.
(b) Each soldier will be tested separately.
(c) The ground shall be other than that over which he fired

or has previously estimated distances.
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(d) The use of any device to mark the limits within which
dislantes are tested (550 and 1,200 yards), at the time the test
Is given, so that this device can be seen from the estimating
point, is prohibited.

(e) The objectives will be natural objects, men standing,
knieeling, or prone, or silhouettes.

(f) For objectives, live or nlore natural objects will be se-
lected, or single men or groups of men stationed or silhouettes
placed within the ranges indicated above. The distances of the
objectives Awill not be mnwsured until all who are to estimate on
them have made their estimates.

The men to be tested are conducted to a point near that from
whliclh the estimnates are to be made, and remain facing away
from the objectives or hidden therefrom by some feature of the
ground. They are not permitted to know what objects are to be
used in the test until they are called up to the estimating point.

The officer conducting the test calls up one man at a time,
points out to him an objective and causes him to estimate the
distance thereto. This is continued until the soldier's estimates
on five objectives have been obtained. When the test for the
day is completed by any man, he will not be allowed to Join the
squad awaiting test. After all the men have made estimates of
distances to a given series of objectives, ranges thereto will be
measured.

(g) Proficiency for the expert rifleman and for the sharp-
shooter shall consist in mal;iug in five consecutive estimates an
average degree of accuracy of 90 per cent.

Similarly for proficiency, marknsmen, first-class men, and
second-class men are required to make in five consecutive esti-
mates a n average degree of accuracy of 85 per cent.

Not wore than three trials will be given, and should the
soldier fall three times to make the reqlired percentage, his
final qualiication will be reduced one grade below that obtained
in firing.

86. tANOCE EBTIbIATORS.-The estimating test having been
compllieted,, five or siL enlisted men, selected by the company
coulnlllder from the most accurate estimators, will be desig-
nated Lus "Range estimators." These men will be given prac-
tice in estimating distances throughout the year. The practice
will be on varied ground and at distances up to 2,000 yards.
(C. S. A. F. M. No. 18.)
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CHAPTER VI.

KNOWN DISTANCE PRACTICE.

87. GENERAL DESCRIPTIO.N.-When gallery practice has been
completed as required, the soldier is advanced to known-distance
firing. The general scheme for firing is as follows:

{Slow fire, targets A and B.
[Instruction practice... Slow fire, target D.
gQ ualiiation tursE...[ Rapid fire, target D.

Q cRecord practice . Slow fire, targets A and B.
e dprctce.....I-Rapid fire, target D.

L on g-distance prac- Slow fi .............. yards target C.tice. -...... 1,00o yards, target C.

Practice with tele- JTarget B.
scopic sights. GTarget C.

Supplementary Course-Special Course A, Instruction Practice.

{Slow fire, target A.
[Instruction practice ... . Slow fire, target D.

rSpecial course A..... ..- Rapid fire, target D.

Record practice.... Slow fire, target A.
MRapid fire, target D.

Courses for Organized
Militia ............

Slow fire, tar-
getsA and B.

Instruction Slow fire, tar-
practice. get D.

Rapid fire, tar-
'Qualification course .. I get D.

[Slow fire, tar-
Record getsAandB.

practice. Rapidfire, tar-
get D.

Long-distance prac- J800 yards, target C.
tice, slow fire. 11,000 yards, target C.

Practice with teie JTarget .
scopic sights. /Target C.
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1. The Instruction practice, qualification course, embraces slow
fire at targets A, B, and D at 200, 300, 500, and 600 yards, and
rapid fire at target D at 200, 300, and 500 yards.

2. Record practice, qualification course, consists of slow fire
at targets A and B at 300, 500, and 600 yards, and rapid fire at
target D at 200, 300, andt 500 yards.

8. Long-distance practice Is for experts and sharpshooters
only. It is for instruction and is not a factor in qualification.

4. Practice with telescopic sights is for instruction of spe-
cially selected men in the use of this device, these to be experts
or otherwise, foulr of the best shots among the enlisted men of
the company. It is not a factori in qualification.

5. The supplementary course is designed for recruits and
others who have Joined after the practice season or so late in
the season that it has been impracticable for them to fire.

6. Special course A is designed for the Coast Artillery Corps,
for bandsmen when required to fire, and for posts where ranges
not greater than 300 yards can be obtained.

88. TARGET YEAR AND PRACTICE SEAso-N.-The target year,
being the period for which reports are rendered and which In-
eludes the practice season, will commence January 1 and ter-
minate December 31.

The practice season will consist of two months, called the reg-
ular season, and a period, not to exceed one month, called the
supplementary season. All to be designated by the department
commander upon the recommendation of subordinate com-
manders.

During the period designated as the practice season, known-
distance firing will be carried on in such manner that, while
record firing should take place on favorable days and under the
most favorable circumstances, the men should be required to
practice under variable conditions of weather, care being taken
that the shooting is not held under such adverse conditions as
to make it unprofitable.

As fnr as practicable. organizations actually firing will be ex-
cused from all post duties during this time, the usual duties
being performed by the remainder of the garrison.

It shall be the duty of the post commander to see that, as far
ts the exigencies of the service permit, all men on extra and

so
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special duty w-ho are required to fire be given as much prelimi-
nary instruction and range practice as is given to other'men.

All range work swill be performed by the troops firing, etcept
that during record practice, qlualification course, such officers as
may be required for range duty will be detailed from troops not
firing.

In the regular season, the known distance firing will be car-
ried to completion, all officers and men who are required to fire
taking part.

Recruits who Join in the last month of the regular season will
fire in the supplementary season only.

80. WHo WILL FinE.-IKnown-distance practice.

REQUIRED TO FIRE.

All officers and enlisted men of regiments of Infantry,
Cavalry, and Engineers, and of mounted battalions of Engineers
and of Engineer Trains, except those authorized but not re-
quired to fire, and except bandsmen, who will not fire (except
in the Philippine Islands, when required to do so by the depart-
ment commander).

All officers and enlisted men of companies of Coast Artillery
will fire special course A.

AUTHORIZED BUT NOT REQUIRED TO FIRE.

Staff departments, except medical and chaplains, all officers
and enlisted men.

Staff Corps, all officers and enlisted men.
Field and staff officers of regiments of Infantry, Cavalry,

and Engineers, of mounted battalions of Engineers, and of the
CoLIst Artillery Corps.

Enlisted men of headquarters, supply, and machine-gun troops
and companies of Infantry and Cavalry. Enlisted men of regi-
ments and mounted battalions of Engineers who do not belong
to companies. Noncommissioned staff officers of the Coast
Artillery Corps.

All officers enumerated above of over 15 years' commissioned
or commissioned and enlisted service, except officers of the
Medical Department and chaplains, are authorized but not re-
quired to fire.
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Cooks may be excused from firing.
Upon the recommendation of the surgeon, the post commander

may excuse officers and men from practice.
A soldier who has completed the qualification course, record

practice, and who is transferred or who is discharged and re-
enlists, will not fire the qualification course a second time in
the same year.

A soldier will begin his regular practice each target practice
season with the instruction practice, qualification course (Tables
1, 2, and 3). Having completed this, he will fire the record
practice, same course (Tables 4 and 5).

Officers and enlisted men authorized but not required to fire,
and who are not on duty with a company or troop which takes
target practice, will, if they fire, be attached to organizations
for practice and will be classified on the report of the organiza-
tion to which so attached.

(C. S. A. F. Hl. Nos. iJr and 19.)
90. ItESTRICTrONS AS T TTHF ARI.--The rifle or pistol shAll be

used as issued by the Ordnance Department, except that wood
of the upper band may be worked down. This change must be
made under the supervision of the company commander. The
use of additional appliances, such as temporary shades for
sights, spirit levels, orthoptic eyepieces, etc., is prohibited. The
front-sight cover may be left on the rifle during firing, and the
sights may be blackened if desired. Telescopic sights may be
used in combat practice. Troops will use, in small-arms prac-
tice, the weapon with which they are armed.

Small arms and appliances issued by the Ordnance Depart-
ment for test and report will not be used in determining classi-
fications. (C. AS. A. F. M. Yo. 1.)

91. USE OF GUN SLING.-The gun sling may be used at all
ranges as an auxiliary to steady the piece, in connection with
one arm only, provided that for the purposes of adjustment for
shooting, neither end shall have been passed through either
sling swivel. No knot will be tied -- in the sling and the sling
itself will not be added to nor modified in any manner.

92. UsE OF RESTS-POSITIONS.--n known distance practice a
rest will not be allowed for the rifle or any part of the body ex-
cept as prescribed in these regulations.
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In combat firing such rests as are available will be permitted.
Within the limits of these regulations, the soldier should be

allowed to take the position giving him the greatest ease and
steadiness.

98. USE OF DEVCzES FOR DETEnIIINTNG FOBCE AND DIIfECTroN
Or W\ND.-Anemomrcters, wind clocks, and other instruments,
and flns, vanes, or streamers for determining the force or direc-
tion of the windl wvill be allowed on the range during instruction
practice but not during record firing for qualification.

94. DRESS AND EQPrnnrwsNT.-In all classes of firing the serv-
iee uniform and service hat will be worn. In all known dis-
tance practice the soldier will be equipped with the rifle and
cartridcbe belt; for infantry and troops equipped as infantry,
who are provided with the model 1910 equipment, the garrison
belt, or the cartridge belt, model 1910, when the garrison belt is
not available; 1 for cavalry provided with the new equipment,
the field belt; for other troops, the cartridge belt stripped; car-
tridge belt suspenders will not be worn in known distance fir-
ing; the coat may be omitted when authorized by the post com-
mander.

For combat practice, the service uniform "for field duta"
will be worn (see Table of Occasions, Uniform Regulations), to-
gether with that field equipment prescribed as one of the condi-
tions of the exercise (see paragraph 223 (d) and paragraph
224), and mnay be any one of the following:

(a) The full field equipment; with or without rations as may
be prescribed for the exercise.

(b) The full field equipment less pack (or blanket roll); with
or without rntidons as may be prescribed for the exercise.

Offi.ers will, when flring, wear the same uniform and equip-
ment as the men. In conducting combat firing exercises officers
will be equipped with field glasses and pistols; sabers will not be
worn. (C. S. A. F. 3M. No. S.)

95. INSRTUCTION PRACTIcE.-Tnstrtlcton practice, quallifics-
tion course, should carry out the purposes Which the term im-

IThe last sentence of paragraph 7, page 6, Instructions for Assem-
bling the Infantry Equipment, molel of 1910, is not intended to pro-
hibit the d4tachifg of the cartridge belt from the equipment fti known
distance practice when the garrison belt is not avallable.
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plies, and hence the amount of ammunition to be expended in
this practice should be in proportion to the instruction needed.
For recruits and those who in the last season's practice failed tQ
qualify as marksman or better, not less than th:at p:tUscribed in
Tables 1, 2, and 3 should be fired, and, in special cases, con-
siderably more, so that the inexperienced shot may be given
ample opportunity to determine the nature of his errors and the
best methods of correcting them.

For those who have qualified as marksman or better and who
have learned the principles of shooting, not so much practice is
required to keep in condition for retaining the qualification or
for improving it; hence for them, in one season of practice, this
expenditure per man will not exceed the minimum number of
rounds prescribed in the tables.

Subject to these restrictions, the expenditure of ammunition
and the procedure as to order of practice and details followed in
the instruction practice, qualification course, will be at the dis-
cretion of the company commander. Scores of five shots are
permitted in rapid fire, instruction practice, and, in some in-
stances, it may be found advantageous to begin instruction at
100 yards. The firing in this practice by a recruit of more than
O5 rounds in one day is prohibited.

(C. S. A. F. A1. No. 19.)
06. RECORD PRAcTIcE.--Record practice is for two purposes:

First, to afford the soldier an object lesson of his progress; sec-
ond, to obtain a record by means of which the soldier may be
graded in awarding insignia and increased pay.

The rules for record practice must be fixed and be applicable
to all alike. These rules must be strictly observed by all;
scores must be recorded accurately; the work in the pit must
be conducted with great efficiency.

In this practice "coaching" of any nature is prohibited.
Each firer must observe the location of his own hit as indicated
by the marking disk or spotter. After a soldier has taken his
place at the firing point, no person shall render or attempt to
render him any assistance whatever.

This practice will be conducted according to the regulations
governing competitions, except that in a continuous pit there
will be one officer to every two targets or less, and in each single
target pit there will be an officer.
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Scores will be kept in the pit and compared with the record
made at the firing point.

97. FIELD GCLASSES.-O)fficers and enlisted men will be allowed
and encouraged to use field glasses, subject to the restrictions
concerning coaching contained in paragraph 96.

98. ORDER OF PR'lCEiuUl:E.--Thee practice season opens with
in4truction practice, qualification course. This is carried to
completion for each soldier before he proceeds to record prac-
tice. When the instruction practice, qualification course, is
completed. the soldier proceeds to record practice (same course)
and follows this to completion.

No individual will fire record practice, qualification course,
on the samer day as any part of instruction practice. Record
practice hnlving begun for any individual will be finished before
any other firing is ttlken up.

While record plractice is being conducted at any distance,
there will he no oiller firing on the range at that distance.

A record practice score for any individual once begun at a
range will be carried to completion at that range without inter-
ruption.

99. SIGHTING SHOTS.-Sighting shots form no part of the score
and are not recorded as such. When sighting shots are pre-
scribed they must be taken. If, through no fault of his own, a
soldier's record score is not comlnpleted at a range where sighting
shots are prescribed andl has to be repeated, he must be given
sighting shots with the new score.

100. Instruction shots fired by an officer or enlisted man will
be permitted only in instruction practice.

101. ScoRING.-The record of the score, from which classifica-
tion will be made, will be kept at each firing point by a non-
commissioned officer, who will be assigned, unless at a one-
company post, to a point where his own company is not firing.
The scoring will be closely supervised and the record verified
by a company officer. Scores will be recorded on the range with
pencil on sheets prepared for that purpose.

A separate sheet will be kept for each man firing, and as soon
as the man's score at any range is completed the scorer will sign
the sheet and the company commander will take it up, initial it,
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and keep it In his personal possession until the soldier is again
ealted pmli tn fhire. The record scores will be transferred from
these sheets to the company target record by the company com-
mander. The com(pany target record will be kept in the per-
son:al possessionl of the company commander and not nllowed in
the hands of an enlisted man from the beginnlLg of record prac-
tice until the re:!uired reports for range practice have been ren-
dered. All entries In the company target record will be made
In ink and no corrections or alterations will he made except
by the company commander, who will Initial each correction.

102. ScoRING; St.owN FIRS.-The scorer, as each shot is sig-
naled, will announce in a tone loud enough to be heard by the
firer the name of the firer and the value of the hit, and wvill
record it on a sheet assigned to that soldier.

A shot upon the wrong target wvill be entered upon the score
of the man firing as a miss, no matter what the value of the hit
upon the wrong target.

If two shots strike a target at the same or nearly the same
time both will be signaled; and If a shot was just fired from
the firingr point assigned to that target. tile hit having the
higher value of the two will be entered in the score of the sol-
dier firing from that target point and no record made of the
other hit.

103. SCORING RAPiD FzIB.-ID rapid fire as each shot Is sig-
naled it is announced as follows: One five, two fives, three fives,
one four, two fours, three fours, four fours, one three, one mllis,
two misses, and jotted down on n pad as called, the scorer
watching the target as he calls the shot. After the markin;g Is
finished the scorer counts the number of shots marked andutl, if
more ot less than 10, calls: " te-markl No. -. " If 10 shots have
been marked, he then enters the score on the soldier's score card
and totals it as follows: 5 5 6 4 4 4 4 8 ()0 0 -34.

In record practice. In case of two men firing on the same tar-
get, the resulting score will be rejected. the soldier at fault be-
ing credited with only such hits, if any as ma he may have n:de
on his own target, the other soldier repenting hiis score. In ase
of more thoin 10 hits on a target the score vill not he reoordre{l,
and the soldier assigned to that target will repeat the score.

Be
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104. OFFICER IN CHARGE OF FIRING.-At stations where the
ran. ze is provided with several targets and practice Is usually
hel( :,imultaneously by two or more companies and successively
by others, an officer in charge of the firing will be appointed.

The oflicer in charge of the firing, who should be, when prac-
ticable, a field officer, will have general supervision of the firing
and of the target range (luring the practice season. He will not
supervise the details of the instruction of the companies prac-
ticing on the range, but will maintain order, regulate the dis-
tribution of ranges and targets to organizations, prevent in-
fractions of regulations, and in general assist by every proper
means to secure efficient and accurate service from the working
force of the range.

He will see that all necessary precautions are taken for the
safety of the markers and such spectators as may be present.

When ranges are not provided with butts and the surround-
ings are such that persons or animals might attempt to cross
the range, the officer in charge of firing, before firing is begun,
will post lookouts, in positions to be seen from the pit, whose
duty it will be to prevent any attempt to cross the line of fire.
Whenever the lookouts can not prevent the line of fire being
.crossedl they should display a danger signal, when the markers
will withdraw the targets.

105. RANGE OFFICEr..--At all ranges a range officer will be
appointed who will be charged with the care and police of the
range and with the necessary repairs to targets, shelters, butts,
and firing points. He will be assisted by a noncommissioned
officer and such fatigue parties as may be required. He will
make timely estimates for material and labor to place the range
in proper condition for the practice season, and all necessary
repairs will be made under his direction and the supervision
of the post commander. He will be responsible for the accurate
measuring of the range and the correct location of the dif-
ferent firing points, for the condition of the telephone system,
and for the arrangement and efficiency of the personnel at the
butts. During the practice season he will act as assistant to the
officer in charge of the firing.

106. NONCOtU.0ISSIONED OFFICER IN CFIARcGE OF Prr.-A com-
petent noncommissioned officer. with such assistants as the post
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commander deems necessary, will be detailed permanently dur-
ing the target season in charge of arrangements at the butts.
He will be under the direction of the range officer and will be
responsible for the efficiency and discipline of the target details.
It will be his duty to see that targets are ready for the firing
desired and that all targets are serviceable; also to see that as
the target details report they are provided with the proper
flags, marking disks, paste, pasters, etc.

107. TARGET DETAILS.-The detail for marking each target
will consist of two privates belonging to the company firing at that
target, and one noncommissioned officer, always selected, except
at a one-company post, from some other company. The noncom-
missioned officer will be held responsible that order is kept at his
target and should be familiar with the regulations governing the
markers and with the method of marking. Upon arriving at the
pit the noncommissioned officer in charge of the target will see
that his detail procures from the noncommissioned officer in
charge of the pit the necessary ricochet and danger flags, spot-
ters, marking disks, pasters, and paste. He will display the
danger flag in front of his target, examine the target carefully
to see that it is in good working order and that all old shot holes
are pasted up. In case any target is, or becomes, so badly muti-
lated as to be unserviceable, he will procure a new one from
the noncommissioned officer in charge of the pit. Upon comple-
tion of the firing he will take down the target and return it, with
the disks, flags, etc., to the pit house. He will also report to
the noncommissioned officer in charge of the pit such repairs as
that target and its accessories may require for a subsequent
practice.

If it should become necessary before the completion of the fir-
ing for the markers to leave or for other persons to enter a target
pit not provided with a continuous shelter or covered approach,
the target should first be turned or withdrawn from the firing
position and the danger signal displayed. After the signal
"Cease firing" has been sounded, or if there is no musician
present at the firing point after a few seconds' delay, the target
pit may be entered or left, the target turned back to the firing
position, the danger signal removed, and the firing resumed.
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In case of a disabled target the danger signal should be dl-
played ftnd not withdr:awn until the target is in working order.

108. MIARKINa.--When a post is garrisoned by a single com-
pany and it is impossible to detail noncommissioned officers of
other companies to supervise the marking and scoring, those
duties will be performed by the noncommissioned officers of the
firing company. In record firing, qualification course, when only
one company is firing, new paper targets will be used for each
day's firing, and upon its completion the company commander or
one of his lieutenants will count the number of hits made in each
division of the target and compare the totals with the recorded
scores.

As in some cases the markers may inadvertently make errors
in signaling hits, whenever an examination of the target gives
results very closely agreeing with the recorded scores, the record
should be permitted to stand, but the markers cautioned to ex-
ercise greater care in the future.

Any shot cutting the edge of the figure or bull's-eye will be
signaled and recorded as a hit in the figure or bull's-eye, and as
the limiting line of each division of the target is the outer edge
of the line separating it from the exterior division, whenever
this line is touched by a shot, it will be signaled and recorded as
a hit in the higher division.

In record firing the officers in the pit will verify every miss be-
fore it is signaled, and will closely observe the marking on the
targets to which they are assigned to prevent fraud or errors on
the part of the markers.

109. MARKING, SLOW FIRE.-In slow fire with the rifle, as each
shot is fired the noncommissioned officer indicates to one of the
markers the value and position of the hit, if any is made, and
supervises this marker while he signals the result of the shot to
the firing point. The center of the disk should be placed over
the shot hole. When double sliding targets are used the target
hit will be withdrawn and the location of the hit indicated with
the proper disk on the other target. After the result of the shot
has been signaled, if a direct or ricochet hit has been made, the
other marker will cover the shot hole with the proper paster.

lWhen spotters are used the shot hole will not be pasted up, but
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the spotter hung in the hole. When the exposed target is hit
It is withdrawn and the other target run up, the spotter showing
the exact location of the preceding hit on that target. When
another hit is made on that target it is withdrawn, the spotter
changed from the first shot hole to the second, and the first shot
hole pasted up. When spotters are used care must be taken to
paste up a shot hole as soon as the spotter is removed and also
to paste up any shot hole in the spotter itself.

The value of a shot will be indicated to the firing point as
follows:

If a bull's-eye, with a white disk.
If a center (four), with a red disk.
If an inner (three), with a black and white disk.
If an outer (two), with a black disk.
With spotters, two disks may be used, fixed in sockets on the

~top of the parapet so that they may be seen from the firing point.
One disk is white on one side and red on the other; the
other disk a black cross on a white field on one side and all black
on the other. When a hit is made its value is indicated by turn-
ing the proper face toward the firer, exposing it a few secondls,
'and then turning its edge toward the firer. When not indicating
ithe value of hits, disks should be kept edge toward the firing
point.

In marking targets the following will govern:
If a ricochet, by displaying the ricochet flag; and if the target

is hit, by placing over the shot hole at the same time the appro-
priate disk. The ricochet flag has a white field with a red center,
similar to the flag used in signaling, the size depending on the
distance.

If a miss, by waving the danger flag across the front of the
target. If the markers know on which side of the target the
miss is made, the flag will also be held on that side, but this
should not be done unless the marker is absolutely certain on
which side the miss is madte, as false information regarding
misses will so mislead the firer that he is likely to continue to
miss the target.

If a hit is in the parapet the flag will be so held as to give the
necessary indication.
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If two shots strike a target at about the same time both will
be signialed.

1n s!low fire with the pistol two disks are used, one a white
(!i:: to, itini.:t:e a buli's-eye, the other a blachk (1isk to indicate
aii lothli' hi:s. ()O one side of the target is printed a column
ot iigures from 2 to 5, inclusive, and on the other side a column
of ilgurles from (; to 9, inclusive. These nuln!bers are large
enough to l)e seen at 75 yards. Whlen a bull's-eye is mlade tile
white dlisk is placecd with the center of the disk over the hit.

hen a hilt Is made on any other part of the target tilhan the
hull's-eye, the black disk is placed on the number indicatlling the
value of thle hit, and after a slight pause is placed so that the
center of the dlisk is over the shot hole.

Instead of two disks, a staff with a spearhead, white on one
side and black on the other, may be used, the white side being
shown the firer when indicating the location of a hit in the
bull's-eye and the black side when indicating a hit on any other
part of the target.

110. 11AMIUIr;CG RAPID FIRE.-In this class of tire the time is
regulatedl in the pit. The targets being ready, they are pulled
fully dlown and a red flag is dlisplayed at the center target. On
si.-:lil from the firing line, the flag is waved and lowered and
five ,:eco(llls thereafter the targets are run up, being fully ex-
po:esel f'r the tillle re(lui red for thatt range.

At the expiration of 1the tilhle limit the targets are run down
oand the hits ale Ilmrked, I)eginning with the highest in value,
li; (iisk bein;,, placed over the shot hole, then swung off the
target and balck to the next shot hole, care being taken to mark
slowly enoulgh to avoid confusing the scorer. The mlisses will
be indicated by ;;lowly waving the red flag once across the face
of the target for each misss. The shot holes are then pasted and
the target maide reudy for further firing.

During record p)ractice the officer in charge of each pair of
targets will lkeep a recordl showing the actual hits made on each
of his targets In each score. At the end of the day's firing,
or oftener if required by the officer in charge of the firing, this
record will be turned over to the company firing at that target
and compared with the record kept at the firing point, in order
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to determine if the hits recordled at the firing point agree with
the hits recorded in the pit. In case the records difter greatly,
they may be fired over, at the discretion of the officer in charge
of the firing.

The following is suggested as a form for the pit record,
rapid fire;

Pit record.

Target -

Order . 4'. 3's. I 2s. Misses.
_ -£__ I--

............................. . .......-- ......
3 ............................... ....................
4 ...................................... ...... .......... !
.................... . ......... ............... ................ .. . .........

9.... ... .......... 1.....0. ., ,, .,....... ! , , , , I !10 .............................. !..... .... :........... ....::: : : :...... . .
it .....

(Sig. of officer in charge.)

QU'ALIFICATION COUr.SE-LONG-DISTANCE PRACTICE--PrACTICE WITH
TELESCOPIC SIGHTS.

111. TABULATION.-For convenience of reference a part of the
general scheme outlined in paragraph 87 is here tabulated. The
tables relate to the following subjects and have the force of
written regulations: Qlalification course; long-]istance firing;
practice with telescopic sights. Each table is followed by its
regulations.

112. QUALIFICATION COURRSE-INSTRhLCTION PRACTICE. -- The
range practice begins with the instruction practice, qualification
course. The order of firing is as laid down iI Tables 1, 2, and 3.
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TABLE 1.-Slowu fire.

rosition.

15 shots prone.
5 shots kneeling.
5 shots standing.

[5 shots prone.
.5 shots sitting.
Prone.
Prone, sand-bag rest.

In firing with the sand-bag rest either the back of the hand or
the rifle must be on the sand bag.

TABLE 2.-Target D, slow firc.

[The battle sight only, will be used.]

Ranre. Time. Shots. Position.

2W00 Kneeling.

'~300 ~ - Prone.

500 .~ Prone.

TABLE 3.-Target D, rapid fire.

[The battle sight only will be used.]

Range. Time. Shots. Position.

230 I minute. 10 Kneeling from standing.
300 1 minute 10 seconds. 10 Prone from standing.
500 1 minute 20 seconds. 10 Prone.

NOTE.-If the model 1898 rifle (Krag-Jorgensen) is used, the time
allowance is as follows:

200 yards, 1 minute F5 seconds.
300 yards, 1 minute 20 seconds.
500 yards, 1 minute 35 seconds.

.... {

-
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The course in rapid fire (Table 3) will be fired twvice, but on
different day.l. fo' instruction.

PEOCE!)ur.f, ;.\Ii i) L,'!l l:E.-.At 200 yards there will )e blit one
man firing at enhi tlar';et. The officer in icharge of the line will
command " Load." The niag:azine will be filled, the piece loadle(I
with one cartridge therefroml, n(l the safety loc1k turne(l to
"Safe." When all is ready in the l)it the tai.g'et-, t:, be fire(I
upon will b1)e drawn fully (Iown (the roear tr':ets; being blank
or t;lrgtets of another class than t-hose being firetd i!non), and a
red flag hoisted at the center tarzget. When heill re(l flag, is dis-
playedl. tle ofticer in cluhlrge of the lirin- liph, wvill cominanmd
"Ready.," lwhen the safety- lork will be tulrnoll to the ready and
the position of ';Ieady" staniling assumned, with tie sling, if
used, on the arin. The olih.c: r itI charge of the firing line will
then call so that all may hear, " Ready on the right; ready on
the left." Whlcn the oflieer in charge calls out " lIea(y on the
right," etc., aniyone who is not ready must call out, " Not ready
on target ." If any soldier fails to so call, it will be as-
sumed that he is ready. mand if he fails to fire when the target
appears lie will be given a total miss for that score.

Tie firing line being, realdy, the pit is siginalel or telephoned,
"Readly. on the firing line." When this signal is received in
the pit, the red flag is waved and lowered and five seconmls
thereafter tile targets appear, remaining In sight one minute
and then disan)pear. The soldier, without coming to the
"Order," talkes. the kneeling or sitting position as soon as any
part of the target anpears, begins to lire and attempts to fire
10 sholts, relo :ding with a full clip which is taken from the
blelt, and(; continues to tire until 10 shots are fired or until the
target (liS;lilc,;l r, .

Fch unfitrodl mrtridge counts a Iniss.
In ca.e of : dle '.ftive cartridlge or a disabled piece, or when

more th:an 10 hits tare made on a target, tie practice is repeated.
At 3 0 0 valrds the procedure is the same, except that the sol-

dier assumnle the pron)e position as soon as any part of the
target appe.ars, the time limit being 1 minute and 10 seconds.

At .500 yards tlhe procldure is the same, escept that the soldier
is in the prone positlon. with the piece at the shoulder, before
the target appeals, the tiime limit being 1 minute and 20 seconds.
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At all ranges, in rapid fire, firing is from a full clip, and the
second clip must be loaded from the belt. In case a clip jams
or breaks, cartridges may be loaded singly.

At the expiration of the time limit, the target is pulled down
and marked, all hits being given their proper value. In case
of more than 10 hits on a target, the target will not be marked
but the firing line will be notified and the firing on that target
repeated. In case a soldier fires on the wrong target, only
such shots as he may have fired on his own target will be
counted on his score. He wtill be given misses for the remainder
of his score.

In firing rapid fire, if more than one target is used, the first
order of men at the firing point will fire together, one man at
each target, all targets being fired upon at one time.

(C. S . F. 31., Nos. 1 and 9.)
113. QUALIFICATION COURSE-RECORD PRACTICE.-ThIs is con-

ducted as prescribed for instruction practice, the greatest care
being taken to insure proper marking and scoring. The battle
sight will be used at all ranges in rapid fire.

TABLE 4.-Slow fire.

Range. Time. Shots. Targets. Position.

300 10 A 5 sitting, 5 kneeling.

500 10 B Prone.

600 10 (2 S. S.) B Prone, sand-bag rest.

TABLE 5.-Targct 1), rapid fire.

Range. Time. Shots. Position.

200 1 minute. 10 Kneeling, or sitting, from standing.
300 1 minute, 10 seconds. 10 Prone from standing.
500 1 minute, 20 seconds. 10 Prone.

(C. A. A. F. M., No. 9.)
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114. Rifle practice for Engineer troops will be limited to
known distance firing only. There will be neither combat prac-
tice nor proficiency test for Engineer troops.

116. LoNG-DiSTANrCE PRAcTI E.--For sharpshooters and ex-
perts only.

TABLE 6.-Target C, slow fire.

[To be fired twice, but on different days.]

Range. Shots. Position.

800 10 Prone.
1,000 10 Prone.

After an organization has completed record firing, qualification
course, those men in the grades of expert and sharpshooter will
take the long-distance practice.

Although the long-distance practice will be shot twice but on
different days, after an officer or enlisted man has once fired
the complete long-distance course, practice at 800 yardls Inay be
emitted at the discretion of the company commander. The
practice will be conducted as laid down for slow fire, qualifica-
tion course. Every effort will be made to teach men the effect
of wind, light, and temperature, and the value of small changes
in elevation and windage at long ranges.

No report of this firing will be required, although a record of
it will be kept in each company.

F or the Engineers and Cavalry this practice will be held at
the discretion of the battalion and regimental commanders, re-
spectively.

Long-distance practice will not be held by Philippine Scouts.
116. PRACTICE WITR TELESCOPIC SrIGHTS (Targets B and C,

slow fire).-Distances: Up to and including 1,000 yards. No
time limit.

117. WHO WmLL FraE.-After long-distance practice has been
completed, the four best enlisted shots of the company will fire,
using telescopic sights. The ammunition used will not exceed
40 rounds per man firing.

is
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This practice is intended for long ranges only, but it may be
found necessary, until the rifles are accurately sighted and the
elevations known, to start at shorter ranges and work back; no
rainge being left until the target can be hit at that range. This
part of the practice will be at the discretion of the officer con-
dhucting the firing. Target B may be used if found necessary to
fire at rtlnges shorter than 1,000 yards.

At 1,000 yards each man will fire 20 shots for record. No re-
port of the firing will be required, although a record of it will
be kept in the company. This record will show the number of
the rifle with which the score was made, the elevation and the
windage used at the various ranges, and the force and direction
of the wind at the time of firing. The data will then be avaUl-
able when further practice is held wIth this particular rifle and
sight. Practice may be held at 1,200 yards where a suitable
range is available.

This practice will not be held by Philippine Scouts.
118. SUMMaJIY OF PRACTICE REQUIRED FOR DIFFERENT GRADES

OF SHOTS IN KNOWN-DISTANCE FIarIN.-(a) Recruits and those
who in the last season of practice failed to qualify as marks-
men or better will fire Tables 1 and 2 once through each, as
prescribed, and Table 3 through twice, as prescribed, before
firing record. Additional Instruction practice will be given all
the men in this category, or to as many as may need it, in the
discretion of the company commander, to tpe extent of the
amount of ammunition that may be made available for this
purpose.

(b) Men in the grade of marksman or better will fire through
Tables 1 and 2 once each and Table 3 twice, and no more,
before firing record practice.

(c) Soldiers of the grade of marksman or better who have
been discharged and reenlisted will fire as provided in (b).

(d) All qualified experts and sharpshooters will fire twice
through the course laid down in Table 6. But after an officer
or enlisted man has once fired the complete long-distance course,
practice at 800 yards may be omitted at the discretion of the
company commander.
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(e) The four (4) best enlisted shots of a company, selected
by the company commander, will be given practice with tele-
scopic sights, as prescribed in paragraph 117.

(C. S. A. F. M. No. 19.)

CHAPTER VII.

SPECIAL COURSES.

119. PRELIMrNAnY DRILLS.-Special courses will be preceded
by the required preliminary instruction and sighting drills.

SPECIAL COURSE A.

120. WHVEN UsED.--When a complete range is not provided
and a range of 200 and 300 yards is available, practice may be
conducted, if authorized by the department commander, as pre-
scribed in the following special course A. This practice is
also prescribed for the Coast Artillery Corps and for bands in
the Philippine Islands when required to fire. The instruction
practice, special course A, will be followed for the supple-
mentary firing for recruits and others who join too late to fire
in the regular season.

121. Special course A shall consist of instruction and record
practice as follows:

Instruction practicc.-Slow fire, target A; slow fire, target D;
rapid fire, target D.

Record practice.-Slow fire, target A; rapid fire, target D.
The details of this practice are as prescribed in the tables

given below, which have the force of written regulations.
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IN STRUCTION PRACTICE.

TABLE 1.-Slow fir'c, target A.

Range. Time. Slhots. I1o;ition.

200 15 ;{ knCee'i;g.
. /5'3 stantliing.

300 . 10 , ,t,

TnABLE 2.--sIow flre, target D.

(Battle sight only will be used.)

Rlange. Time. Shots. Position.

5 kneeling.20C 10 5 standing.

300 j1

TAiLxz 3.-IZRapd fire, trineaCt D.

(Battle sight only will be used.)

Range. Time. Shots. Po.|ition.

200 1 2;nute. . 10 Kneeling, or .iitting, from standing.

300 1 minute, lo10 I'rone frcm standing.
10 seconds.

7,
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RECOBD PRACTICE.

TABrE 4.-Slow fire, target A.

Range. Time. Shots. Position.

200 .A 10 {5 knecling.
o'L3~ ' ~(5 rstanding.

,300 Z 10 stg5 ttng

Rapid fire as given in Table 3.

All practice in special course A will be conducted according to
the rules prescribed for the firln, at the same ranges in the
instruction and record firing in the qualification course.

For qualification see paragraph 242. (C. S. A. F. jr. .o. 11.)
122. The courses for Orgapized Militia are prescribed in

Part V.
123. Except as indicated in paragraphs 11.5 and 117 the Phil-

ippine Scouts will fire the course prescribed for the Regular
Army, and will be subject to the same rules in regard to quali-
fication and classification.

CHAPTER VIII.

ADVICE TO RIFLEMEN.

124. For purposes of instruction, all firing may be divided into
three classes, viz:

1. Slow fire at 600 yards and under.
2. Slow fire at ranges over 600 yards.
3. Rapid fire.
125. SHOnT RANGE PBAcTICE.-In the first class of fire, slight

changes of wind, light, and temperature may be almost disre-
garded. The principal things to be learned are: Setting the
sight properly at the beginning of a score; aiming properly;
squeezing the trigger properly; holding the rifle. These consti-
tute probably 90 per cent of the work at ranges under 600 yards,
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and if the soldier performs these actions correctly with each
shot, he will make a good score regardless of small changes in
the atmospheric conditions. It is very important that the piece
be held firmly ald sighted uniformly.

126. LONG lA':GE P'RACTICE.--In the second class of firing (at
distances greater than 600 yards) a large part of the work is in
the holding, but changes of wind, temperature, and light must
be studied in order to make good scores.

127. WIND.-Wind is tile molst important factor to be consid-
ered in long range known distance practice. It is unnecessary
to teach recruits and others who never shoot beyond 600 yards
more than the adjustment of the wind gauge for a right or left
wind and how to change the wind gauge when a hit is made.

The direction of the wind is shown by considering the range
as a clock face, the firer being in the center and the target at
12 o'clock. The direction is then indicated as a 10 o'clock
wiinid, 2 o'clock wind, etc.

The force of the wind is indicated in miles per hour and is
shown accurately by the anemometer, and is estimated by ob-
servation of flags, by throwving up leaves, grass, or bits of paper,
and by the " feel " of the wind on the hands or face.

At long-distalnce ranges, after firing a shot and before firing
again, the firer should look carefully for any change in direc-
tion and force of the wind. A change of 4 miles in force or of
one hour in direction will make a decided difference in the loca-
tion of a hit.

Any wind deflects the bullet from its course in the direction
the wind is blowing. The :mount of deflection varies with the
direction and force of the wind.

The wind gauge Is grindllted in points, and 1 point will
move the bullet approxinmately 4 inches for each 100 yards of
distance the firer is from the target and in the direction the mov-
able base of the wind gagtie is moved:

At 200 yards 1 point equals 8 inches.
At 600 yards 1 point equals 2-i inches.
At 800 yards 1 point e(lquals 32 inches.
At 1,000 yards 1 point equals 40 inches.

The amount of windage to be taken is determined by estimat-
ing the force and direction of the wind.

36820°-18- -6
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A simple rule for determining the approximate windage at
any range is as follows:

Sance X Velocity
nge X elo equals quarter points required for 3 or 9

o'clock winds. Winds one hour away from 3 and 9 o'clock re-
quire only slightly less windage. Winds one hour away from
12 or 6 o'clock require half as much windage as 3 or 9 o'clock
winds.

Example: Range 800 yards: 5-mile wind blowing from 9
o'clock.

8X5
-10 equals 4 quarter points, or 1 point of windage.

128 TEMPERATURE.-After the proper adjustment of the sight
has been determined, it will rarely happen while firing a single,
or even several consecutive scores, that such changes can occur
in the temperature as to make further corrections necessary. If
the first shot has been fired from a clean, cool gun, the subse-
quent fouling and heating of the barrel and the different vibra-
tions of the latter, which are caused by the heating, will gen-
erally make necessary a slight increase in elevation for the sec-
ond shot, and often an additional increase for the third shot.
This should be followed, in some cases, where a number of shots
are fired without cleaning or without any considerable interval,
by a slight lowering of the elevation after additional shots.

A (lecided increase in the temperature will cause the bullet to
strike high; a decided drop In temperature will cause the bullet
to strike low.

129. LIGHT.-Changes of light do not affect the flight of the
bullet; they do affect the manner in which the aim is taken. As
all men are not affected alike by changes of light, each man
must determine for himself how changes of light affect him.

Using the peep sight, the bull's-eye of a bright target Is more
clearly defined than the bull's-eye of a dark one, and the firer
will usually hold closer to the bright bull's-eye than to a (lark
one. If the target changes from bright to dark, the next shot
will usually go low.

With the open sight, as the light changes from bright to dark
and the rear notch fills with shadow, more front sight is seen,
and the shot goes high.

aB
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If occasional shadows drift across the face of the target, do
not fire until the target is bright.

In a permanent chllnge of light, let the eye accustom itself to
the change before firing. Then tile aim will be the same as be-
fore and there ivill be no change in the position of the hit.

In rapidl firing with open sights, on very (lark dlays shots
seein to go high, due entirely to the firer taking more front
sight than on bright dlays.

130. AMRAGE.-ThiS is the term applied in target practice to
heated air in motion, as seen through telesc(opes or field glasses
on clear days with winds of from 2 to 14 miles per hour.
Through the telescope waves appear to ble moving across the
face of the target in the direction the wind is blowing.

These waves indicate the general direction and( speed of the
wind. As to direction, they indicate a righlt or left wind only,
and not one from 11, 1, 5, or 7 o'clock.

In a light 6 o'cloc'k wind or with no wind at all, the waves
will go straight up or " boil."

*With a light wind the mirage moves slowly across the face
with a decided vertical motion, giving a s.av-tooth appearance.
As the wind increases, the vertical motion of the mirage de-
creases until, with a 12 to 14 mile wind, the waves seem nearly
fiat and run across the target with 'ery little vertical motion.

On hot days, with no windl, or a very light xvind from 6 o'clock.
the mirage will rise straight from the bottom to the top of the
target. This condition seldom lasts long, alnd in a velry short
time the mirage will run from one side to the other.

.Never fire while the mirage is " boiling," for there is usually a
slight drift toward one side or the other, invisible to the firer,
and if a shot is fired with no windage in a " boil," it will usually
be out of the l)ull's-eye. Wait for the mirage to nlove from one
side.

131. RAPID FlnIrN.--Success ill rapl)id firingll (epends upon
catching a quick and accurate aim, holdling the plie(e firmly and
evenly, and in squeezing the trigger xvithout a .erl;.

In order to give as much time as possible for aiming accu-
rately, the soldier mlust practice taking position, loadling with
the clip, and working the bolt so that no timle will h)e lost in
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these operations. With constant practice all these movements
may be made quickly and without false motions.

When the bolt handle is raised it must be done with enough
force to start the shell from the chamber; and when the bolt is
pulled back it must be with sufficient force to throw the empty
shell well away from the chamber, and far enough to engage the
next cartridge.

In loading, use force enough to load each cartridge with one
motion.

The aim must be caught quickly, and once caught must be
held, and the trigger squeezed steadily. Rapid firing, as far as
holding the aim and squeezing the trigger are concerned, should
be done with all the precision of slow fire. The gain in time
should be in getting ready to fire, loading, and working the bolt.

Constant practice will increase the accuracy of aim, and any
exercise that will strengthen arms and hands will enable one to
hold better through a long string of shots.

182. FIRING AT MOVING TARGETS.-In firing at moving targets,
the rifle must move with the target. If the target moves across
the front, the aim must be a certain distance in front of it, de-
pending on the distance of the target and its speed. If it moves
toward the firer he must hold below it; if away from him, he
must hold over it.

The following table shows the approximate distance necessary
to aim ahead of the body of a man or horse moving across the
range at various distances and various rates of speed:

Distane Mn Mean Heorn Horse Hms
yards). walting. double walking. trotting. running.

I

Ft. In. Ft. In. Ft. I In. F. In. Ft. [it.
100 Front edge ...... 6 Front edge of Front otbody. Frot d of

body body.
DOO ...... 8 1 8 Front edge of Front otbody.. . i

body.
300 1 5 3 ...... Front ot body.: I a 10
400 2 2 4 6 Front ofbody .. 4 i
60o 3 1 5 11 56 4 0
800 4 ...... 7 7 ...... 7 7 1 10

841
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138. FIRING WITH RESTS.-In the ordinary positions for firing
with piece supported by hands, arms, and shoulder, the explo-
sion of the powder charge sets up in the barrel of the rifle
certain vibrations which become disturbed and altered some-
what when the rifle is fired with the additional support of a
solid rest applied at some point of the barrel.

Using the same elevations and aiming point the effect of a
rest is exhibited in a changed point of strike of the bullet.

The vertical vibrations of the barrel are the more pronounced,
and as these are Interfered with by a point of rest under the
barrel this species of support will usually change the point of
strike more than in the case of a side rest against a vertical
surface. In the latter case the piece is steadied rather than
rested.

With a rest beneath the balance, or near that point, the
tendency is to shoot above and to the right of the point of strike
that would be attained without a rest, using the same elevation
and point of aim.

The tendency is the same and more pronounced when the rest
is under a point near the muzzle. The change in the point of
strike in any case is slight and insufficient to carry the shot
off the target from the center of target D at ¢00 yards.

In order that the shooting may be uniform, the piece should
always be rested at the same point.

A side rest will cause no appreciable change in the point of
strike.

In firing with the bayonet fixed, usually a lower point on the
target will be struck corresponding to a reduction in the range
of about 50 yards.

134. OLEaraNG THE RIrLLY-a. The proper care of the bore
requires conscientious, careful work, but it pays Nell In the
attainment of reduced labor of cleaning, prolonged accuracy-
life of the barrel, and better results in target practice. Briefly
stated, the care of the bore consists In removing the fouling,
resulting from firing, to obtain a chemically clean surface, and
in coating this surface with a film of oil to preveat rusting.
The fouling which results from firing is of two kindls-one, the
productA of combustion of the powder; the other, cupro-nickel
scraped off (under the abrading action of irregularities or grit

if
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in the bore). Powder fouling, because of its acid reaction, is
highly corrosive; tliat is, it will induce rust and must be re-
moved. Metal fouling of itself is inactive, but may cover
powder fouling and prevent the action of cleaning agents until
removed, and when accumulated in noticeable quantities it
reduces the accuracy of the rifle.

b. Powder fouling may be readily removed by scrubbing with
hot soda solution, but this solution has no effect on the metal
fouling of cupro-nickel. It is necessary, therefore, to remove
all metal fouling before assurance can be had that all powder
fouling has been removed and that the bore may be safely oiled.
Normally, after firing a barrel in good conlition the metal foul-
ing is so slight as to be hardly perceptible. It is merely a smear
of infinitesimal thickness, easily removed by solvents of cupro-
rickel. However, due to pitting, the presence of (lust, other
abrasives, or to accumulation, metal fouling llay occur in
clearly -visible flakes or patches of much greater thiclness, much
more difficult to remove.

c. In cleaning the bore after firing it is well to proceed as fol-
lows: Swvab out the bore with soda solution (subparabraph j) to
remove powder fouling. A convenient method is to insert the
muzzle of the rifle into the can containing the soda solution and,
with the cleaning rod inserted from the breech, pump the barrel
full a fewv times. Remove andl dry with a couple of patches.
Exanmine the bore to see that there are in evidence no patches
of metal fouling which, if present, can be readily detected by
the naked eye, then swab out with the swabbing solution-a
dilute metal-fouling solution (subparagraph j). The amount
of swabbing required with the swabbing solution can be deter-
uined only by experience assisted by the color of the patches.
Swabbing should be continued, however, as long as the wiping
patch is dliscolored by a bluish-green stain. Normally a couple
of minutes' work is sufficient. Dry thoroughly and oil.

d. The proper method of oiling a barrel is as follows: Wipe
the cleaning rod dry; select a clean patch and thoroughly
saturate it with sperm oil or warmed cosmic, being sure that
the cosmic has penetrated the patch; scrub the bore with the
patch, flnally drawing the patch smoothly from the muzzle to
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the breech, allowing the cleaning rod to turn with the rifling.
The bore will be found now to be smooth and bright so that any
subsequent rust and sweating can be easily detected by inspec-
tion.

e. If patches of metal fouling are seen upon visual inspection
of the bore the standard metal-fouling solution prepared as
hereinafter prescribed must be used. After scrubbing out with
the soda solution, plug the bore from the breech with a cork
at the front end of the chamber or where the rifling begins. Slip
a 2-inch section of rubber hose over the muzzle down to the
sight and fill with the standard solution to at least one-half inch
above the muzzle of the barrel. Let it stand for 30 minutes,
pour out the standard solution, remove hose and breech plug,
and swab out thoroughly with soda solution to neutralize and
remove all trace of ammonia and powder fouling. Wipe the
barrel clean, dry, and oil. With few exceptions, one application
is sufficient, but if all fouling is not removed, as determined
by careful visual inspection of the bore and of the wiping
patches, repeat as described above.

J. After properly cleaning with either the swabbing solution
or the standard solution, as has just been described, the bore
should be clean and safe to oil and put away, but as a measure
of safety a patch should always be run through the bore on the
next day and the bore and wiping patch examined to insure that
cleaning has been properly accomplished. The bore should then
be oiled, as described above.

g. If the swabbing solution or the standard metal fouling
solution Is not available, the barrel should be scrubbed, as
already described, with the soda solution, dried, and oiled with
a light oil. At the end of 24 hours it should again be cleaned,
when it will usually be found to have "sweated "; that is, rust
having formed under the smear of metal fouling where powder
fouling was present, the surface is puffed up. Usually a second
cleaning is sufficient, but to insure safety it should be again
examined at the end of a few days, before final oiling. The
swabbing solution should always be used, if available, for it
must be remembered that each puff when the bore " sweats" isA
an incipient rust pit.
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h. A clean dry surface having been obtained, to prevent rust,
It is necessary to coat every portion of this surface with a film
of neutral oil. If the protection required is but temporary and
the arm is to be cleaned or fired in a few days, sperm oil may
be used. This is easily applied and easily removed, but has not
sufficient body to hold its surface for more than a few days.
If rifles are to be prepared for storage or shipment, a heavier
oil, such as cosmic, must be used.

i. In preparing arms for storage or shipment they should be
cleaned with particular care, using the metal-fouling solution
as described above. Care should be taken, insured by careful
inspection on succeeding day or days, that the cleaning is properly
done and all traces of ammonia solution removed. The bore is
then ready to be coated with cosmic. At ordinary temperatures
cosmic is not fluid. In order, therefore, to insure that every
part of the surface is coated with a film of oil the cosmic
should be warmed. Apply the cosmic first with a brush; then,
with the breech plugged, fill the barrel to the muzzle, pour out
the surplus, remove the breech-block, and allow to drain. It
is believed that more rifles are ruined by improper preparation
for storage than from any other cause. If the bore is not clean
when oiled-that is, if powder fouling is present or rust has
started-a half inch of cosmic on the outside will not stop its
action, and the barrel will be ruined. Remember that the
surface must be perfectly cleaned before the heavy oil is ap-
plied. If the instructions as given above are carefully followed,
arms may be stored for years without harm.

j. Preparation of solutions:
Soda solution.-This should be a saturated solution of sal

soda (bicarbonate of soda). A strength of at least 20 per cent
is necessary. The spoon referred to in the following directions
is the model 1910 spoon issued in the mess outfit.

Sal soda, one-fourth pound, or four (4) heaping spoonfuls.
Water, 1 pint or cup, model of 1910, to upper rivets.
The sal soda will dissolve more readily in hot water.
Swabbiing solution.-zAmmonlum persulphate, 60 grains, one-

half spoonful smoothed off.
Ammonia, 28 per cent, 6 ounces, or three-eighths of a pint, or

12 spoonfuls.
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Water, 4 ounces, or one-fourth pint, or 8 spoonfuls.
Dissolve the ammonium persulphate in the water and add the

ammonia. Keep in tightly corked bottle; pour out only what
is necessary at the time, and keep the bottle corked.

Standard metal fouling 8olution.-Ammonlum persulphate, 1
ounce, or 2 medium heaping spoonfuls.

Ammonium carbonate, 200 grains, or 1 heaping spoonful.
Ammonia, 28 per cent, 6 ounces, or three-eighths pint, or 12

spoonfuls.
Water, 4 ounces, or one-fourth pint, or 8 spoonfuls.
Powder the persulphate and carbonate together, dissolve in

the water and add the ammonia; mix thorou.ghly and allow to
stand for one hour before using. It should be kept in a strong
bottle, tightly corked. The solution should not be used more
than twice, and used solution should not be mixed with unused
solution, but should be bottled separately. The solution, when
mixed, should be used within 30 days. Care should be exercised
in mixing and using this solution to prevent injury to the rifle.
An experienced noncommissioned officer should mix the solution
and superintend its use.

Neither of these ammonia solutions have any appreciable
action on steel when not exposed to the air, but if allowed to
evaporate on steel they attack it rapidly. Care should, there-
fore, be taken that none spills on the mechanism and that the
barrel is washed out promptly with soda solution. The first
application of soda solution removes the greater portion of the
powder fouling and permits a more effective and economical
use of the ammonia solution. These ammonia solutions are
expensive and should be used economically.

k. It is a fact recognized by all that a highly polished steel
surface rusts much less easily than one which is roughened;
also, that a barrel which is pitted fouls much more rapidly than
one which is smooth. Every effort, therefore, should be made to
prevent the formation of pits, which are merely enlarged rust
spots, and which not only affect the accuracy of the arm but
increase the labor of cleaning.

I. The chambers of rifles are frequently neglected because
they are not readily inspected. Care should be taken to see
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that they are cleaned as thoroughly as the bore. A roughened
chamber delays greatly the rapidity of fire, and not infrequently
caues shells to stick.

i. A cleaning rack should be provided for every barrack.
RtIBs should always be cleaned from the breech, thus avoiding
Upsible Injury to the rifling at the muzzle, which would affect
the shooting adversely. If the bore for a length of 6 inches at
the muzzle is perfect, a minor injury near the chamber will
hate little effect on the accuracy of the rifle. The rifle should
be cleaned as soon as the firing for the day is completed. The
fouling Is easier to remoe then, and if left longer it will corrode
thA barrel.

t. The principles as outlined above apply equally well for the
care of the barrel of the automatic pistol. Special attention
shouId be paid to.gleaning the chamber of the pistol, using the
soda solution. It has been found that the chamber pits readily
if It is not carefully cleaned, with the result that the operation
of the pistol Is ma(le less certain.

(t. S. A. F. M. No. 15.)

CHAPTER IX.

PtTOL AND REVOLVER PRACTICE; PRELIMINARY DRILLS; PO.
SITION AND AIDING DBILIA.1

13g. NOMENCLATURE AND CARE OF THE WEAPON; HANDLNGO
AND PRECAUTION8 AGAINST ACCIDENTS.-The soldier will first be
tnaught the nomenclature of those parts of the weapon necessary
to dti uhderstandlng of Its action and use and the proper meas-
ures for its care and preservation. Ordnance pamphlets Nos.
18Oi (description of the Colt's Automatic Pistol), 1919, and
19lt (descriptions of the Colt's revolver, calibers .38 and .45,
tIepecttvel)*), contain full Information on this subject and are
furnishel to organizations armed with these weapons.

It I7hnever in these regulations the -word "pistol" appears the
regulation applies with equal force to the revolver, if applicable to

tht lepon.
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Careless handling of the pistol or revolver is the cau,;e of
many accidents and results in broken parts of the mellm:ism.
The following rules will, if followed, prevent muclh trouble of
this character:

(a) On taking the pistol from the armrack or holster, take
out the magazine and see that it is empty before replacinl it;
then draw back the slide and make sure that the piece is un-
loaded. Observe the same precaution after practice on the
target range, 'and algain before replacing the pistol in the holster
or in the arinrack. When taking the rcrolvecr from the arm-
racl or holster alind before returning it to the same, open the
cylinder and eject enmpty shells anld cartridges. Before begin-
ning a drill and upon arriving on the range observe the same
precaution.

(b) Neither load nor cock the weapon until the moment of
firing, nor until a run in the mounted course is started.

(C) Always keep the pistol or revolver in the position of
"Riaise pistol" (par. 156, Cavalry Drill Regulations), except
when it is pointed at the target. (The position of "Lower
pistol " is authorized for mounted firing only.)

(d) Do not place the weapon on the ground where sand or
earth can enter the bore or mechanism.

(e) Before loading the pistol, lraw back the slide and look
through the bore to see that it is free from obstruction. Before
loading the revolver, open the cylinder and look through the
bore to see that it is free from obstruction. When loading '
the pistol for target practice place 5 cartridges ill the mnagazine
and insert the magazine in the handle; draw back the slide antl

'TO LOAD PISTOL: Being at Raise Pistol (Right hand graspin:
stock at the height of and 6 inches in front of the point of the right
shoulder, forefinger alongside barrel, barrel to the rear and Inclinied
forward about 300 ) .

Without deranging position of the hand, rotate the pistol so the
sights move to the left, the barrel pointing to the right front and up.

With the thumb and forefinger of the Left hand (thumb to the
right), grasp the slide and pull it toward the body until it stops and
then release it. The pistol is thus loaded, and the hammer at full cock.

If the pistol is to be kept in the hand and not to be fired at once,
engage the safety lock with the thumb of the Right hand.

If the pistol is to be carried in the holster, remove safety lock, if
on, and lower the hammer fully down.
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irnsert the first cartridge in the chamber and carefully lower
the hammer fully down.

Int loading the revolver place 5 cartridges in the cylinder and
let the hammer down on the empty chamber.

(f) Whenever the pistol is being loaded or unloaded, the
Itruzle must be kept up.

(g) Do not point the weapon in any direction where an acci-
dental discharge might do harm.

(h) After loading do not cock the pistol or the revolver until
ready to fire.

(i) Keep the working parts properly lubricated.
186, POSITION, DIsMOUNTED.-Stand firmly on both feet, body

ectly balanced and erect and turned at such an angle as is
atiOt comfortable when the arm is extended toward the target;

the feet far enough apart to insure firmness and steadiness of
position (about 8 to 10 inches); weight of body borne equally
upon both feet; right arm fully extended, left arm hanging
naturally.

REMAaKS.-The right arm may be slightly bent, although the
difticulty of holding the pistol uniformly and of keeping it as
well "S the forearm in the same vertical plane makes this
objectionable.

117, Trz GRni.-Grasp the stock as high as possible with the
thumb and last three fingers, the forefinger alongside the trigger
guard, the thumb extended along the stock. The barrel, hand,
and l'fearm should be as nearly in one line as possible when the
weapon is pointed toward the target. The grasp should not be
so- tight as to cause tremors of the hand or arm to be com-

t 'O LOWER THE HAMMER: Being at the loading position at ruU

O&or Ikside trigger guard.
, Wit th thumb of Left hand exert a momentary pressure on the

rpijlptyr to release hammer from sear.
~Il. At the same instant exert pressure on the trigger and carefully

and slaowly lower the hammer tully down.
ItV. Blqove finger from trigger.
V. Ins.rt pistol in holster.
(Catlion) The pistol must never be placed in the holster until ham.

nor.:li fiv down.
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munlcated to the weapon, but should be firm enough to avoid
losing the grip when the recoil takes place.

RiEMARK(S.-The force of recoil of the pistol or revolver is
exerted in a line above the hand which grasps the stock. 'he
lower the stock is grasped the greater will be the movement or
"jump " of the muzzle ca:s:.ed by the recoil. This not only
results in t severe strain upon the wrist, but in loss of accurae.

If the hand be placed so that the grasp is on one side of the
stock, the recoil will cause a rotary movement of the weapon
toward the opposite side.

The releasing of the sear causes a slight movement of the
muzzle, generally to the left. The position of the thumb along
the stock overcomes much of this movement. The soldier should
be encouraged to practice this method of holding until it be-
comes natural.

To do uniform shooting the weapon must be held with exactly
the same grip for each shot. Not only must the haad grasp the
stock at the same point for each shot, but the tension of the
grip must be uniform.

138. (a) TrEu TRIGGER SQUEZF,.-.The trigger must be
squeezed in the same manner as in rifle firing. (See pars, 44
and 46.) The pressure of the forefinger on the trigger should
be steadily increased and should be straight back, not sideways,
The pressure should continue to that point beyond whicl the
slightest movement will release the sear. Then, when the aiinl
is true, the additional pressure is applied and the pistol fired.

Only by much practice can the soldier become familiar withl
the trigger squeeze. This is essential to accurate shooting. tt
is the most important detail to master in pistol or revolver
shooting.

(b) SELP-COCKING AcTro.--The force required to squeeze tihe
trigger of the revolver when the self-cocking device is used Is
considerably greater than with the single action. To aecustom
a soldier to the use of the self-cocking mechanism, and also to
strengthen and develop the muscles of the hand, a few minutes'
practice daily in holding the unloaded revolver on a makk annl
snapping it, using the self-cocking mechanism, is recommende4.
The use of the self-cocking device in firing is not recommemnde
except in emergency. By practice in cocking the revolver the
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soldier can become sufficiently expert to fire very rapidly, using
single action, while his accuracy will be greater than whea
using double action.

139. AImT.Nc,.--E~xcept when delivering rapid or quick fire, the
rear and front sights of the pistol nre used in the same Inanner
as the rifle sights. The normal sight is habitually used (see
Pl. VI), nfin the line of sight is directe(l upon a point just under
the bull's-eye at "6 o'clocl." The front sight must be seen
through the mIidd(le of the rear-sight notch, thle top being on a
line witll tlhe top of the notch. Care must be taken not to cant
the pistol to either side.'

If the principles of niming have not been taught, the soldier's
instruction will begin with sighting dlrills as )rescribed for the
rifle so far as they may be applicable. The sighlting bar with
open sighllt will be used to teach the normal sight and to demon-
strate errors likely to be committe(l.

To construct a sighting rest for the pistol (see P1. VI) take a
piece of wood about 1.0 inches long. 1t- inches nwide, and ~'e inch
thick. Shape one end so that it will fit snugly in the handle of
the pistol xwhen the Ifnmgazine has been removed. Screw or nail
this stick to the top of a post or other object at such an angle
that the pistol when placed on the stick will be approximately
horizontal. A suitable sighting rest for the revolver may be
easily improvised.

140. (a) How TO CocK THE PT8TOL.-The pistol should be
cocked by the thumb of the right hand and with the least possible
derangement of the grip. The forefinger should be clear of the
tri-gger when cocking the pistol. Some men have difficulty at
first in cocking the pistol with the right thumb. This can be
overcome by a little practice. Jerking the pistol forward while
holding the thumb on the hammer will not be permitted.

(b) How TO COCK THE REVOLVER.-The revolver should be
cocked by putting the thumb on the hammer at as nearly a
right angle to the hammer as possible, and by the action of the
thumb muscles alone bringing the hammer back to the position

1 The instructor should take cognizance of the fact that the proper
aiming point Is often affected by the personal and fixed peculiarities of
the flrer, and If unable to correct such abnormalities, permit firer to
direct sight at such point as promises effective results.
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of full cock. Some men with large haads are able to cock the
revolver with the thumb while holding it in the position of aim
or raise pistol. Where the soldier's hand is small this can not
be done, and in this case it assists the operation to give the
revolver a slight tilt to the right and upward (to the right).
Particular care should be taken that the forefinger is clear of
the trigger or the cylinUer will not revolre. Jerking the revolver
forward while holding the thumb on the hammer will not be
permitted.

141. POSITION AND AIMING DRILLS, DISMOUNTED.-For this
instruction the squad will be formed with an interval of 1 pace
between files. Black pasters to simulate bull's-eyes will be
lpasted opposite each man on the barrack or other wall, from
vwhich the squad is 10 paces distant.

The squad being formed as (lescribed above, the instructor
gives the command. 1. raise. 2. Pistol (par. 156, Cavalry Drill
Regulations) and cautions, "Position rind Aiming Drill, Dis-
mounted." The men take the positions described in paragraph
136, except that the pistol is held at " Raise pistol."

The instructor cautions, "Trigger squeeze exercise." At the
command READY, cock the weapon as described in paragraph
140, At the comnmlnd, 1. Sqcuad; 2. FIRE, slowly extend the arm
till it is nearly horizontal, the pistol directed at a point about
6 inches below the bull's-eye. At the same time put the fore-
finger inside the trigger guard and gradually " feel " the trigger.
Inhale enough air to comfortably fill the lungs and gradually
raise the piece until the line of sight is directed at the point of
aim, i. e., just below the bull's-eye at 6 o'clock. While the sights
are directed upon the mark, gradually increase the pressure on
the trigger until it reaches that point where the slightest addi-
tional pressure will release the sear. Then, when the aim is
true, the ad(litional pressure necessary to fire the piece is given
so smoothly as not to derange the alignment of the sights. The
weapon will be held on the mark for an instant after the hammer
falls and the soldier will observe what effect, if any, the squeez-
ing of the trigger has had on his aim.

It is impossible to hold the arm perfectly still, but each time
the line of sight Is directed on the point of aim a slight addi-
tional pressure is applied to the trigger until the piece Is finally

N
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discharged at one of the moments when the sights are correctly
aligned upon the mark.

When the soldier has become proficient in taking the proper
position, the trigger squeeze should be executed at will. Theinstructor prefaces the preparatory command by "At will" and
gives the command HALT at the conclusion of the exercise, when
the soldier will return to the position of " Raise pistol."

At first this exercise should be executed with deliberation, butgradually the soldier will be taught to catch the aim quickly and
to lose no time in beginning the trigger squeeze and bringing itto the point where the slightest additional pressure will release
the sear.

RErMAaRns.-In service few opportunities will be offered for
slowr-alme(l fire with the pistol or revolver, although use will bemade of the weapon under circumstances when accurate point-
in,g and rapid manipulation are of vital importance.

In delivering a rapid fire, the soldier must keep his eyesfixed upon the mark and, after each shot, begin a steadily
increasing pressure on the trigger, trying at the same time
to get the sights as nearly on the mark as possible before the
hammer again falls. The great difficulty in quick firing with
the pistol lies in the fact that when the front sight is brought
upon the mark, the rear sight is often found to be outside
the. line joining the eye with the mark. This tendency to
hold the pistol obliquely can be overcome only by a uniform
manner of holding and pointing. This uniformity is to beattained only by acquiring a grip which can be taken with
certainty each time the weapon is fired. It is this circum-
stance which makes the position and aiming drills so impor-
tasnt. The soldier should constantly practice pointing the pistol
until he acquires the ability to direct it on the mark in thebriefest interval of time and practically without the aid of
sights.

The soldier then repeats the exercises with the pistol in theleft hand, the left side being turned toward the target.
142. To DRAW AND FIRE (QUICKLY-S-^AP SHFOOTING.-With

the squad formed as described in paragraph 141 except that
3820°-18 - --7
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the pistol is in the holster and the flap, if any, buttoned, the
Instructor cautions " Quick fire exercise." And gives the com-
mand, 1. SQUAD; 2. Fire. At this command, each soldier,
keeping his eye on the target, quickly draws his pistol, cocks
it as in paragraph 140, thrusts it toward the target, squeezes
the triger and at the instant the weapon Js brought in line
with the eye and the objective, increases the pressure, releas-
ing the sear. To enable the soldier to note errors in point-
ing, the weapon will be momentarily held in position after the
fall of the hammer. Efforts at deliberate aiming in this exer-
cise must be discouraged.

Remarks under paragraph 141 are specially applicable also
to this typc of fire. When the soldier has become proficient
in the details of this exercise, it should be repeated at will;
the Instructor cautions "At will; quick fire exercise." The
exercise should be practiced until the mind, the eye, and trig-
ger finger act in unison.

To simulate this type of fire mounted, the instructor places
the squad so that the simulated bull's-eyes are in turn, to the
RIGHT, to the LEFT, to the RIGHT FRONT, to the LEFT
FRONT, to the RIGHT REAR. With the squad in one of
these positions, the instructor cautions "Position and aiming
drill. mounted." At this caution the right foot is carried 20
inches to the right and the left hand to the position of the
bridle hand (par. 246, Cavalry Drill Regulations). The exer-
cise is carried out as described for the exercise dismounted,
using the comnlnuds and means laid down in paragraphs 161
to 168, inclusive, Cavalry Drill Regulations, for firing in the
several directions. The exercise is to be executed at will
when the squad has been sufficiently well instructed in detail.

When firing to the left the pistol hand will be about opposite
the left shoulder and the shoulders turned about 45" to the
left; when firing to the right rear the shoulders are turned
about 45 ° to the right.

When the soldier is proficient in these exercises with the
pistol in the right hand, they are repeated with the pistol in
the left hand.
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POSITION AND AIMING DRILL-.MIOUNTED.

143. PRELIMINARY TnAINING, OF IionsES.-This course must be
preceded necessarily by much work during the year, having
for its object the training of the horses to the sight of the
targets and to the noise of discharge of pistols. In addition
to work on the riding track, much can l)e accomplished in this
line by having blank c:irtridges fired while the horses are being
groomed, and by placing targets just outside the corral or in
such position that the horses will pass near them when being
led to wvater or to the stables. During the dismounted prac-
tice the horses may be picketed near the firing point.

144. QUICK AIM DUILL.-The soldier must be insiructd and
practiced in taking rapid ailn while the horse is in motion. To
this end, frequent practice should be had with the pistol
throughout the year when drilling on tlhe riding track, going
through the motions of aiming and firing (at will) at silhouette
targets and other objects placed along the track and 5 yards
from it. This practice should be conducted at a walk, trot,
and gallop. In quick-aimed fire at a gallop the soldier must
endeavor to discharge his pistol at the moment when the horse
is in the act of rising in the leap. This can best be done by
holding the pistol pointed toward the targets andl moving the
arm up an down in unison with the motion of the horse. With
the eyes fixed on the target, point the pistol just as it starts on the
upward motion and squeeze the trigger. The soldier will be
taught to exchange magazines and to load his weapon with
facility at all gaits.

145. PRELIMINARY RIANCE PRACTICE DBILLs.-The pointing and
snapping exercises outlined above for the riding school will, in
the target season, be extended to and amplified on the range,
where a track will be laid out as illustrated in Plate VIII, with
a barrier in front of each target, to preserve a uniform distance
from the horse to the targets. Parallel to and 10 yards distant
from and facing this track will be placed 5 standing silhouette
figures 10 yards apart. The squad in column of troopers, with
a distance between troopers of about 10 yards, will move around
the track at a walk, trot, and gallop, each trooper pointing and
snapping his pistol at each target as he arrives opposite it.

H9
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146. (a) PRACTICE AS WITIH BALL CARTRIDGES, MOUNTED.-AS
soon as the horses have become sufficiently accustomed to the
targets and to the noise of firing the trooper mounted will be
practiced in the details of procedure laid down for the several
types of fire prescribed for Range Practice with ball cartridges.
In firing to the left and left front, the weapon may be held in the
left hand.

(b) QUICK FmIRE.-Target: Silhouette of standing figure ar-
ranged to revolve as a bobbing target and to be operated by
means of ropes laid under the track. This tspe of target is
used for firing at the halt and at the walk. For any given in-
divldual, the target is turned before firing commences, edge of
target toward the firing point. The targets are operated by
revolving the target through an arc of 90 ° so that face and
edge are alternately turned toward the firing point. Exposures
are for a specified length of time, with an interval of 3 to 5 seconds
between exposures. The individual who is to fire takes position
at the firing point with his weapon in the holster and loaded
as prescribed in paragraph 135 (e) ; flap of holster, if any, but-
toned. At the first appearance of the target the trooper draws
and fires, or attempts to fire, one shot at his target before it
disappears. Prior to firing of this type the soldier should have
been thoroughly instructed In quick pointing to eliminate, so
far as plracticable, personal errors, For purpose of instruction,
the instructor may cause each shot to be marked and the pro-
cedure of firing the first shot to be repeated for each shot of the
score. (Plate XI.)

CHAPTER X.

REVOLVER OR PISTOL RANGE PRACTICE.

147. GENERAL DEscBIPrroN.-This practice includes the in-
struction of the soldier in firing with the service revolver or
pistol and Is divided into two distinct courses, the dismounted
course and the mounted course. The general scheme is as fol-
lows:

1o0
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Num-
ber of
shots.

fSlow fire, at 15 and 25 yards, minimum of 2 scores (1 at each

Instructlon R a;
'I praetice. el

"~ ' Q1ui

o =s e c to r dRIa
[En l practice .Aul

F, x per t Ra
test ...... 1qmu

Instruction Disr
practice .-1all

I31 Mo

R 0 o or df Hal
practice. Wrall

(ftall
E x p e rt Gall

test .... Gall
rig

nfe) ................. ................. 10
pld fire, at 15 and 25 yards, minimum of 4 scores (2 at
ach range) ............................................ 20
clk fire, at 15 and 25 yards, minimum of 4 scores (2 at
Lch range) ............................................. 20
pid fire, at 25 yards, 2 scores ............................ 10
Ick fire, at 15 and 25 yards, 2 scores at each range..,.... 20
pid fire, at 50 yards, 1 score ............. ........... 5
ck fire, at 15 and 25 yards, 1 score at each range ........ 10

Total ................................................ 95

nounted .. Slow fire, 15 yards, minimum of 2 scores... 10Quick flre, 15 yards, minimum of 2 scores.. 10
HIalt, minimum of 2 scores............. 10

anted ..... Walk, minimum of 2 scores ................ 10
iGallop, minimum of 8 scores ............... 40

t, 2 scores ............................................ 10
op, 4 scores ...................................... .. 20
t, I score (targets at varying ranges) ........... ........ 5
op, I score (group targets) ........................... 5
op, extended, 2 scores (approaching targets firing to
ght and left) .......................................... 10

Total ...... ......... ............................... 130

A score consists of five consecutive shots.
148. PRACTICE SEASON.-Revolver range practice will take

place during the season for rifle firing (par. 88). During the
supplementary season such practice as time and amount of am-
munition will allow will be given to recruits who have not fired
the record course mounted and to others requiring it. Recruits
joining wvithin thirty (lays of the close of the supplementary sea-
son will be excused from the mounted firing therein.

in
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149. WHO WILL FIRE.-The following table designates those
who are required or authorized to fire at revolver range prac-
tice and the courses to be followed:

Arm or corps. To fire. To f. Course.

1. Cavalry ........................

2. Field Artillery .................

Squadron staff oricors, troop ofil-
cers, and all enlisted men ex-
cept as not e( bolow.

Battalion staff ofliccrs, battery
officers, and all enlisted men.

3. Infantry, batt.iions of En Di- IBattalioi sta'ff officers, company
neers, andfield andtelegraph offlicers, and all enlisted men
companies and acro squad- armed wlthi the revolver or
rons of the Signal Corps. pistol.

4. Coast Artiioery ................. Company offleers and all enlisted
men armed with revolver or
pistol.

6. Field and rogimental stair offi- Aut horized but not required ....
eers of C\-alrv.

6. Staff departmenrts or corps, ex-
cept medical and chaplains.

7. Reglmental field and staffoffi- All officers, except such Enrgi-
eors of Fieid Artillery and In- neer ofllcers as are noted above,
fantry and field and staff and enlisted men cuthorized,
officers of Coast Artillery. but not required.

8. Veterinarians ........... .. ..
9. Post noncommissioned stall....

Mounted.

Dismounted.

bMounted.

1 Cavalry recruits, having no previous mounte(l service, who Join wvithin 30 days
preceding the mounted course, wi~l, in the regular practie season, fire dismounted
only.

All officers enumerated in the aabove table of over fifteen
years' commilssionecl or eommissionecl end enlisted service. ex-
cept officers of the MIedical Corps and chaplains, are authorized
but not required to fire, but, if firing, will follow the course
prescribed for their department, corps, or arm of the service.

(U. S. A. F. Ml., No. 8.)
150. ALLOWArNCE OF ASkbtUNrTION.-AS published annually.
151. IlNSTRUCTION PRACTICE.-In order to ensure uniformity of

instruction the order of procedure and a nmininum number of
shots are prescribed, but a certain percentage for proficiency at
each stage is a requisite for advancement to the next succeeding
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stage. If this percentage is not attained, the judgment of the
organization commander dictates the type of instruction which
he deems best suited to the Individual case. In order that the
expenditure of ammunition may be fully under the control of
the organization commander he may advance men who have
fired during a preceding season without requiring them to fire
the full number of shots prescribed as a minimum for any type
of fire in Instruction practice, provided that they fire at least
one-half the minimum, and in so doing make a percentage at
least as high as.that required for advancement to the next suc-
ceeding stage. In the exercise of this privilege, however, the
organization commander should guard against depriving the
soldier of needed practice.

152. RECORD PRACTICE.-In all record practice, both for dis.
mounted and mounted courses. scores will be kept and the rec-
ord of firing prepared as prescribed for. the rifle. The number
of shots to be fired in record practice has been made no greater
than barely sufficient to demonstrate the soldier's average shoot-
ing ability.

153. (a) ScoRiNGo Ir RAPID AND QUICK FnRE.-In timed, rapid,
or quick fire the scorer does not announce the name of the firer
after the result of each shot has been signaled. As soon as the
value of each hit on the target is signaled it is announced; the
number of misses, if any, is announced; the score is then en-
tered; and finally the name of the firer with his total score
is announced and the latter recorded.

(b) FIsrIG oN WRONG TARGET.-In the case of two men firing
in timed, rapid, or quick fire on the same target the resulting
Score will be rejected, the soldier at fault being credited only
with such hits as he may have made on his own target, the
other soldier repeating his score.

(c) OTnEB MIsHAPS.--Unfired shots due to the fault of the
soldier count as misses. In case of defective cartridges or dis-
abled weapon the entire score is not repeated, but the soldier
fires only the necessary number of shots to complete the then
unfinished score, and where the time element enters the ratio be-
tween the full time per score and the time to be allowed will
equal the ratio existing between a full score and the number of
shots to be fired. For each shot fired before the commencement
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or after the close of the time limit the maximum possible per
shot at the particular type of target being fired at will be de-
ducted from the score. Prior to commencing range practice the
Instructor should thoroughly drill his command in the manipula-
tion of the revolver or pistol.

In the mounted practice no trooper will leave the track except
at the ends. If a cartridge misses fire or the weapon fails to
work, he should continue to the end of the track, replace the de-
fective cartridge or correct the trouble with the weapon, and
take his place for another run.

If by reason of a defective cartridge one or more targets are
not fired upon in any run, the trooper, in repeating the run, will
fire only at those targets on which he did not fire. (C. S. A. F.
M. No. 2.)

154. EXPERT TEST.-All who in record practice have made the
required percentage of the aggregate score possible in either
course will fire the expert test prescribed for that course. If at
any stage of the test the soldier's score is such that qualification
is no longer possible, the test will be discontinued. Should the
soldier make the required number of points before firing the
full number of shots, he will not be required to continue firing.

155. ORDER OF PROCEDURE.-Revolver and pistol firing com-.
mence with instruction practice in each course, and this practice
is carried to completion for each soldier before proceeding to the
next succeeding stage of record practice in the course being pur-
sued. When instruction practice is completed, the soldier pro-
ceeds to record practice in the course he is required to fire, and
follows this course to completion in accordance with the tables
and regulations hereinafter laid down. The soldier may be thus
advanced to rccord practice immediately after he has completed
instruction practice without waiting for others less advanced.
While engaged in record practice the soldier will do no other
firing. In record practice the trooper will, so far as practicable,
use the horse regularly assigned to him. In general, the regu-
lations for known distance practice (pars. 87-110, body of ,text)
will regulate, where applicable, revolver and pistol as well as
rifle firing.

,156. GENERAL REMrARKS.-Wilth the idea of inculcating in the
soldier from the beginning the habit of firing by pointing, as dis-
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tinguished from deliberate aiming, firing at the longer ranges
hNe been removed from both courses and quick firing at'bob-
bing targets has been added. Slow fire has been held at the
lowest possible number of shots consistent with Insuring'safe
handling of the weapon and a knowledge of its shooting quali-
ties.
: 157. PRELIMINARY INSTRVCTION.-The importance of prelimi-
nary exercises can not be overestimated, and a reasonable
amount of pointing and snapping indulged in prior to range
practice will be amply repaid by the results obtained when firing
with ball cartridges.

158. THE GAIT.-In all cases where the gait is a gallop the
prescribed regulation maneuvering gallop is meant (par. 372,
Cavalry Drill Regulations) unless otherwise stated. The canter
will not be permitted.

159. BLANK CARTRIDGES (REVOLmm%).-Exercises with blank
cartridges, circling to the right, left, etc., and firing at the sil-
houettes on the track, should be carried on previous to firing
with ball cartridges.

160. BARxrIRs.-Barriers will be placed along the edge of and
parallel to the track in front of the targets in order to preserve
the prescribed distance from track to targets.

161. SYSTEMATIC INSTRUCTION.-A1l Cavalry troops and all
officers and enlisted men armed with the pistol or revolver will
be instructed in its use. This instruction will be systematic and
progressive, the controlling idea being accurate, rapid work.

162. FIELD FIRING.-Within the limits of the ammunition
allowance remaining available after firing the prescribed courses
field practice of such nature as the skill and ingenuity of the
organization commander may suggest and the availability of
material and terrain render practicable will be held from time
to time. Such field firing should be rendered as realistic as
proper safeguarding from accident will permit. It should be
borne in mind, however, that interest can be maintained only
so long as results are evident, and exercises should therefore be
devised with this end In view.

Since active service conditions can only be approximated tnd
not actually arrived at in instruction, any type of firing which
presents a feature of a fire problem that might exist has its
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ildue. Such targets as pendulum targets, glass balls, apj
proaching or receding figures, while lacking any tactical signtfi-
cace, still test the skill of the firer in manipulation of the
weapon and present to him an individual problem of value. In
general, any means which may tend to develop the powers of
quick drawing and accurate shooting, attributed to the early
frontiersman, is of the utmost value in preserving the impor-
tance which national tradition attaches to the pistol.

163. CoMPmiTIorNs.-When organizations, armed with the re-
volver, participate in pistol competitions, the regulation auto-
matic pistol, caliber .45, is prescribed. For purposes of compe-
tition and of practice in preparation therefor, the issue is
authorized of six automatic pistols in addition to the revolvers
on hand in such organization.

164. AMvMUNITION.-For each designated competitor, selected
from an organization firing the revolver course, the organiza-
tion commander is authorized to expend annually in addition
to the ammunition fired in the regular revolver course, 300
rounds of ball cartridges, caliber .45, automatic pistol, in ac-
quainting the selected competitor with this weapon and in
preparation for the competition.

165. MoDIFICATION or Covuss.-Whenever the exigencies of
the service do not permit of the firing of the prescribed course
in full, the commanding general of a territorial department or
a tactical division in the field is authorized to modify the course
with a view to securing the maximum of training under such
conditions, within the limits of the ammunition allowance; but
neither officers nor enlisted personnel, who do not fire the course
regularly prescribed in these regulations, shall be classified.

166,. 'TA ULATIoN.-The details of practice in mounted and dis-
nounteel courses are given in tables (pars. 168, 173, 174, 179,
193, and 196), which have the force of written regulations.

CHAPTER XI.
DISKOUNTED COURSE.

167. TABULATIoN.-The tables relate to the three divisions of
the Dismounted Course and in the order to be followed in range
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practice, viz: Instruction Practice, Record Practice, and Expert
Test. Each table is followed by regulations applicable.

168. INrTTUCTION PRBACTICE.

Slow fire. Rapid fire.

Target L. Target L.

15 yards. 25 yards. 15 yards. 25 yards.

Scores, mini- Scores, mini- Scores, mini- Scores, mini-
mum of 1. mum of 2. mun or 2. mum of 2.

Timelimnit,nono. Time limit, none. Time, 20 seconds Time, 20 seconds
per score. per score.

Quick fire.

Target E-Bobbing.

15 yards. 25 yards.

Scores, mini- Scores, mini-
mum of 2. mum of 2.

Time, 3 seconds Time, 4 seconds
per shot. per shot.

TIME.-Intervals of time are measurced froln the last note of
the signal or the last word of the command " Commence firing"
to the last note or word of " Cease firing." Commands will not
be unduly prolonged.

169. PIOCEUERE.-The course wvill be fired in the order set
forth in the table, bheinning at the shorter range and colnplet-
ing each type of fire before proceeding to the next, in the follow-
ing order: Slow fire, rapid fire, and quick fire, with the proviso
that 50 per cent of a possible score for any type of fire at any
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range is a necessary requisite for advancement to the next
succeeding step in the course.

Should the soldier fail to nmale the 50 per cent necessary for
advancement, he will be required to repeat the type of firing
at the range at which he failed.

If upon the second trial the soldier fails to make 50 per cent
of a possible score, he will not be a(lvanced to the next stage,
but he may be required to continue such instruction practice
as the judgment of the organization commander dictates and the
state of the ammunition allowance permits.

No soldier will be advanced to record practice, dismounted
course, who, in instruction practice, has failed to make 60 per
cent of the aggregate possible score.

170. SLow FraE.-The target is the target "L" bull's-eye and
is used so that the kind and magnitude of the errors committed
by the firer become at once evident to him. Abundant time is
permitted in the firing to enable proper explanation of the
causes and the remedies for such errors to be pointed out. It is
designed as the elementary phase of instruction in the proper
manipulation of the weapon and in determining and correcting
the personal errors of the firer.

171. RAPID AND QUICK Fmr.--Targets: Target L for rapid;
bobling, target E for quick fire.

172. PIlo(oEDui-E. (a) IN RAPID FIrE.-Time is taken at the
firing stan(l by sand glass or watch. The target being up, the
soldier stands with weapon at "Raise pistol." The revolver or
pistol is loaded with five cartridges, as prescribed in paragraph
135 (c). Tile command "Commence firing" is given and the
soldier fires five shots within the prescribed limits of time, at
the end of which the command "Cease firing" will have been
given.

(b) IN QUICx FIRE.--The target is operated as a bobbing
target. Three to five seconds after notice is received at the pit
that all is ready at the firing point the target is alternately ex-
pose(l to and turned from view of the firing point, exposures
being of three to four seconds duration, depending upon the
range, with an interval three to five seconds between exposures.
The soldier stands at the firing point, and his revolver or pistol
loaded with five cartridges, is at r' raise pistol" at "sateA
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Upon the first exposure of the target, the soldier fires one shot
at the target before it disappears. The weapon is held between
shots at " raise pistol." The soldier fires one shot at each re-
appearance of his target until five shots have been fired.

(C. S. A. A ..M. No. 13.)
173. REcoRD PRACTICE.

All who make S0 per cent of the aggregate possible score will
fire the expert test. (Par. 174.)

174. EXPERT TEST.

Aggregate possible, 60; necessary to qualify, 50.
175. CiLssericAmoif.-All who are required or authorized to

fire and who are borne on the rolls of the organization during

Rapid Are. Quick fire.

Target L. Target E--Bobbing.

25 yards. I5 yards 25 yards.

Scores, 2. Scores, 2. Scores, 2.
Timelimit,20seconds Time, 3 seconds per Time, 4 seconds per

for each score. shot. shot.

Rapid fire. Quick fire.

Target L. Target E-Bobblng.

50 yards. 15 yards. 2 yards.

Scores t 1. Scores, i. Scores, 1.
Timelimit, 80 seconds Time 3 seconds per Time 4 seconas per

per sooro. shot.
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any part of the practice season, or who are attached for praC-
tice by proper authority, will be classified, or rated as unclassi-
led, according as they have. met or failed to meet the require-
ments of classification.

Classification will be retained from the date of qualification
until the next opportunity to requalify, or for one year if no
opportunity for requalification is presented within that year.

REQUItEMENTsT.-(a) All who in record practice, dismounted
course, mlake at least 80 per cent of the ag.ireate possible score
will be classified as first-class men; (b) those who fail to
qualify as first-class men, but who maike not less than (0 per
cent of the aggregate possible score, will be class1fied ns secon(l-
class men; (c) all who fail as second-class men alnd those who
for any reason did not fire the course and are not otherwise
classified, will be rated as unqualified. (d) All first-class men
who, in firing the expert course, make over 83 per cent of the
aggregate possible score in that course, will be classified as
expert pistol shots. (C. S. . F. F .f. o. 19.)

CHAPTER XII.

MOUNTED COURSE.

176. INxsTucTroNs FOR PISTOL ORi REVOLVER FIRING, WHrE?
MOUNTED.-(a) Never fire near a horse's head, otherwise he
may become gun-shy. When firing to the right front lean well
to the right, and when firing to the left front lean well to the
left. Treat the horse kindly andl handle him quietly, otherwise
he may be made to fear firing an(l become unmanageable.

(b) Take the regulation gallop, neither a canter nor a run.
Do not bring the horse to a trot until 25 yards beyond the last
target.

(c) Fire from either "raise pistol " or "lower pistol."
(d) Immediately after firing a shot, cock the revolver for the

next shot, unless double action or the automatic pistol is used.
The best results in firing are obtained by use of the single action.

(e) Be sure before starting on a run, unless otherwise in-
structed, that the revolver is loaded with five cartridges and
that the hamnmer is 'on the empty chanmber; and in case of the
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pistol, that it is loaded, the hammer at the "safe," and that
four cartridges are in the magazine.

177. The mounted course is entirely separate and distinct
from the prescribed dismounted course and is complete in itself.

178. TABULATION.-The tables relate to the three dlrisions of
the mounted course in the order to be followed in range practiee,
viz, instruction practice, record practtce, and the expert test.
Each table is followed by regulations applicable.

179. INSTRUCTION PRACTICE.

Dismounted.

low fire. Quick firL

Target L. Target M-Bobbing.
Range, 15 yards. Range, 15 yards.
Scores, minimum of 2. Scaes, minimum of 2.
Time limit, none. Time, 3 seconds per shot.

Mounted.

At the halt. At the walk. At the gallop.

Target M--Bobbing. Target M--Bobbing. Target M.
Range, 10 yards. Range, 10 yards. Range, 10 yards.
Scores, minimum of 2. Scores, minimum of 2. Soores, minimum of 8.
Time, a seconds per Time, 3 secondsperazhot. Time governed by gait

shot. of at least 12 miles
per hour.

x#STBUCTION PRACTICE-DISMOUNTED.

180. GENERAL REMARKS.-The purpose of dismounted instrlc-
tion is to insure, within reasonable limits, familiarity with the(
manipulation and the safe handling of the pistol or revolv er - lu Ii
a knowledge of its shooting qualities before requiring its uses
from the horse's back. Such practice is therefore mandatory
only in the case of men who have never fired, or who, in thl
judgment of the organization commander, have not acquired
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sufficient familiarity with the pistol to warrant dispensing el-
tirely with dismounted instruction.

181. SLOW FIRE.-The target is the target L bull's-eye, and is
used so that the kind and magnitude of the errors c(:llmlitted by
the firer become at once evident to him. Abundlnt time is per-
mitted in the firing to enable proper explanation of the causes
and the remedies for such errors to be pointed out.

It is designed as the elementary phase of instruction in the
proper manipulation of the weapon and in determining and cor-
recting the personal errors of the firer.

182. QtrIcx FInE.-The target is the silhouette of a standing
figure arranged as a bobbing target and operated by ropes
running under track. (See Targets.)

183. PBOCEDUBE-(a) IN THE PIT..--Time is taken at the pit.
The target is turned edge toward the firing point. Three to 5
seconds after word is received from the firing point that all is
in readiness the target is alternately exposed to and turned
from the view of the firing point, remaining exposed for a period
of 3 seconds, with a period of 3 seconds to 5 seconds between
exposures. This procedure is continued until firing has ceased
or notice to discontinue has been given.

(b) AT THIE FIRING POINT.-The soldier stands at the firing
point, and his revolver or pistol, loaded with five cartridges, is
at "raise pistol" at "safe." At the first appearance of his target
the soldier fires one shot before the target disappears. The pistol
or revolver is held between shots at "raise pistol." The soldier
fires one shot at each reappearance of his target until five shots
have been fired. This procedure is repeated for each score that
the soldier may be required to fire. The number of targets simul-
taneously in operation, being dlependent upon the number of men
who can be advantageously Instructed at one time and upon other
local coditions, will be governed by the judgment of the officer
conducting the practice, due regard being had to the element of
safety.

(C. S. A. F. F1. Yo. 1$.)

INSTRUCTION Pr.nACTICE-MOUNTED.

184. GENErAL REGULATIONS.-This course will be fired in the
order set forth in the table, beginning with firing at the HALT
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and completing each type of fire in the order: At the Halt, At
t:he Walk, and At the Gallop, with the proviso that 40 per cent

TARGET
N ° 3

Score

0

Nid/l

PLATE VII.

Of a possible score at any type of fire is a requisite for advance-
ment to the next succeeding step in the course. Should the
trooper fail to make the 40 per cent necessary for advancement,

36820°--19 8
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he will be required to repeat the type of firing at which he
failed. If, upon the second trial, he fails to make 40 per cent
of a possible score, he will not be advanced to the next step,
but he will be required to continue such other practice as the
Judgment of the organization commander dictates and the state
of the ammunition allowance permits. No trooper will, how-
ever, be advanced to record practice who, in instruction prac-
tice, mounted, has failed to make 50 per cent of the aggregate
possible score, but will instead be required to continue such
instruction practice as may be appropriate and possible.

185. AT THE HALoT.-Targets: The silhouette (Target M.)
placed on a staff and so arranged that it can be operated as a
bobbing target by ropes passing beneath the track. The number
of targets in use is dependent upon the number of men who can
be advantageously instructed at one time, as well as upon other
local conditions, and will be governed by the Judgment of the
officer conducting the practice, due regard being had to the ele-
ment of safety. (Plate XXIV.)

186. (a) PROCEDUBE.-The targets are arranged as shown in
Plate VIII, figure 1, 10 yards from and facing the track. When
in operation, the targets are to be alternately exposed to and
turned from view, exposure being for a period of 3 seconds with
an interval of from 3 to 5 seconds between exposures. Opera-
tion of targets begins in 3 to 5 seconds after notification that
all is ready at the firing point. The markers operate the targets.

(b) AT THE FIRING POINT.-The soldier mounted, saddle
stripped, takes position at the firing point with his target on his
right hand. The revolver or pistol, loaded with five cartridges,
is at " raise pistol " at " safe." When the target first appears,
the soldier fires one shot at the target. The weapon remains in
the hand between shots and at either " raise pistol" or " lower
pistol," the soldier firing one shot at each reappearance of the
target until he has fired five shots. When five shots have been
fired to the right, the procedure is repeated, firing to the left.
(C. S. A. F. M. No. 13.)

187. AT THE WALxK.-Targets: Arranged and operated as at
the Halt. (See par. 185.)

188. PBocmDRE.-The procedure at the Walk is identical with
that at the Halt, with the following exceptions:
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The trooper fires one score to the right while moving to the
left, and one score to the left while moving to the right, on the
c'ircumiference of a circle the diameter of which is about 4 yards
an(l which is approximately tangent to the track at the firing
point. The Interval between exposures is dependent upon the
time required by the trooper to completely traverse the circum-
ference of the circle, which, at gait of 4 miles per hour, should
require about 7 seconds. (C. S. A. F. M. No. 1.)

189. AT TIHE GALIOP.-Target: The silhouette (Target M)
pasted on a B frame resting on the ground and facing the
track is used in order that the trooper may see the nature of
his errors, and when this purpose has been accomplished the
B frame is removed and replaced by Target M alone. Five
targets are placed 10 yards from the track with 10 yards
between centers when firing with the pistol or 20 yards between
centers when firing with the revolver.

190. PROCEDURE (a) .- With the silhouettes pasted on B frames
arranged as shown in Plate VIII, figure 1, each trooper will
enter upon the track 20 yards from the nearest target and
will make four circlings of the track, during two of which he
fires to the right and two to the left. Further firing at the
silhouette on the B fralne is optional with the organization
commander. The firing on the Target M pasted on the B frame
is not to be considere(l in computing the percentage for advance-
ment of the soldier to record practice.

(b) When this type of fire is completed, the procedure is
retpeated, substituting for the B frame the standing silhouette
alone. (C. S. A. F. M. No. 2.)

191. MARKING, SCORBIG, AND PASTING SHOT HOLES, MOUNTED
C)URSE.-A soldier is detailed as marker for each target; his
position is in front of his target and on the opposite side of
the track. When firing is at the bobbing targets, he will oper-
ate the targets. The targets will be designated by numerals
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, from right to left. An improvised score board
(PI. VII) will he provided for each target and placed on the
left of the target so as to face the scorer. The marker will be
provided with numerals 1 to 5, inclusive. These numerals,
except the figure 1, may be cut from the margin of a discarded
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Taurget I. The figure 1 may be easily improvised by trimming
the upright of the figure 4, or by painting. These numerals
may he pasted on pieces of tin, board, or of discarded binder-
board silhouettes. When a shot or score has been fired at a
target, the marker assigned to that target will run toward
his target andt call "No. 1, score one," or "two," or "miss,"
as the case may be. He will then hang the proper numeral
on the score board and cover the shot hole or holes with a
paster. One noncommissioned officer, detailed as scorer, is
posted opposite the center target and in rear of the markers.
In record practice the scorer and markers should, when prac-
ticable, be from a troop other than the one firing. The regu-
lations for scoring and recording scores in rifle practice will
govern in revolver or pistol firing as far as they may be appli-
cable. In record firing, new paper covers for the silhouette
targets will be used for each day's firing. Upon completion
of the firing for the day the troop commander or one of his
lieutenants will count the number of hits on each target and
compare the totals with the recorded scores. If the examina-
tion of the targets gives results very closely agreeing with the
recorded scores, the record should be permitted to stand, but
the markers cautioned to use greater care in the future.

192. For value of hits, see chllpter on targets.
193. IRECORD PRACTICE.

Mounted.

At the halt. At the gallop.

Target M-Bobbing. Target M.
Range, 10 yards. Range, 10 yards.
Scores, 2 Ito right. ag ring to the right whlee lto left.othe reit.
Time, 3 seconds per shot. S 'ores,2iringtotheleft whilecfr-

cling to the right.
See Plate VIII, Figs. 2 and 3.

All who make at least 70 per cent of the aggregate possible
score will fire the expert test.
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194. PROCEDURE (a) AT THIE HALT.-The procedure as laid
down for this type of fire in Instruction Practice (par. 186)
will be followed.

(b) AT THE GALLOP.--The gait will be maintained at not less
than 12 miles per hour, or 88 yards in 15 seconds. With the
targets arranged as shown In Plate VIII, fig. 2, there will be
two circlings of the track, the trooper on each circling firing
one shot at a target in each of the following directions and in
the order stated, viz: Right front, right, right front, right, and
right rear. With the targets arranged as shown in Plate VIII,
fig. 3, there will be two circlings of the track, the trooper firing
during each circling one shot at a target in each of the follow-
ing directions and in the order stated, viz: Left, left front, left,
left front, and left.

195. When the targets are turned obliquely for firing to the
right front, left front, or right rear, they will be set at an angle
of 450 to the track.

196. EXPERT TEST--MOUNTED.

i

Aggregate possible score=20 points. Necessary to qualify,
18 points, or 65 per cent (C. S. A. F. M. No. 1.)

197. PROCEDURB--AT THE HALT.-Wlth the targets arranged
as shown In Plate IX, the trooper, mounted, takes the central
position shown in the plate. The targets are operated from a
position In rear of the firer; exposures are made irregularly

At the halt-Quick fire.I At the gallop. At the gallop extended.

Plate IX. Plate X, fig. I. Plate X, fig. 2.

Target E-Bobbing Target KM Targets, silhouettes of
3 standing, 1 kneel-
ing, and 1 prone fig-
ure.

Range, 8 to 15 yards. Range. 10 yards. Range, 5 to 15 yards.
Score, 1. Score, 1. Scores, 2.
Time 2 seconds per

shot.
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until the soldier has fired five shots. (C. S. A. F. M. No. 1.
See Plate JX.)

198. AT TIHE GArTOP.-(Z) Witll the targets arranged as
shown in Plate X, fig. 1, the soldier takes the track at the gallop
with the targets on the right. He fires one shot at each target,
firing in the direction right front, right, and right rear. After
passing the last target about 40 yards he turns to the left about,
taking the track with the targets on his left, and fires one shot
at the target to his left front and one shot at the target to his
left.

(b) AT THE EXTENDED GALroP.-W-Vth the targets arranged as
shown in Plate X, fig. 2, the soldier takes the track so as to pass
at the gallop extended, between the targets and approaching
from the side of prone figure, as indicated by arrow. He fires
one shot at each target. In this type of fire two runs are made,
each run being in the same direction.
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199. CLASSIFICATION.-Al1 who are required or authorized to
fire and( who are borne on the rolls of the organization during
any part of the practice season, or who are attached for prac-
tice by proper authority, will be classified, or rated ias unclassi-
fied, accor(ling as they have met or failed to meet the require-
ments of classification.

Classification Swill be retained( from the (dlte of qualificlatlon
until the next opportunity to requalify, or for one year if no
opportunity for requallification is presentedl within thllat year.

Requircnent.s.-((a) All who in record practice mnake a total
of T0 per cent of the aggregate possible score will be classified
as first-class men; (5) those who fail to qualify as first-class
men, but who make not less than 50 per cent of the aggregate
possible score will be classified as second-class men; (c) all who
fail as second-class men and those who, for any reason, did not
fire the course and are not otherwise classified, will be rated as
unqualified(; (d) all first-class men who in firing the expert
course make at lenlst 65 per cent of the l ggregate possible score
in that course will be classified as Expert Pistol Shots. (C. S
a. F. M. No. 19.)

12
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PART III.

COMBAT PRACTICE.

GENERAL SCHEME.

200. "The indivildual instruction is not everything. The
mnaximulll effect of a fire is obtained only by instructed and dis-
cipline(l troops under a conmmandler capable of directing their
fire properly. * * * Only instructed and disciplined troops
can deliver a fire that can be made use of intelligently * * *
Its effects become formidable when it is properly directed. WVhen
instruction has nmade of the troops a pliable and manageable in-
strumnent capable of understanding orders and executing them,
they are in a position to develop all their power in hands that
understand how to make a judicious use thereof. It remains
to educate those that have to command them."

" In combat the platoon is the fire unit. From 20 to 35 rifles
are as many as one leader can control effectively." (Par. 250,
Infantry Drill Regulations.)

" When the company is large enough to be divided into pla-
toons, it is impracticable for the captain to command it directly
in combat. His efficiency in managing the firing line is meas-
ured by his ability to enforce his will through the platoon
leaders." (Par. 248, Infantry Drill Regulations.)

The fire of the company, the battalion, the regiment, and
larger units is nothing more than the combined fire of all the
fire units. It is necessary, therefore, that the leaders of the fire
units learn how to utilize the power of all the rifles under their
command and to control the fire to suit the varied and numerous
situations in which the tactical direction of their superiors may
place thenm.

In action the situations vary greatly. They are frequently
unforeseen, calling for quick decisions, and the prompt solution
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of such questions will arise in the Inind only after long prac-
tice with numerous exercises in time of peace.

In the training of subordinate officers and lea(lers, to enable
them to play their part intelligently, it is necessary to confront
them with definite situations in such a nanller as to appeal to
their professional knowledge. By such ineants a Judgmnent may
be cultivated which will be equal to any emergency that may
arise.

In the combat exercises prescribed in paragraph 357, Infantry
Drill Regulations, all the tactical operations associated with the
conduct of fire Initiative in opening fire, utilization of the
ground, choice of targets, strength of the firing line, and kinds
of fire to be employed-may be performed in an instructive man-
ner, using simulated fire. It is important, however, in such ex-
ercises that a strict fire discipline be maintained and that the
operations involved in the simulated adjustment of the tire be
performed with the greatest care and exactness.

It remains to complete the Instruction of the unit leaders by
exercises with ball cartridges, the results obtained in hits on the
targets providing a confirmation or proof of instruction which no
other means can afford. Combat exercises, with real fire of the
platoon and of the smaller units, the enemy being represented
by figure targets and the firing coming as a culmination, pro-
vide the best means for this fiAnl instruction.

As required by paragraph 356, Infantry Drill Regulations,
every combat exercise should be under an assumed tactical situ-
ation. In exercises with ball cartridges, however, only portions
of an episode or episodes of a combat should be represented.
It is difficult to arrange the targets and apparatus so as to re-
produce correctly all the phases of an offensive or defensive ac-
tion. In such a case the results can not well be separated for
analysis and proper criticism, so that much of the instructional
value of the exercises will be lost.

A combat firing exercise will be conducted for the company.
Such exercises may be conducted for the battalion or higher
tactical units if the ammunition is available.

201. The Drill Regulations, Infantry, under the headings Fire
and Combat give the rules for the conduct of fire which are
applicable to all combat firing exercises. These rules are tactical.
The technical phases of the question are included in the sub-
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jects, The Effect of PFire, The Influence of the Ground, The Ad-
justmient of Fire, given herewith.

Following these subjects, rules are given for the conduct of
the class of firing designated as instruction combat practice,
held on the class "A " range immediately after the completion
of the long range practice. This practice constitutes an inter-
mediate step between range practice at rectangular targets and
combat firing on the class " B " range. It marks the transition
from individual marksmanship to collective marksmanship.
Hence the exercises are purposely made formal and simple.

In addition to the rules for the preparation and conduct of
combat firing exercises and rules for the proficiency test, state-
ments are given of several typical firing exercises, including
examples of demonstration firings, the subject being concluded
by a critique of a hypothetical firing exercise.

CHAPTER 1.

THE EFFECT OF FIRE.

202. BALLISTIC QUALITIES OF THE RIFLE.-The ballistic quali-
ties of an arm are indicated by its accuracy, flatness of trajec-
tory, and dlisabling power.

The accuracy of the United States rifle, caliber .30, model of
1903, is shown in the table of deviations in "Description and
Rules for the Management of the United States Rifle, Caliber
.30," which exhibits the mean vertical and mean horizontal
deviations expressed in inches for the various ranges from 100
yards to 2,000 yards, Inclusive. The same publication exhibits
in the Table of Ordinates and Table of Fire, the form of the sin-
gle trajectory. The striking energy or disabling power of the
arnl is indicated in the table showing the penetration of the
bullet at various distances in different materials and substances

The quality of flatness of trajectory is directly dependent upon
the initial velocity and to some extent upon the form of the
bullet, a given weight being assumed.

Two rifles of different type may possess the same accuracy,
that is to say, the same dispersion, at any given range; but if
one of the rifles gives a trajectory more curved than the other,
an error in the setting of the sight due to an erroneous estimate
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of the range will cause a greater displacement from the aiming
point of the center of impact of the diagram of hits than will
be the case with the rifle with a flatter trajectory. A flat tra-
Jectory can not do away with the influence of errors in aiming,
but this quality bestows an advantage in that with one sight a
greater extent of ground may be hleld under fire and the target
still be hit when it is not at the exact distance for which the
sight is set.

The trajectory cuts the line of sight in two places, the first
near the muzzle, the second at the point aimed at (supposing
the point to be struck); between these two points all portions
of the trajectory are above the line of sight. If ainl be taken
at the lowest point or element of an object, it follows that if the
highest ordinate of the trajectory corresponding to the range
is equal to or less than the height of the object aimned at, the
danger space for that object will be continuous. For example,
the highest point of the trajectory corresponding to a range of
500 yards is 2 feet above the line of sight, so that for an object
of that height, or greater, the danger space will be continuous
provided aim is taken at the foot of the object. It is this cir-
cumstance which permits the adoption of a universal sight-the
battle sight-adaptable to all the shorter ranges.

Owing to the fact that curvature of the trajectory increases
with the range, the angle of fall for the longer ranges will be
greater and the danger space for an object of a given height will
be less, the falling branch only of the trajectory being consid-
ered. The increase in the distance also makes it more difficult
to obtain a close estimate of the range.

203. THE CONE OF DISP.SION ANI) THE ROIOABIr[LITIES OF
HrTTrING.-The causes which make for dispersion of shots as
given in the table of deviations of the United States rifle are
dependent upon variations In different parts of the rifle and imn-
perfections In the ammunition alone.

In consequence of differences in sights, the variations in dif-
ferent parts of the rifle, and in the ammunition, and, to a much
greater extent, individual errors made In aiming and firing, a
series of shots fired by a body of soldiers with a common aiming
point and the same sight setting, under uniform meteorological
conditions, will not all follow the same path but will be more
or less separated.
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The trajectories considered together make a horn-shaped figure
called the cone of fire or cone of dispersion, owing to the re-
semblance to the geometrical figure of that name. The term
"sheaf of bullets " is also used to express the same meaning,
and all these are applied to a particular series of collective shots
fired in practice, or in service.

If the shots so fired be intercepted by a vertical target in a po-
sition normal to the direction of the fire, a diagram of hits will
be formed called the shot group. In the diagram of hits the
shots appear as most thickly disposed about a point situated
approximately in the center of the group, called the center of
impact. From this point in all directions the density of the
grouping decreases progressively-at first gradually, then more
ra)idly out to the limits of the group.

The arrangement of shots in the diagram of hits, apparently
regardless of any rule, is in fact in conformity to a law which
does not exhibit itself until after the delivery of a large num-
ber of shots. If measurements be made of a given shot group,
the wild shots being disregarded, and the mean vertical and
mean horizontal dispersion from the center of impact be found,
these measurements will be in effect statements or indexes of
the law of distribution of the hits for that particular group.
A horizontal strip of the width of the mean vertical dispersion
antl symmetrically placed as to the center of impact will con-
tain 50 per cent of the hits in the group.

It is well known that the dimensions of the cone of dispersion
and of the shot group vary with the skill of those firing; good
shots will make a small group and poor shots a large group.
If the mean vertical and mean horizontal dispersions for rifle-
men of a certain grade of skill be determined for various ranges,
a large number of shots being considered, means are provided
])y which, in connection with a table of probability factors, there
may be computed the probable number of hits to be expected in
collective firing bly shots of the same degree of skill at any
range, at targets of any size. By this means a suitable stand-
ard ,may be constructed by which the results obtained in combat
firing may be judged. A comparison of the efficiency shown in
any firing exercise with that to be expected from average in-
structed shots with properly adjusted sights under favorable

36820°-18--9
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conditions will disclose if the results have fallen somewhat be-
loFy the probable results; in which case a proper consideration
of all the influences which adversely affect shooting under serv-
ice conditions will enable a judgment to be formed as to why
the results have fallen below the requirements. With a known
standard of comparison and with a correct appreciation of ad-
verse conditions, effective criticism, which is the basis of good
instruction, may be realized.

The intersection of the cone of dispersion with the surface on
which the object of the fire stands is called the beaten zone. On
a horizontal surface the form of the beaten zone is somewhat
that of an ellipse with its major axis in the direction of the line
of fire. At short ranges the elliptical figure is very much elon-
gated, and, as the range is increased, the greater axis becomes
shorter. When the surface of impact is on ground rising with
respect to the line of sight the longer axis is very much short-
ened, or, in other words, the depth of the beaten zone is very
much diminished, as may be seen from the diagram below.

o0
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The grouping obtained on the surface of the ground by shots
fired as a volley, or in a particular series of shots fired collec-
tively, is sometimes referred to as the shot group.

The arrangement of hits in the beaten zone follows a law
similar to that in the diagram of hits on a vertical target. The
mean longitudinal dispersion on a horizontal surface in the
direction of the fire bears a direct relation to the mean vertical
dispersion, being the product of the latter by the cotangent of
the angle of fall.

In addition to the 50 per cent zone corresponding to the lat-
eral strip containing the best 50 per cent of the hits on the ver-
tical target, the area covered by the best 75 per cent of all the
shots in the beaten zone, called herein the zone of effective fire,
is considered and the depth of this zone, as determined experi-
mentally for average shots, forms the basis for certain rules
laid down under the heading " Adjustment of Fire."

204. The table of dispersion below gives the measures of the
mean vertical and mean lateral dispersions in feet and of the
longitudinal dispersions in yards for various ranges, as deter-
mined by experimental trials at the Musketry School with aver-
age instructed shots, the surface of reception being assumed as
horizontal.
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Table of dispersion--Average shots.

' Measured from the muzzle in the direction of the line of fire.
2 Dispersions beyond 1,000 yards have been calculated from those at the lesser

ranges which were determined by experiment.

From the table a conception may be gained of the form and
dimensions of the cone of dispersion for average instructed
shots..

It is seen from the table that as the range increases a less
depth of ground is held under fire witl a single sight setting,
and if an error in sight setting be made, due to an incorrect
estimate of the range, the center of impact will be misplaced
and there will be a los-, in effect in proportion to the amount of
displacement, the loss in effect being greater as the beaten zone
is less. Furthermore, the difficulty of exact range determina-
tion increases with the distance, the two influences combining
to make long-range fire uncertain and usually ineffective.

A somewhat opposite condition prevails at the shorter ranges,
where, owing to a very much flattened trajectory, a great depth
of beaten zone may be held under fire with a single sight set-
ting.

Mean Mean Mean Longltudl-
Lango. vertical. lateral. longitudi- nal 75 per

nal. cent zone.

Yards. Feet. Feet. Yards. Yards.
100 1.07 0.97 1 308. 04 1 423. 00
200 2.03 1.77 398.21 130. 00
300 2.87 2. 41 348. 79 592. 00
400 3.59 2. 90 282. 04 479. 00
500 4.21 3. 26 219.91 373. 00
600 4.88 3. 75 185.37 315. 00
700 5.62 4. 40 15. 66 266. 00
800 6.44 5. 23 135.28 229. 00
900 7.33 6.21 118. 57 201. 00

1,000 8.29 7. 37 105. 89 180. 00
1,000 9.33 7. 71 96. 35 163. 80
1,200 10.52 8.69 89. 71 152. 51
1,300 11.79 9. 74 84.50 143.66
1,409 13.12 10. 84 80. 14 136. 23
1,500 14.50 11.98 76. 00 129. 00
2,000 22.71 18.76 64.00 109.00

I -
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205. The scope of a single sight setting at the shorter ranges
may be illustrated by taking the range of 500 yards and the dis-
persion for that range, from which may be computed the per-
centage of hits to be expected on strip targets of different
vertical dimensions corresponding to the heights of various
service targets, these being set up at ranges from 200 yards to
900 yards. The results of such a computation are shown in the
table below.

Percentage of hits to be e.rpected with average shots at various
ranges on strip targets of different heights with sight set at
500 yards, aim being taken at the lowest line or element of the
target.

Height Height Height Height Height
1.33 feet, 1.83 feet, 3.5 feet, 5.67 feet, 8 feet,

prone prone kneeling standing horse
fgure. igure. figure. figure. figure.

200 25.2 38.3 59.0 88.7 89.37
300 20.3 29. 3 68.4 78.3 82.57
400 18. 9 26.2 48. 4 64.7 69. 39
500 16.4 21.9 36.8 46.5 49.45
600 10.0 13.0 19. 8 23.7 24.77
700 3.2 4.1 5.8 6.7 6.80
800 0.43 0. 78 0. 78 0.78 0. 78
900 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Low aiming, or the choice of the lowest point or element as an
aiminlg point, which is required, as a rule, in all firing instruc-
tion, may be looked upon as the normal practice in service.
With the average soldier the best performance to be expected
il the heat of action is that he will aim at the foot or lowest
element of the objective. While some may in the moments of
excitement possess.the coolness to estimate the range exactly
and choose a higher or lower point according to their Judgment,
such exceptions can hardly influence to any great degree the
general results which are dependent on the performance of the
mass or great majority.

206. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF FIRE.-The effectiveness of fire
under battle conditions and in combat firing exercises is depend-
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ent upon the three factors: The percentage of hits made, the
number of targets hit, and the time of execution. The ultimate
effect may be expressed synthetically by the number of enemies
disabled or targets hit in a unit of time.

207. The percentage of hits is dependent upon the dispersion,
and this is influenced by the precision of the arm, the distance
from the target, the visibility of the target, the prevailing at-
mospheric conditions, the training and instruction of the troops,
and upon their physical and normal state at the time.

The percentage of hits is also dependent upon the visibility
of the objective, upon the character of the ground as favoring
ricochet hits, upon the correct estimation of the distance, or
choice of sight, and designation of the target, these latter per-
taining to fire control.

208. With a given accuracy, the number of targets hit or the
distribution of fire may be affected by varying degrees of visi-
bility, as men instinctively choose the more conspicuous marks
as aiming points. Under any circumstances, an imperfect dis-
tribution of the hits made will be clue to an absence of proper
instructions from the leaders, or, in other words, to poor con-
trol, or else to a want of understanding or lack of obedience on
the part of the men.

209. The time of execution is important in that the gaining of
fire superiority is dependent less upon obtaining high percent-
ages of hits than upon making an absolutely large number of
hits in a unit of time. There is necessarily a limit to the ra-
pidity of fire which, if exceeded, will result in some loss of
accuracy. With targets of a fair degree of visibility, the fol-
lowing may be taken as standard rates of fire for troops who
have been given suitable training in target practice:

200 yards
300 yards 10 shots per minute.
400 yards
500 yards
600 yards 7.5 shots per minute.
700 yards
800 yards
900 yards 5 shots per minute.

1, 000 yards
Greater ranges, 3 shots per minute.
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The rates given should not exclude higher rates of fire in the
case of large and conspicuous targets. On the other hand, when
objectives, or marks used as aiming points, are very indistinct,
the requirement of correct aiming imposes rates of fire some-
what lower than the standard rates given even for well-in-
structed men. With imperfectly trained men who have not fully
acquired the habit of using aimed fire only, and who are lack-
ing in the manual dexterity required for executing the standard
rates of fire, the maximum rate can not well exceed six shots
per minute without incurring the danger of lapsing into un-
aimed fire. Fatigue and exhaustion, the results of marches or
prolonged firing, have a detrimental influence and tend to lower
the rates of effective fire.

210. The results obtained in collective firing exercises in time
of peace give but a slight basis for estimating the results to be
expected in time of war. The somewhat inferior training of
units mobilized to war strength, the emotions to which even
disciplined men are subject in action, and. the physical impair-
ment incident to service conditions are influences which com-
bine to greatly lessen the effects which peace-time experiments
give, this lowering in effects being due to increased dispersions,
the latter, under the doctrine of chances, giving lesser proba-
bilities of hitting in proportion to the increase in dispersion.

It has been estimated that war-time dispersions will vary
according to the training, morale, and physical condition of
the troops from twice to four times, or more, the peace disper-
sions. This is not a condition to be desired or sought, but one
to be understood and reckoned with.

CHAPTER II.

THE INFLUENCE OF GROUND.

211. DEFILADE.-An obstacle of sufficient thickness to prevent
the penetration of the bullet will protect from fire the space
extending from its foot to the point where the bullet, which
grazes its crest, meets the ground. The space which is thus
protected from fire is called the " defiladed space." Its extent
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will depend on the height of the shelter, the curvature of the
trajectory, and the slope of the ground behind the shelter.

In the illustration the distance A-T will represent the de-
filaded space for the trajectory B-T and an obstacle the height
of A-B. A soldier beyond T would be struck with bullets pass-
ing a slight distance over the crest B; he would be partially
sheltered between T and C (the danger space for this tra-
jectory) ); and would be completely protected throughout the
distance A-C.

If the height of the shelter be less than that of a man stand-
ing, only a partial protection will be afforded, and to obtain

B

PLATE XIII[.

complete shelter it will be necessary for the soldier to assume
the kneeling or prone positions. By cover is meant effective
defilade from the enemy's fire. Concealment means a screening
from view but not necessarily protection from fire.

212. RISING AND FALLING GROUND.-The influence of the
ground upon the effect of fire manifests itself in the depth of
the beaten zone. This depth is decreased if the surface of
reception rises with respect to the line of sight; it increases,
on the other hand, if the surface of reception falls with respect
to the line of sight.

The effect of different slopes on the depth of beaten zones for
various ranges, based upon the dispersion of average shots, is
shown in the table below.
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It should be remembered that, assuming a proper adjustment
of the fire, depth of beaten zone can affect only targets which
have depth. On a lineal target the depth of the beaten zone has

UP

Pi

I

'4'

no effect one way or the other. If this target is backed up by
supports and reserves, the effect upon them will depend upon
their position with respect to the firing line which forms the ob-
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Jective or aiming point and upon the depth of the beaten zone.The beaten zone, as has been shown, is influenced by the lay ofthe ground, whether rising or falling, with respect to the line
of sight.

An example of the shortening of the beaten zone is seen in thecase of fire delivered from a height at a target situated on ahorizontal plane beneath. (See fig. 2, P1. XIV.)
An example of increasing the depth of beaten zone is seen inthe case of fire delivered from low ground at a visible targetsituated at the edge of a plateau or crest of a ridge from whichthe ground slopes to the rear. (See fig. 1, PI. XIV.)

_2'
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: - I , , . I I

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 YARDS
PLATE XV.

Shots which pass over a crest with an angle of fall conform-
ing to the inclination of the surface of the ground beyond the
edge of crest, or nearly so, are called grazing shots and fire sodelivered is called grazing fire. (See flg. 1, P1. XIV.)

The diminution or increase in fire effect for average shots dueto rising and falling ground is shown in the diagram below,following an idea borrowed from the works of Gen. von Rohne.A 2° rising slope and a 10 falling slope are assumed. The tar-gets which form the objective are assumed to be at "A." Withaverage shots firing, the figure shows relatively the influence ofthe ground on the efficacy of the fire on targets similar to thoseat "A" and placed at different distances in rear thereof.
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For better illustration the angles are exaggerated in the
drawing. The range is taken as 1,000 yards and the figures ex-
pressing effect at different distances in rear of "A" on rising
ground, level ground, and falling ground, are ratios, the effect of
"A" being unity.

It is seen from Plate XV how rapidly the effect disappears on
rising ground and how the effect is better maintained on falling
grour*d.

When the ground slopes upward to the rear from a firing line,
the supports may be placed closer without increasing the danger
from fire aimed at the firing line, On the same sort of ground
It is shown that a column tatrget, or one which has depth, is more
vulnerable than a lineal target.

When the ground slopes down and to the rear from the firing
line, the supports must be posted at a greater distance in rear,
unless the slope is so much greater than the -angle of fall of the
hostile bullets that a defilated space is created in which no bul-
lets strike. On falling ground, however, ol)posite conditions pre-
vail as to vulnerability from those stated above. Making the
allowable assumption that the fire Is equally distributed along
the crest, the column target behind the crest and invisible from
the firing point will receive hits only in proplortion to its wi(lth.

It may be said, therefore, that on ground rising with respect
to the line of sight, column targets, as those having depth, will
suffer the greater losses; on ground falling in respect to the line
of sight, the reserve slope of hills or the level grounds of
plateaus, line targets will suffer the greater losses.

When the ground falls away to the rear at a greater angle
than the angle of fall of the projectile, deflated spaces are
created, which enable bringing the supports close to the crest.
With the service rifle and ammunition it Is well to remember
that an angle of fall of 1° corresponds to a range of about 900
yard(s, an angle of fall of 5° to a range of about 1,800 yards.

Through a judicious choice of ground, the measurement of
slopes, the placement of targets, and the selection of firing
points, the possibilities of the species of indirect fire known as
grazing fire may be demonstrated: but the mere possibility of
inflicting damage on invisible enemies must not create a false
impression as to the use of this class of fire. (C. S. A. F. M.
No. 1.)
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213. RICOCHET SHOTS.--Bullets which ricochet usually tumble
after striking, and jacketed bullets, on striking a hard, rough
surface become altered in form more or less, the jackets some-
times becoming sep.lra.te(l from the lead core. Wounds inflicted
by ricochet hits are, therefore, as a rule, severe.

The most favorable ground for ricochets is a smooth, hard.,
horizontal surface. Bullets also ricochet on water and, to a
lesser extent on plowed groundl, wet clay, wet turf, or swampy
ground. The chance of ricochets in sand is very slight. Bullets
which ricochet are often deflected laterally tand the amount of
deflection influences the range of the rebound. The maximum
angle of deflection is about 30° and it is usually to the right.
The range will be greater as the point of strike is nearer the
point from wvhich the piece is firedl. A smooth, hard surface so
inclined as to give an acute angle of fall to the bullet produces
the maximum range of rebound, which is about 2,500 yards or
a little more.

While various results may be quoted, it is probably correct to
say that the maximum number of ricochet hits to be expected is
about 20 per cent of the hits scored.

214. TIE: OCCUPATION OF GBouND.-Thle question presents two
aspects, as follows:

First. What firing positions may be chosen which will tend to
increase the losses of the enemy?

Second. What positions may be chosen and formations adopted
to minimize our owin losses?

Where other conditions adlmit, it is obvious that a defensive
position well down a slope is preferable to a position higher up,
on or near the crest, as by this arrangement the depth of the
beaten zone for fire delivered therefrom is increased and the
upper portion of the cone of shots Awill include the supports andl
reserves a(lvancing to reenforce the firing line of the attacking
force. This course also ten(ds to eliminate dead spaces, which
might otherwise exist at the foot of the slope.

On the other hand, a defensive position near the crest, besides
favoring observation of the enemy, lends itself to a ready with-
drawal of the firing line should a falling back be necessary, or
else to its prompt reenforcement by the supports advancing from
behind the crest. The decision as to choice of ground to be occu-
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pied in any particular case must therefore be dependent upon
judgment as to the relative value of the ballistic and tactical con-
siderations involved.

Consideration must also be given to the conditions of the action
so far as neighboring troops are concerned.

For troops on the defensive there will frequently be no choice
of a position. In such cases it will be necessary for them to
accept that which circumstances offer. The defense itself will
usually be restricted in its choice by the necessities of neighbor-
ing troops.

From the point of view of avoiding losses, all gentle reverse
slopes are dangerous and are to be avoided when possible. When
necessary to traverse or to occupy such ground, precautions must
be taken to protect the reserves or other bodies of troops by
placing them on the flanks; by disposing them in formations with
a narrow front; by causing them to lie down; by the construction
of suitable shelter; and by avoiding useless movements. Finally
by placing the firing line, which will be the visible target and
at which the enemy's fire will be directed, as well down the slope
from the crest as tactical considerations will admit, the high
ground will interpose as a defilade and intercept the upper por-
tion of the collective cone which might otherwise take effect on
objects behind the crest.

It is thus seen that the principal lesson to be learned con-
cerning the influence of the ground consists in finding out the
things which are to be avoided.

CHAPTER II .

THE ADJUSTMENT OF FIRE.

215. FIRE AT STATIONARY TAROETS.--The correct adjustment of
Infantry fire is attained by causing the center of impact of the
collective group to fall on the center of the target, this placement
of the group under the law of probabilities insuring the greatest
number of hits. This is the problem constantly presented in
combat firing and in service.

Two distinct and independent elements enter, which may sup-
Dlement or counteract each other-the influence of the troops
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and that of the commander. When a body of troops has aimed
correctly at the indicated objective with the elevation ordered
and has fired with steadiness, it has done all that can be ex-
pected of it; but this is not sufficient. It is the (luty-of the com-
mander to bring the shot group into proper relationship with the
target. If the correct elevation be given, a maximum result will
be obtained; if a mistake is made, the result may be nothing.

It is known that good shots make a small group and poor
shots a large group, average shots making a group of interme-
linate size. The maximum effect is obtained if the shots are of

the highest grade and if the center of impact is correctly placed.
But if the center of impact of the group made by good shots is
displaced, the effect falls off very rapidly compared to the other
graldes of shots, and if the displacement is very great. it may be
sufficient to insure that the good shots will make no hits at all,
while, with the same displacement of the center of impact, the
fire of the poorer grades of shots will continue to have some
effect. In other words, the fire of a thoroughly trained body of
troops may be less effective than that of much poorer shots if,
through a lack of appreciation of the range, the center of impact
of its shot group be displaced. These statements are illustrated
by the diagram.

Normally, battle-field targets are lineal targets, and hence a
lateral displacement is of slight consequence, as shots aimed at
one element or section of the hostile line may take effect in some
other element or section of the same front. Owing to the slight
depth of service targets and to the form of the trajectory, the
longitudinal placement of the center of impact is more difficult.

The point of strike of the bullet is determined by the angle of
elevation given the axis of the bore when the piece is fired, and
the adjustable slide of the rear sight, with the scale of the leaf
graduated to yards, is a device for giving the elevation necessary
to reach any point within the range of the arm. If the range to
a target is known exactly, under average conditions a perfect
adjustment of the fire will be obtained by having each man of
the firing detachment set his sight for the indicated range, the
mean trajectory of the cone of dispersion approximating closely
to the normal trajectory for the range indicated.
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The question resolves itself therefore into the question of find-
ing the range, which, as a rule, in combat firing and in service,
will be known only approximately. The result obtained will be
in proportion to the accuracy of the means and appliances avail-
able for determining the range.

With soldiers who have had some instruction the average
error in the estimation of ranges by the eye, for distances be-
tween 600 and 1,200 yards, is approximately 15 per cent. The
average error of a well-instructed class is about 12½ per cent.
The best instrumental range finders will give results with an
error not exceeding 5 per cent of the range. The mean estimate
of a given range by several trained estimators may be expected
under peace conditions to approximate closely the results ob-
tained with a good instrumental range finder. Owing to the fact
that, as a rule, the overestimates and underestimates counter-
balance each other to some extent, the mean of several estimates
will give a better result than the average estimate of the same
mean expressed in percentage. By the use of such means it may
be expected that the error made will be between 5 per cent and
10 per cent, the latter being more probable in time of war.
Some error must always be expected, and the question is one of
lessening it or minimizing its effects.

216. REAR-SIGHIT CORRECTIONS THROUGHI OBSERVATIONS OF

SIGNS OF IMPACT.-When the surface on which the objective
stands is such as to give visible signs of the impact of bullets, a
supplementary means is provided by which rear-sight settings
may be corrected. When the ground is favorable, the simultane-
ous strike of a number of shots fired with the same rear-sight
setting gives a better indication of the location of the shot group
than the same number of shots would provide if fired at the will
of the individuals of the platoon or detachment.

In order to be able to recognize the center of impact on the
various surfaces ordinarily met with in service, it is necessary
to be acquainted with the form and 'dimensions of the beaten
zone as it will be exhibited thereon. A rising surface of recep-
tion produces a shortening effect on the beaten zone. This is
shown graphically in Plate XII and more specifically in figures
in the table given with paragraph 212. As a rule, surfaces

36820°-18--10
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which afford good signs of impact visible at the firing point will
have a rise of 1 degree or more.

When the existence of favorable ground allows the strike of
the shots of a trial volley to be plainly seen, the correct place-
ment of the center of impact may be made by a series of ap-
proximations. Not more than three trial volleys should be re-
quired for a good fire adjustment, and this once attained, a
change should be made at once to "Fire at will," at a rate
salted to the range and the visibility of the objective. In
making rear-sight corrections it is necessary to make positive
changes, rarely less than 50 yards at a time. It is an insuffi.
cient and faulty procedure to endeavor to correct a wrong ad-
justment through vague instructions, such as enjoining the men
to aim a " little higher " or a " little lower." Where indications
of impact are sufficient to form a basis of judgment, it may
be stated as a rough rule that the fire will be properly adjusted
when about one-third of the shots of a trial volley appear to
strike in front and two-thirds in rear, it being remembered that
the direct hits will pass through and strike in rear of the target.

As a rule, a perfect condition will not be realized. The
ground may be wet or covered with turf, sod, tall grass, or
brush, in which cases the indications may be entirely lacking
or else so slight as to form no basis of Judgment. Indications
will be only partial when the objective is along the crest of a
ridge, the upper portion of the cone of dispersion going over the
crest and giving no indications The same will be true when
the objective occupies the near edge of a body of woods or is
along a hedge which completely screens from view the ground
in rear of it.

However partial or imperfect the signs of impact, close ob-
servation should be resorted to in every case, as slight indica-
tions may sometimes furnish a basis for rear-sight corrections.
For observing the effect of fire good field glasses are indispensa-
ble, and the necessary skill in their use, through which correct
conclutions may be drawn, is to be acquired only through prac-
tice, An objective is difficult to adjust upon when it occupies one
or a succession of parallel ridges alternating with depressions,
the ground appearing from the firing point as a continuous sur-
face. In such cases the only indications will come from shots
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which strike the ridges, those falling in the depressions being
lost. From such indications wrong conclusions may be drawn
unless the lay of the ground is discove'red through close observa-
tion with field glasses.

In noting the strike of shots it should be remembered that the
dust will be seen somewhat above the actual point of impact
and to the right or left, depending upon the direction of the
wind. The best position from which to observe the effects of fire
is behind and, if possible, above the party firing, but in this posi-
tion it must be remembered that bullets which fall short will be
most easily seen and consequently will appear to strike farther
from the objective than bullets which strike an equal distance'
beyond. To an observer on or beyond a flank of a party firing,
shots which pass over the olbjective will appear to fall toward
the side on which he is pIosted, and those which fall short toward
the opposite side.

When the surface of the ground is such as not to furnish any
indication to an observer at the firing point of the effects of fire,
the correctness of the rear-sight elevation may sometimes be in-
ferred by careful observation of the actions or movements of
the enemy.

Habitual practice on favorable ground may tend to cultivate
too great n dependence on signs of impact in making rear-sight
corrections, and this is to be guarded against. It should be' re-
membered that even on favorable ground, if a large number of
troops be engaged, it will usually be difficult, if not impossible,
for commanders and leaders to distinguish indications of their
own fire from that of other troops.

217. CO1BImNED SIGHTS.-When means of exact determination
are not available and indications of impact are lacking or in-
sufficient and the range can not be learned from the artillery or
neighboring troops, some error in the range must be expected.
In such a case, through the expedient of combined sights, a
greater depth of beaten zone may be created, giving an assur-
ance of effect which might not otherwise be obtained. Such a
fire loses in concentration, and this must be compensated for by
the employment of a larger number of rifles. The- most com-
mon application of combined sights will be in executing fire of
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position. The expedient will not usually be employed by bodies
of less strength than a battalion.

The approximate ranges for combined sights and the number
of sights to be employed in any case are questions which depend
upon the depth of the beaten zone and the probable error in the
estimation of the range. Both these factors vary between cer-
tain limits. The depth of the beaten zone varies inversely with
the range. It will also be greater in time of war than in time
of peace, but In view of the circumstances under which the fire
of position will usually be executed, a very great dispersion
need not be looked for. The greatest probable error will be
about 15 per cent of the range. When a good instrumental
range finder is available the error should not exceed 5 per cent
of the range. In the majority of cases the error to be expected
will lie between these two extremes.

Taking the 75 per cent zone as being sufficient, if the prob-
nble error is such that it does not exceed one-half the zone con-
sidered, then it is certain that the objective will lie somewhere
within the beaten zone created with a single sight setting. The
normal depth of beaten zone for a single sight setting will be
sufficient up to the point where the expected error is about
equal to 75 per cent zone. Beyond this point it will be neces-
sary to use two sight settings, one above and the other below
the estimated range and differing from each other by the depth
of the beaten zone at that range. As the normal beaten zone
decreases In depth with the range, and as the expected error
measured in yards Increases with the range, a point will be
reached where two sight settings will be insufficient and it will
be necessary to resort to three settings of the rear sight, one
being set at the estimated range, one over, and the third under,
the diference being equal to the normal depth of zone at that
range.

The table below exhibits the ranges where it is necessary to
resort to combined sights with various assumed errors. The table
is given, not as establishing any rigid rule to be followed Im-
plidstly, but as a guide in determining In the first place when
eombined sights should be used and in the next place how they
should be used.
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218. AUXILIAIRY AIxTrFG POINTS ArD TARGOEr DEsIGN.\ION.-
Through invisibility and the practice of concealment it wlll fre-
qiently occur in service that Individual enemies or deployed
bodies of the enemy will be too Inconspicuous to provide in
themselves a good aiming point. In such case it is necesslry to
select well-defined marks or objects in the immediate vicinity
upon which to direct the fire, these being so chosen and the rear
sight so adjusted that the objective will lie at the center of the
resulting beaten zone.

When natural and artificial features are numerous enough to
make a confusion of forms or when the surface is of a monot-
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onous character, unbroken by marks which might serve as aim-
ing points or points of reference, target designation is difficult.
It is necessary that indications be given in clear and precise
terms, and that the men in ranks have the capacity to under-
stand what is sai(d. A lack of understanding may cause the fire
to be delivered In quite another direction from that intended.

It Is frequently advantageous to make use of the clock rota-
tion in indicating the direction of a target. For this purpose a
well-defined object in front is announced andl considered as
being at 12 o'clock, the objective being indicated by the usual
clock designations according to the difference from the point of
reference. Angular differences between the target and reference
points may be indicated by finger breadths. The field glass is
an important accessory, anl the passing of field glasses to the
men in ranks will often facilitate target designation, besides
tending to allay nervousness or excitement.

219. FIRE AT MOVrIN TARGETs.-The adjustment of fire on
moving objectives is subject to certain special considerations
in that, due to changes of position of the target, it is not
possible with a certain sight setting to maintain a perfect ad-
justment of the fire. Changes in sight setting are necessary to
conform to the changes in the position of the target, and the two
questions naturally arise, what original sight setting should
be adopted upon first opening tre and what changes in it should
be made as the action progresses.

It is obvious that if a beaten zone be established immediately
in front of an enemy, his forward movement into the beaten
-one will complete the adjustment of the fire. Due to the
chance of overestimating the range, it is necessarytto adopt a
rear sight setting iwell under the estimated range, in order to
insure that the beaten zone will be in advance of the enemy.
When the fire becomes effective, as may be judged by the actiobs
and movements of the enemy, the rate of fire should be quick-
ened in order to increase the effect of the fire. When the target
continues to advance till it has passed entirely through the zone
of .effective fire (75 per cent zone), a lower sight setting will
be required so as to again bring the center of the beaten zone in
front of the target. Frequent changes of sight cause a loss of
time, besides multiplying chances of error in sight setting.
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In accordance with these ideas, against infantry advancing, a
sight setting 200 yards less than the estimated range should first
be used. When the'enemy has passed through the zone of effec-
tive fire, the sight should be lowered 200 yards and the operation
repeated till the battle-sight zone is reached, in which no sight
manipulation is required other than throwing down the leaf.
Against skirmish lines which advance by rushes the sight setting
should not be changed during a rush. This should be done at
the halts so that the greater vulnerability of the targets pre-
sented during the rush may be taken advantage of.

Against attacking cavalry, due to the rapidity of the advance,
there wvill not usually be time for sight manipulation other than
throwing down the leaf of the rear sight, so that the battle sight
should be resorted to at all ranges.

Against retreating targets fire should be opened with the sight
corresponding to the estimated range, and when the target ap-
pears to have passed beyond the zone of effective fire 200 yards
should be added to the sight.

In firing at a target moving across the line of fire it is desira,
ble, on account of the confusion caused thereby, to hit the head
of the column. It is necessary therefore to hold to the front a
distance sufficient to allow for the time of flight and the rate of
march. This will be accomplished by the observance of the fol-
lowing rough rules:

Against infantry it is sufficient to hold against the head of the
marching column.

In the case of mounted troops at a trot, hold to the front 1
yard for every 100 yards of range; and at a gallop, 2 yards to
every 100 yards of range.

220. INDIRECT FIRE.-The proper adjustment of fire on an ob-
jective which is screened from the view of the observer at the
firing point by an intervening obstacle is dependent upon the
conjunction of favorable circumstances not usually met with in
service. The height of the obstacle and the range must be such
that the objective is not defiladed from fire, and besides deter-
mining the range, the position of the objective must be known so
that the proper lateral direction to the pieces may be given. For
this purpose intermediate auxiliary aiming points will be neees
sary to mark the direction of the fire. In siege operations op.
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portunities may arise for the employment of this kind of fire, in
which case material may usually be found for constructing rests
for rifles so that fire delivered therefrom WHill reach important
stationary objectives.

221. NIGHT FIRING.-The invisibility afforded by darkness
neutralizes the power of the rifle to a great extent by making it
impossible to employ the ordinary means of fire adjustment.

In night attacks the purpose of the offensive is to gain rapidly
and quietly a position where the issue may be decided in a
hand-to-hand encounter, or a position from which the superior-
ity of fire may be gained at daylight. For the offensive, there-
fore, fire action is a subordinate consideration.

On the defensive, when a night attack is apprehended, prepa-
rations should be made to sweep with fire the ground immedi-
ately in front over which the assailant must advance. Special
arrangements may sometimes be made for resting rifles on the
parapet, so that the ground in front will be suitably covered. A
solid support is necessary for maintaining the proper direction
of the pieces during firing. For this purpose notched boards or
timbers are convenient. The arrangements should be such that
the operations of loading and firing may be performed without
removing the rifles from the support. Searchlight illumination
may reveal the position and movements of the enemy sufficiently
well to permit the use of the sights. In night operations of
small parties fire may be well directed when a bright, well-
defined light, such as a camp fire, is presented as an aiming
point. In such a case a slight illumination of the front sight
is required.

CHAPTER IV.

INSTRUCTION COMBAT PRACTICE.

222. This course of firing, which will be held on a class "A"
range, follows the long-distance practice prescribed for men in
the grades of expert and sharpshooter, and is intended as a
preliminary to the combat firing exercises held on the class "B"
range.
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There will be one firing exercise for each sergeant and the
first sergeant of a company and one for each lieutenant not in
command of a company. In the firing exercises designated for
sergeants the firing will be executed by a platoon consisting of
two full squads. In the exercises for lieutenants the platooun
will consist of three full squads.

The targets will consist of a row of kneeling figures at inter-
vals of one yard from edge to edge, the number of figures being
equal to the number of men firing. The targets will be set
up in the open without any special attempt at concealment.

In the exercise for sergeants the firing will take place at a
convenient range between 600 and 800 yards; in the exercise
for lieutenants the firing will be at a range between 800 and
1,000 yards.

There will be but one firing point for any one series, for which
10 rounds per man will be issued and fired. The firing will be
executed by the commands and means prescribed in the Drill
Regulations. This firing will be under the immediate supervi-
sion of the captain, who will use every effort, through criticism
and the correction of faults, to make these exercises instructive
for his subordinates.

The best possible use should be made of field glasses in ob-
serving the effect of the fire, with the view of getting better
results and of giving additional instruction in the use of glasses.
Accordingly, in this practice noncommissioned officers, musicians,
and others whom it may be desirable to instruct, should be re-
quired in turn to act as observers to assist the platoon leader.

A record will be made in each case of the number of ]lilts made,
the number of figures hit, and the time of execution, these re-
sults being compared with the established standard.

These records form a part of the company record for the
season.

COMBAT PRACTICE.

223. RrLEs.-(a) Combat practice will follow the instruction
combat practice and will be held on a class "B" range during the
period announced for the field training of the troops.

(b) All who are required to fire in range practice will take
part in the combat exercises. Sergeants, musicians, and trump-
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eter will not fire, and corporals will fire only when their squads
form a part of the firing line of a larger unit.

(o) Each lieutenant not commanding a company (except bat-
tallon staff officers) will exercise command in at least one exer-
cise, the number of men firing being equivalent to a platoon at
war strength.

Each sergeant of a company will exercise command in at least
one firing exercise, the number of men firing being appropriate
to the grade of sergeant.

So far as the ammunition allowance will permit, each corporal
will be required to exercise command in combat exercises involv-
ing one or more squads.

Followin g the exercises prescribed for lieutenants, sergeants,
andi corporals, there will bie one firing exercise for the company,
the company commander exercising command.

(d) Each man will be required to participate in one combat
firing exercise wearing the full field equipment. On other oc-
casions the complete equipment except the pack will be car-
ried.

(e) Should it be impracticable to obtain a class "B" range,
the exercises prescribed will be carried out on a class "A" range.
While distances will be well known on class "A" ranges and an
important element will thus be absent, firing exercises contain-
.ng some unexpected feature may be devised which will be in-
structive for those taking part. So far as practicable, their
preparation and conduct should be governed by the rules given
for other combat exercises.

(f) When different exercises are prepared for the several fire
units, each exercise will, when practicable, be carried out in
the presence of the other units In order that the maximum
amount of instruction may be derived therefrom.

224. PRFIARmTION OF E:xcERCISS AN; D TIi1i: (CONI)UCT-R-ULES.-
In the preparation and conduct of combat exercises, the fol-
lowing rules should govern:

(a) Every exercise should involve a tactical idea, although
only portions of an episode or episodes of a combat should be
represented,

(b) The position of the targets and the interval between tar-
gets should conform to service conditions. The number of tar-
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gets exposed should, as a rule, be equal to the number of men In
the firing line.

(c) The position of the targets and the ranges thereto should
be unknown to those participating. If practicable, the exercise
should be on unknown ground.

(d) Exercises should be simple in their arrangement, but
each should involve some feature which is unexpected 'to those
taking part. Gradually those who have shown themselves pro-
ficient may be confronted with more difficult exercises.

(e) The number of cartridges issued to each man should ad-
mit of a full illustration of the idea involved in the exercise,
and no more. In the simpler exercises, with one group of tar-
gets exposed and a single firing point, not less than five rounds
per man should be issued. Where cllhanles of the objective are
called for or where there is more than one firing point, five
rounds per man for each objective and each firing point should
be issued.

(f) At the beginning of each exercise the commlander of the
unit taking part will be informed as to the tactical idea in-
volved and as to the general procedure to be followed. Once
begun, the exercise should be allowed to take its course free
from interruption unless it becomes necessary to interfere to
prevent accidents; and as every combat c-.c-rci.se is designed to
represent a tactical idea, it will be conducted by means of the
prescribed commands and signals and in accordance with the
rules laid down in the Drill Regulations un(ler the headings
" Fire" and " Combat," these being suppllemente(l by the prin-
ciples and rules given herein under the heading " Adjustment of
Fire."

225. SUPERVrSION.-Ever'y combat firing exercise will be super-
vised by an officer whose (luty will be to note the conduct of the
exercise, to compare the results obtained with the standard of
judgment, and to point out the faults committed. He should
have two assistants to record the time, compute the number of
lits to be expected under the conditions of the exercise, make
notes, etc.

As a rule the captain will supervise the exercises for fractions
of his own company. The major will retain the general super-
vision of the firing exercises of his battalion and will be the
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epervisor in all cases involving a company. He may, in his dis-
eretion, retain supervision in the case of smaller units.

M.& Rzcoans.-A record of each exercise will be made which
wili contain the following data:

(1) Place, date, designation of organization.
(2) Nature of exercise, number of men firing, number and

kind of targets with arrangement and intervals.
(3) Number of rounds fired.
(4) Number of hits expected and number made, number of

targets hit.
(5) Time of execution.
(6) Atmospheric conditions.
(7) Remarks as to the preparation, fire discipline, and fire

control.
These records will be filed until the close of the next target

Season, when they may be destroyed.
227. THE CRITIQtE.--Intelligent criticism is the basis of good

instruction and insures progress. Hence, to realize the full
benefits of the exercises in combat firing a careful analysis will
be made by the supervisor as soon as the results of each firing
are known, and on the ground on which the exercise was held. A
diseriminating judgment is required on the part of tlhe officer
charged with this duty, and it is important that not only the
errors committed but the means of correcting or avoiding them
shiould be carefully explained.

The rules for judgment are those prescribed in the War De-
parttnent publication "Regulations Prescribing Standard for
Field Firing," prepared at the Musketry School.

228. RANGE RIGULATIONS.-A suitable range party will be
detailed by the officer supervising the firing consisting of an offi-
cer as range officer and a sufficient number of men to act as
tat-get and signal men and range guards.

The duties of the range officer are to prepare the targets, to
asperintend their placing and manipulation, to see that the
range is safe, and where necessary to post range guards to pr.-
vent lperons from entering the area of fire; to record and repoft
the results of the firing.

Every precaution will be taken to provide for the safety of
markers, target men, and others whose duties require them to
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be anywhere within or near the area of fire. When it appears
to be necessary, a point which will be continually in view of
the officer or noncommissioned officer In charge of the firing line
throughout the exercise will be selected from which to display
the danger signal. This point will be known to all engaged in
the firing. No firing of any kind will be done while the danger
signal Is displayed. Should the danger signal appear while an
exercise Is in progress, the command will be halted and all firing
and movement will cease. When the danger signal is removed
the exerclsegwill be resumed.

REPourTs.-Reports of the results of combat exercises will be
submitted as prescribed in paragraph 255.

228J. Except during the regular practice season, there will
be held monthly, if practicable, such combat practice as the
regimental commander may prescribe.

Where local or other conditions prevent the use of ball am-
munition, such exercises will be conducted with blank ammuni-
tion.

This instruction will include company, battalion, and regimen-
tal combat firing exercises. A record of such combat practice
will be kept and a report showing the nature of the exercises;
with copies of the problems, if any, will be submitted monthly
to the department commander.

(C. S. A. F. M. No. 1I.)

CHAPTER V.

PROFICIENCY TEST.

229. To determine the proficiency attained in collective marks-
manship, courses in firing suitable as tests and adapted to the
firing grounds available will be prepared by the regimental com-
mander for the companies or troops of his regiment. These tests
will follow the combat practice and will be held near the end of
the practice season or later-they must be held during the pe
riod announced for the field training of the troops. They are
designated as a further and more formal proof or test of Instruc.
tion than is furnished by the results obtained In the knowndiS..
tance practice and the combat exercise.

itn
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230. RANGE UsEID.--Whenever practicable, the proficiency test
will be held on a c]ass "B " rang!e. Courses in firing may con-
sist of a single firing exercise for the company, or one exercise
for the company and one for ea(hl of the platoons thereof, or an
exercise for each of the platoons only. In any case not mnore
than 40 rounds per mani will be expended in the entire test.

231. RuLEs.-The arrancgement of these exercises and their
conduct will be governed by the rules prescribed for combat fir-
ing so far as they mnay be applicablel. and they *will be judged
in the same manner. In addition, special rules to slit local con-
ditions may be issued by the commn:dnling officer. The firing
will be with the full field equipment as prescribed for the arm
of the service.

232. Vilmo WcVl. FLr!;.-All enlisted Inen wvho are required to
fire through the known-distance course, except sergeants and
musicians and trumpeters, and who are borne on the rolls of an
organization at the time of taking the test, will fire throughout
the test unless excuse(l bI) 1te recilmmltal commander; but no
one will be excused until the company commander shall have
shown in each case that it will be impracticable for the soldier
to be present. A soldier absent throu.gh his own fault. or who
is not excused by the proper authority, will be considered as
present and firing throughout the test.

If the company is not stationed with regimental headquarters
and there is not suflicient time to obt.a-,,l the rezimental comn-
mander's authority to excuse a soldier, tile post commander is
authorized to do so, provided so much of the first sentence of
the preceding paragraph as refers to 1the company commander
is complied with.

In courses where the test consists of an exercise for the com-
pany and an exercise for each of the platoons thereof, a soldier
will be allowed to fire in but one platoon in the platoon exercises.
* A soldier who has fired in the test for the target season with
one organization and becomes, through transfer or reenlistment,
a member of an organization which has not yet fired the test,
will take part in this firing with his new organization.

233. PnocmrrE..--The test will be fired under the direction
and personal supervision of the regimental commander. If the
company is not stationed with regimental headquarters the test
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will be fired under the supervision of the post commander or
an experienced officer of suitable rank specially selected by the
post commander. No information in regard to the course which
any organization will be required to fire will be given out before
the date set for the test.

234. RESULTS.-The results obtained will be recorded as pre-
scribed for combat firing exercises and a judgment rendered as
to whether the entire performance was satisfactory or unsatie-
factory, as the results may warrant these characterizations.

It may be said, however, that a collective firing exercise is too
complex an operation to have its results expressed by a number,
a single word, or even by a phrase. In the best performance
some mistakes will probably have been made to which, in the
interests of good instruction, attention should be called. With
those who have not done so well and whose merit may be doubt-
ful, it is all the more necessary to analyze all the operations
Involved in the test so that the faults committed may be dis-
covered and the responsibility for any deficiency fixed.

In any case, therefore, this test will be followed by a critique
by the officer supervising the test, to be. delivered as soon as
the results of the firing are known. Mere comparisons between
organizatioas may mean nothing. On the other hand, careful
supervision and effective criticism insure progress in any branch
of instruction.

235. OrFICEBS RESPSONBSBLE Oa DzxcINorC or Ou.&x.-
TIONS To B. REPOBarm.--Should the results obtained in the an-
nual proficiency test for any organization be such as to. war-
rant a judgment of unsatiUfaotory, a presumption of deficiency
for the entire organization will have been established. This,
however, is not entirely sufficient. In case the apparent de-
ficiency is manifestly not due to defective leadership, further
inquiry should be made into the state of individual marksman-
ship and fire discipline of the organization as exhibited in the
range and combat practice.

Should the presumption of deficient Instruction be sustained
and the examination establish a proof of the incapacity of tilhe
company or troop commander as an instructor, or should the
deficiency be owing to defective leadership, or should both
these conditions exist, the name of the officer responsible will
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'be reported to the department commander at the time the re-
'ports of target practice are rendered.

236. REPORTING RESULTS.--The rating (satisfactory or un-
*atisfactory) obtained by organizations required to fire the an-
nual proficiency test will be entered on the Report of Combat
Practice.

CHAPTER VI.

EXAMPLES OF EXERCISES. WITH SUGGESTIONS CONCERNING THE
ARRANGEMENT OF TARGETS.

237. TARGETS, BUZZERS, ETC.-With the field targets and appa-
ratus furnished by the Ordnance Department, a stationary tar-
get may be represented by lines or groups of silhouette figures
on staves, targets "E" and "F." With target "G "-falling
target-enemies which fall when struck may be represented.
When there are pits of suitable depth, target " H," in the hands
of pitmen, may be used to represent enemies which appear and
quickly disappear, and are called bobbing targets. The same
effect may be obtained with lines of figures, either kneeling or
prone, placed on the beam apparatus, the latter being operated
by men in an adjacent pit. Mloving effects with field targets are
obtained with target "K'."

When a line or group of stationary figures is used as an objec-
tive it should be so placed as to be out of sight in the beginning,
the targets to come into view as the firing party advances. Tar-
gets may be so placed as to be entirely invisible to the naked
eye, but visible with field glasses in the hands of the leader,
necessitating good judgment in the choice of an aiming point.
Pistol shots fired from the position of the targets or from a
point in rear of the firing party provide an effectual means of
indicating that the simulated enemy has opened fire.

When field buzzers form part of the signal equipment of a
post, their use greatly facilitates communication between the
firing point and the different target pits. When these have not
been supplied, communication Imust be by means of a code of
signals.
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238. EXAMPLES OF ESERCISES.-The specific statement of a
tactical situation Is dlel)en(dent upon the lay of the ground in-
volved. Hence, owing to the variety in ground to be met with,
complete models of firing exercises suitable to different locali-
ties can not be stated. No more can be done than to give sug-
gestions which may serve as guides. With those here given and
the rules for arrangement that have been stated, it may be ex-
pected that firing exercises may be drawn up which will carry
out in a good measure the purposes of this class of instruction.

In the case of a company a useful exercise may be framed
by having the objective for the company composed of two or
three distinct groups of targets, one for each of the platoons
of the company, so placed or operated as to call for somewhat
different conduct on the part of the platoon leaders. By plac-
ing the objectives for the platoons on separate disappearing ap-
paratus, the groups may be made to appear and disappear at
different times.

Exercise No. 1,.

OBJECT.-To teach men the value of concealment and the use
of cover, to pick up obscure targets, and to estimate the range
thereto.

SITUATION.-A single man, a member of an outpost, is in-
formed that a small party of the enemy is in observation in
the vicinity of a certain point which is pointed out from a
concealed position.

ACTIoNr.-The soldier is directed to advance, without expos-
ing himself to the enemy, to a point from which fire may be
opened with better effect, and to then fire on the enemy.

TARGETS.-Three figures-one kneeling and two prone, the
latter falling targets-so placed among trees or shrubs as to
require some search to be found. The range at which the
firing takes place should be from about 350 to 600 yards, the
initial point of the movement being such that a good line of
advance under cover to the best firing point is open to the
soldier-but this should not be indicated to him.

REMARKS.-This exercise may also be used. for two men acting
together.

8820°--18 11
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Ereroise No. C.

OBJxcr.-To illustrate the location of obscure objectives,
quick estimation of distances, the use of natural features of
the terrain for concealment, and the exercise of fire control
over a dispersed squad.

SITUATION.-A small patrol under a noncommissioned officer
is sent out under the following orders:

"A small party of hostile Infantry has been reported in the
vicinity of . Locate and drive them black."

AcTIoN.-The patrol will advance in the indicated direction.
The formation will be in conformity with the requirements of
the terrain.

When the targets representing the enemy have been located by
the patrol, fire will be opened promptly b1ut only as directed bi
the patrol commander. In case any member of the patrol ex-
poses himself so that he would be in plain sight from the tar-
gets, blank cartridges will be fired from the pit to indicate that
the patrol is under fire. This will be done only on notification
by phone from the range officer.

The time for the preparation will be taken from the moment
the patrol locates the targets, or the first blank cartridge is fired
from the pit-whichever occurs first-to the time the first shot
Is fired.

Upon completion of the action the patrol commander will send
a written report thereof to his company commander.

TABG'T8s.-An irregular group consisting of one standing, two
prone falling targets, and three prone bobbing targets. (This to
be modified so that the total number of figures in the target will
equal the number of individuals of the patrol.)

Bobbing targets will appear for periods of 10 seconde, with an
interval of 10 seconds between appearances, the first appearance
to be immediately after the first shot is fired at the falling
targets.

EQVIPMENT.--n addition to the authorized equipment, the
patrol commander is supplied with a pad of the regulation
message blanks. His report will be submitted on this form.

TiME.-As provided under "Action " and "Targets" above.
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Eaerctse No. S.

OBJEcT.-Collective exercise in which fire discipline and fire
control are illustrated. No shots will be fired except by direc-
tion of the outguard commander.

SITvaATION.-AAn outguard consisting of a noncommissioned
officer and six or seven men is given a specific sector of obser-
vation. It establishes a double sentry post. The location of
the sentries and the remainder of the outguard will be in con-
formity with the requirements of the terrain.

AcTIoN.-Upon the first appearance of the enemy, as repre-
sented by the targets, the sentries will endeavor to locate them
and will notify the outguard commander at once as to the nature
of the targets, etc. The outguard commander then makes the
proper disposition of the outguard to open and maintain a
vigorous fire upon the enemy.

TARGETS.-Six or eight kneeling silhouettes on disappearing
apparatus (target "I "). These will be made to appear for
periods of 30 seconds each with Intervals of 30 seconds between
appearances. The first appearance will be indicated by the fir-
ing of blank cartridges from the pit. Range 400 to 700 yards.

TIME.-AS provided under "Targets" above.

Exercise No. I4.

OBJECT.-To illustrate the location of obscure objectives, quick
estimation of distances, use of natural features. of the terrain
for concealment. and the exercise of fire co'iVrol.

SITUATION.--A strong patrol is sent out under the following
orders:

"1. Small parties of the enemy are reported about half a
mile from our Iresent position, nnd in the dlirection of

"2. You will locate the enemy and, by attacking, determine
his dlispositions."

ACTION.-Tlhe patrol will advance in an indicated direction.
the formation being in conformity with requirements of the
terrain.

When the targets representing the enemy have been located by
the patrol, fire will be promptly opened, but only as directed by
the patrol commnander.
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In case any member of the patrol exposes himself so that he
would be in plain sight from the targets, blank cartridges will
be fired from the pit to indicate that the patrol is under fire.
This is done only upon notification by phone from the range
officer.

Upon the completion of the action the patrol commander will
send a written report of same to the commanding officer Com-
pany " A," from whom he is assumed to have received his orders.

TABGET.--Eight kneeling silhouettes on a beam, 1 yard edge to
edge, and two prone falling targets. The beam target will
appear for 30 seconds and at 30-second intervals.

Trm.-The time for the preparation will be taken from the
moment the patrol locates the target or the first blank cartridge
is fired from the pit-whichever occurs first-to the time the
first shot is fired.

Exercise No. 5.

OaJEcI.-To illustrate fire control and the use of the battle
sigt.

SITUATION.-A platoon of two squads is ordered to attack the
enemy in a certain position. The general location of the main
objective is indicated to the platoon commander. While advanc-
ing, the platoon encounters an outpost of the enemy.

ACTION.-The platoon is assigned certain lateral limits with-
in which the advance is to be confined.

At the first firing point, which will be designated, five rounds
per man will be fired and the advance will be resumed under the
assumption that fire superiority has been gained. While the
platoon is advancing a second target appears. The platoon is
halted and fire opened on the nearer group, the battle sight being
used.

The main objective is outside of battle sight range; the sec-
ond target is within battle sight range.

TG&ioETs.-The distinct target, or main objective, will consist
of eight kneeling silhouettes with Intervals of 1 yard from edge
to edge. The second target will. consist of eight prone silhouettes
on disappearing apparatus. The second target will appear for
periods of 30 seconds each with intervals of 30 seconds betweeL
appearances. The first appearance will be controlled by phona.
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TIMiE.-As provided under " Targets" above.
RxBMaKs.-This exercise may be used for a larger platoon.

Exercise No. 6.
OBJECT.-TO illustrate the locating and firing upon distant

targets and the utility of the battle sight when it is a question of
opening promptly a rapid fire on a fleeting objective.

SITUaTION.-A platoon of two squads is ordered to attack the
enemy. The general location of the targets is indicated to the
platoon commander. While advancing, the platoon is assailed
by another party of the enemy which moves rapidly as though
endeavoring to make a flank attack.

ACTIo.--The platoon is advancing in skirmish order when
the firing of blank cartridges from the pit will indicate that the
enemy has opened fire. The platoon is halted and opens fire, the
disappearance of the targets indicating that fire superiority has
been gained and that the advance may be resumed. When the
second objective is discovered the platoon is again halted and
fire opened on the moving target with the greatest possible
effect.

TsorsTe.-The distant target, or main objective, will consist
of eight kneeling silhouettes, 1 yard edge to edge. on beam dis-
appearing apparatus. This target will be raised at the time
blank cartridges are fired from the pit and will remain in sight
such length of time not exceeding one minute-as will Insure
that not more than five rounds per man are expended on it.
This time will be regulated from the firing point by phone.

Second objectives, eight kneeling silhouettes on sled (tar-
get "K ").

RtE,!axBS.-This exercise may be used for a larger platoon.
Exercise No. 7.

OnJErT.-To illustrate the use of the intrenching tool and
range finder, firing from shelter with a rest for the rifle, fire
discipline, fire control, and a maximum rapidity of effective
fire under the most favorable conditions.

BITUATqION.-A platoon of two squads is assigned a portion
of a defensive position. They are ordered to intrench and
drive back an enemy who is expected to advance and come
into view 10 minutes after the position is first occupied.
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ACTION.-One end of the trench location is pointed out to
the officer, and the direction from which the attack may be
expected is indicated. The platoon commannder then lays out
his trench and proceeds to construction without delay. While
the work of construction is going on, the officer will make use
of his range finder in determining the range to prominent
points in his front.

At the expiration of 10 minutes he will be prepared to imme-
diately fire upon any targets that come into view.

TARGETS.--NO. 1. Kneeling silhouettes 1 yard apart on beam
disappearing apparatus; range, …_____ yards.

No. 2. Kneeling silhouettes 1 yard apart on dlsappearin,g
apparatus; range, -_ ___ yar(ls.

No. 3. Kneeling silhouettes 1 -ard apart on disappearing
apparatus; range, …__.yar(ls.

No. 4. Prone silhouettes 1 yard apart on (lisappearing appa-
ratus; range, __ ___-yards.

The longest range should not be much in excess of 900 yards,
the shortest about 250 yards.

The targets appear in succession, representing an advancing
enemy. Each target will be exposed one minute. One minute
will elapse between the disappearance of one group and the
appearance of the next.

The number of rounds fired at each group will be ascertained
between appearances of the target by the officer supervising the
exercise.

The construction called for should be with the prescribed field
intrenching tools.

Trmr.-As provided under "Action" and " Targets" above.
The shelter here referred to is the hasty cover defined in the

Infantry Drill Regulations. The same exercise may be carried
out with the fire trench, sufficient time for construction being
allowed. Three or two groups of figures may be operated in-
stead of four.

Exercise No. 8.

OBJECT.-TO illustrate the direction and control of fire, fire
discipline, range finding, observation of fire, adjustment offire,
and the use of combined sights on a distant objective.
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SrrUATIoN.-A company is ordered to occupy a certain posi-
tion and fire on a distant objective which is Indicated to tie
company commander.

AcTIoN.-There will be two or more firing points at each of
which two series of firings of ten rounds per man will be made.

In the first series the company commander will attempt to
adjust the fire by means of one or two ranging volleys, and will
then fire the balance of his ten rounds "At will."

Another officer, who has not been present during the first
firing, will be designated to command the company during the
second series.

In the second series adjustment of fire will not be attempted,
but recourse will be had to combined sights, two or more read-
ings of the rear sight being used, depending on the range.

TAaGErs.-The target will consist of four rows of kneeling
silhouettes arranged in column, 16 targets in each row placed
with intervals of 1 yard from edge to edge. The distance be-
tween rows will be 10 yards.

Evcrcise No. 9.

OB.ECT.--Dismounted action for cavalry against superior hos-
tile cavalry.

SITUATION.-A platoon, while reconnoitering, is driven back
by two troops, gallops to suitable cover, dismounts, and holds
the enemy by fire action.

Aciom.--Scouts report a considerable body of the enemy's
cavalry approaching. At revolver fire the platoon retires at the
gallop to ground suitable for fire action, and the scouts, clearing
the front, take up a position to watch the flanks. The platoon
dismounts, the led horses are placed under cover, and three
minutes after the revolver shot the target appears in front at
a distance of about 800 yards and moves rapidly by the flank
for 200 yards. The leader opens fire and continues firing until
the target stops or disappears.

TABGET.-Target " K."

Ezercise No. 10.

OBJzCr.-Dlsmounted action for troop of cavalry illustrating
mutual support of platoons in retirement.
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ACTION.-A troop of cavalry is forced back by superior In-
fantry. The platoons in alternation take up successive firing
positions to cover the retirement of the other platoons, which
fall back at the gallop.

TARGET.-For each firing position there will be a correspond-
Ing target, target "K" with 16 kneeling figures, the arrange-
meat being such that each platoon will fire once.

Exercise No. 11 (demonstration).

OBJECT.-TO illustrate the effect of incorrect estimates of the
range.

AcTroN.-Place row of kneeling figures, front 20 to 40, accord-
ing to number of men firing, at range of 1,000 yards. With a
detachment the strength of a platoon, fire a series of shots in
succession at 800, 900, 1,000, 1,100, and 1,200 yards, and compare
the results made at different ranges. Not less than 5 rounds
per man should be fired in each series, and 10 rounds per man
will illustrate the point better.

Exercise No. 12 (demonstration ) .

OBJECT.-TO illustrate the relative efficiency of different rates
of fire.

ACTION.-Place a row of prone figures, from 20 to 40 in num-
ber, according to number of men firing, at a range of 500 yards.
Require a detachment the strength of a platoon to fire a series
of 10 shots in about 1 minute.. When results have been scored,
require the same detachment to fire the same number of rounds
at the same targets in 2 minutes' time or longer, the additional
time being taken up in a more prolonged aim.

Reduce results in the two cases to hits made per minute and
compare them.

Exercise No. L3 (demonstration).

OBJECT.-TO Illustrate the influence of rising ground on the
depth of beaten zone and to demonstrate also the scope of a single
sight setting at short range when the ground is favorable.
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AcTIo.--Select as a firing station a point with an elevation
of 50 or 100 feet overlooking a level stretch below, on which are
placed as targets in a column formation equal rows of kneeling
silhouette figures at ranges of 500, 600, and 700 yards from the
firing point, giving a surface of reception, which is rising with
respect to the line of sight.

With a detachment the strength of a platoon, fire is executed
in a series of 10 shots.per man, aim being taken only at the first
row of figures. The results being scored, with the same arrange-
ment of targets and the same distances, a lower firing point is
chosen so that the line of sight is nearly parallel with the sur-
face on which the row of targets stand. The firing is executed
as before, aim being taken only at the first row of figures.

Tlle illustration is afforded by the excess in the number of hits
made on the second and third rows of figures in the second series
over the number made on the same targets in the first instance.

Exercise No. 14 (demonstration).

OBrEcT.--To illustrate the influence on the beaten zone of
ground which is falling with reference to the line of sight.

ACTro.-.-In this case a line of figures is placed along a crest
or edge of a plateau, from which the ground falls away from the
line of sight. The line of figures so placed is the visible target
at which the fire is directed. The'point to illustrate is the effect
on different targets placed in rear of the edge or crest by fire
ained at the visible objective. Two distinct conditions may here
arise:

1. If the inclination of the reverse slope is less than the angle
of fall, the dispersion in depth will be increased and the number
of hits on the rear rows of figures will decrease more slowly'
than would be the case if the firing took place on a plain.

2. If the reverse slope is steeper than the angle of fall, targets
placed on this slope will be partially or fully defiladed from the
shots which clear the crest.

It is therefore necessary to determine beforehand the angle
of the reverse slope and choose the firing point accordingly. If
it is desired to demonstrate that the ground in rear may be
effectually swept by bullets, It is necessary to choose a firing
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point such that the angle of fall will be greater than the inclina-
tion of the slope.

To demonstrate how dead spaces may be created on the re-
verse slope the firing detachment may be moved forward two or
three hundred yards and the firing repeated.

Hits made on line targets and column targets placed on a
reverse slope and subjected to indirect fire may be compared
to show the greater vulnerability of the former.

289. In addition to the above, the following is given as a
typical example of analyzing and criticizing a firing exercise:

SXtAlOioN.-A platoon has been designated as the support of
a company acting alone and which is engaged in an attack on a
position. The balance of the company is imaginary.

It is assumed that the firing line has reached a certain point
and that it has met with such stubborn resistance from the
enemy that reenforcement is required in order to gain superi-
ority of fire. The support is in such position and formation as
the terrain demands and its commander is cognizant of the
general location of the enemy's position. He received from the
company commander the following order:

"Advance with your platoon to the firing line, take position on
the left of the line, and open a vigorous fire." (The left flank
of the imaginary firing line should be indicated by silhouettes or
suitable marker.)

TARosET.--A line normal to the plane of fire and consisting of
25 prone silhouettes with intervals of 1 yard from edge to edge.
Range 700 yards.

AMMUNITION.-Fifteen rounds per man.
AcTioN.-When the commander of the platoon receives his

orders to advance, he makes a reconnaissance to determine the
best route to take in order to arrive on the firing line with the
fewest losses consistent with celerity, and then proceeds to ad-
vance his platoon by the route selected.

When lie arrives on the firing line, the platoon commander
estimates the range to be 900 yards. He Indicates the objective
to his platoon and gives the commands for opening fire at will
at 900 yards and seeks a position whence he can best observe
the effect of the fire. He soon notices a number of shots striking
klow and causes the elevation to be raised to 1,000 yards, and the
firing is thus completed.
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CwS:IQUE.-The results of the firing in hits, distribution of
hits, and time of execution are announced to be 2 hits on 2
figures in 5 minutes' time. Referring to the standard of judg-
ment as given in "Regulations Prescribing Standard for Field
Firing," it is seen that 12 hits should have been made on 8
figures in 2 minutes' time. This comparison warrants a judg-
ment " Unsatisfactory " for this exercise.

In order to make plain the errors committed and to show why
the results have fallen below what they should have been, the
platoon is assembled at a point overlooking the ground on which
the exercise was held and the officer charged with the supervision
delivers the following critique:

"Your (lisposition of the support, before the advance, was very
good. The reconnaissance was altogether too deliberate and
much valuable time was thus wasted. The route that you
finally selected for your advance afforded you plenty of conceal-
ment, but would probably have been swept by the fire of the
enemy directed on the firing line in your front. This shows you
that concealment does not necessarily mean defilade.

"The use of cover by your platoon was good, with the excep-
tion of yourself when you were seeking an observation point.

" Your fire was too deliberate. In this exercise average shots
should have obtained 12 hits on 8 figures and should have finished
their firing within two minutes. You obtained 2 hits on 2 targets
in five minutes. Your few hits may be ascribed to the error of
200 and later 300 yards in the estimation of the range, which
was, in fact, 700 yards.

"Your designation of the objective and its location was not
definite and some of your men fired all their ammunition without
knowing just where the target was. It was probably the low
shots of these men that caused you to raise the elevation from
900 to 1,000 yards."
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PART IV.

MISCELLANEOUS.

CHAPTER I.

CLASSIFICATION, EXTRA COMPENSATION, INSIGNIA. AND TigL-
SCOPIC SIGHTS.

CLASSIFICATION BIFLE FIRING.

240. REQUIREMENTs.-The requirements for the qualificatloa
In the several grades of marksmanship are given in the follow-
ing table:

Table of classification.

Grade.

Expert rifleman......
Sharpshooter .........
Marksman ..........
First-class man.......
Second-class man.....
Unqualied I .........

Rifle firing.
Points.

253
238
202
177
162

................

t All who failed to qualify as second-class men or better and those who for any
reason did not fire the course and are not otherwise classified.

An officer or a soldier who attains the grade of marksman or
better will retain that classification from the date of qualifica-
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tion until the next opportunity to requalify, or for one year if
no opportunity for requalification is presented within that year.

The soldier who has completed the course of known distance
practice and is transferred thereafter, or vwho is discharged and
reenlists, will not be given a second opportunity in the same
target year to qualify.

In case the soldier has not, at the time of transfer, completed
his known distance practice for that year, his company com-
mander will complete his individual record sheet to date and
attach it to the descriptive list which accol..l)alies him, and the
soldier will complete his known distance firing with the organ-
Ization to which transferred, unless in that organization known
distance practice for that year has been completed.

For regulations concerning additional pay for enlisted men
qualifying as marksmen or better, see paragraph 1345, Army
Regulations. (C. S. A. F. i1. Nos. 1, 4, and 19. )

241. WHo WrLL BE CLASSrFIED.-All who fire anti who are
borne on the rolls of the organization during any part of the
practice season, or who are attached for practice by proper
authority, will be classified.

Bandsmen who fire in the Philippines will not be classified.
For Coast Artillery, see special course "A."
24°. SPECIAL CLASSIFTCATION.-A special classification is pro-

vided for all those who fire special course "A," as follows:
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2Table of olaaiftcatfon, speoial course "A."

Grade. Points.

Marksman ........... 150
First-class man ....... 120
Second-class man..... 100
Unqualified 1 ................ .. .

I All who failed to qualify as second-class men or better, and those who for any
reason did not fire the course and are not otherwise classified.

243. Table of classifcation, pistol and revtolter.

Al who are authorized or required to AU who are authorized or required to
fire the dismounted course. fire the mounted course.

Grade. Percentages at least. Grade. Percentages at least.

~inr ecor e70 in reeord courze.Expert pistol shot. in expert course Expert pistol shot. 66In rpert ourse
FIrst-clas man.... 80 in record course. First-class man.... 70in record coure.
Second-olass man.. 0 In record course. S0cond-caasan.. 50inmecordcourse.
Unquasfied.1 Unqualflied.'

I see par. 175. s see par. 199.

244. EXTRA COMPXEFSATION.-The soldier will receive such
extra compensation for qualification in rifle firing as may be
authorized by law and regulations; provided, however. that the
qualification of marksman in special course "A" will not en-
title the soldier to increased pay.

Immediately after the close of the record practice, qualifiea-
tion course, the names of men who qualify in the various grades
for which extra compensation is awarded will be published in
orders. These orders will be issued by commanders empowered
by regulations to issue orders for the appointment and promo-
tion of noncommissioned officers, or in exceptional cases by
higher commanders, upon receipt of properly authenticated
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evidence as to qualification, and will show the date of actual
qualification from which the soldier is entitled to additional pay.

(C. S. A. F. Hl. No. 1.)

INSIGNIA.

246. To each officer and soldier qualifying for the first time
as expert rifleman, sharpshooter, marksman, expert pistol shot,
and first-class pistol shot certain insignia, indicating their slill
in markmanshlp, will be issued. In case of loss or damage new
issue may be made as provided for in paragraph 250.

Insignia may be worn from date of qualification until the next
opportunity to requalify, or for one year if no opportunity for
requalification is presented within that year.

Officers who are not required to fire may wear the insignia of
last qualification.

(C. S. A. F. M. No. 19.)
246. RIFLEMAN'S INSIGNIA-MIARKSMAN'S PIN.-(a) To the

marksman when first qualifying as such, a marksman's pin will
be issued.

(b) SHARPSHOOTEn'S BADGE.-To the sharpshooter a silver
badge will be issued. To those who have qualified as sharp-
shooters for three years, not necessarily consecutive years, nor,
in the case of enlisted men, in the same enlistment, a silver bar
will be issued, on which the three years of their qualifications
will be indicated, and this will be attached to the badge, below
the pin. For each additional three years of qualification an
additional bar will be issued, and each in succession attached
below the one previously supplied.

(c) I'EPERT RIFLEM.AN'S BADGE.-To the expert rifleman a
silver badge will be issued. To those who have qualified as ex-
pert rifleman for three years, not necessarily consecutive years,
nor, in the case of enlisted men, in the same enlistment, a silver
bar will be issued, on which the three years of their qualifications
will be indicated, and this will be attached to the badge below
the pin. For each nadditional three years of qualification an
additional bar will be issued, and each in succession attached
below the one previously supplied.

(0. S. A. F. JM. Nos, .14 and 19,)
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247. MIAR1KSMAN'S PIN, SPECIAL COURSE "A."-To the marks-
mau, when first qualifying in special course "A," a special
marksman's pin will be issued.

(C. S. A. If'. M. No. 19.)
248. EXPERT PISTOL SHOT'S BADGE.-TO the expert pistol shot,

a silver badge will be issued. To those who have qualified as
expert pistol shots for three years, not necessarily conseclutive
years, nor, in the case of enlisted men, in the same enlistment,
a silver bar will be issued, on which the three years of their
qualifications *will be indicated.l and this will be attached to the
badge below the pin. For each Idd(litional three years of quali-
fication an additional hbar will be issue(d and each in succession
attached below the one previously supplied.

(C. S. A. F. M. Nos. 4 and 19.)
249. FIrST-CLASS PISTOL SIHOT'S PIN.-To the first-class pistol

shot a pin will be iqsued.
(C( S. A. A .'. . No. 19.)
250,. DIPLICATES.-These insignia will become the property

of the persons to whom issued. If they are lost by the owner or
in transmission to him, or if they become unsightly from long
wear, they may be replaced without cost to the owner. But in
all cases the oficiinl certificate of the company commander to
the effect that he has investigated the circumstances of the loss
or damage nnd finds that no negligence can be imputed to the
soldier will be required as evidence upon which to make the new
issues. In case of loss, claim must be made within 60 days from
date of loss. Duplicates. if desired, for use on separate coats,
will he sold to those entitled to wear the insignia.

251. How O1TrANED.-Immediately after the close of the
practice season the company commander will report by letter to
the commanding officer the names of men in his organization who
have made a new or a renewed qualification. WVith this letter
the company commander will submit a requisition for the re-
quired number of badges and bars. This requisition will be dis-
posedl of as nny other special ordnance requisition.

252. The insignia earned by members of the Organized Militia
for qualification under the rules in the grades which in the
Regular Army are entitled to insignia are procured by the State

38820-18--12
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authorities as provided in the last paragraph of paragraI)ph 288,
Regulations Organized Militia.

2538. TELESCOPIC SIGHTrs.--To properly equip a special class
of shots who, in action, muy be employed as sharpshooters, the
telescopic sight is adopted. These sights are supplied by the
Ordnance Department at the rate of two to each company.
They will be assigned to the enlisted men found best qualified
to use them, and may, in the discretion of the company com-
mander, be carried by them at inspection under arms.

Not less than four men of each comrnpan will be given a suit-
able amount of practice with these sights.

CHAPTER II.

RECORDS AND REPORT&S

254. REcoRDs.-The company target record consists of three
parts:

(a) The individual record of known-distance rifle firing.
(b) The individual record of pistol firing.
(c) The record of the company combat firing and proficiency

test.
The sheets forming these records will be bound by the loose-

leaf system. By this means the books will be at all times live
records. All entries in these records will be made in ink.

During the regular practice season and until paragraph 255
has been complied with the company target record will be kept
in the possession of the company commander.

For companies of Coast Artillery the record will contain the
record of firing special course "A," the same individual sheets
being used.

The record of an officer attached to a company for practice
will be duly attested and transmitted to the officer.

The records of an enlisted man attached to a company for
practice will be similarly attested and transmitted to the officer
charged with the custody of the soldier's descriptive list and ac-
count of pay and clothing.
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255. REPORrT.-All. reports of rifle and pistol firing will be
submitted to the proper headquarters as soon as possible after
the completion of the firing. Thile reports to be rendered are as
follows:

1. Report of individual classification In rifle practice (annual,
company, excepting companies of Coast Artillery).'

2. Report of individual clussification of firing under special
course "A" (annual for companies of Coast Artillery).

3. Battalion commander's report of combat firing (annual).
4. Report of individual classification in pistol practice (an-

nual, company, for all armed with the pistol).
5. Consolidated regimental report of classification, rifle prac-

tice.
6. Consolidated regimental report of classification, plsfol

practice.
7. Regimental commander's report of combat firing and the

results of the proficiency tests.
With the exception of the battalion commander's report of

combat firing end the regimental commander's report on colnbat
firing and the results of the proficiency test, these reports will
be rendered on prescribed forms furnished by The Adjutant
General- of the Army.

Commissioned oflicers will be reported on the annual company
reports.

Organizations of Engineers, Field Artillery, Coast Artillery
Corps, and Infantry will render the report of individual classi-
fication, pistol practice, so far as such firing is required.

How TRANSMITTED.--AS soon as possible after the close of
the practice season the battalion commander will forward to the
regimental commander the reports of individual classlficaltion in
rifle and pistol practice of the companies of his battalion. With
these he will submit a report of the combat exercises and of the
results of the proficiency test when these tests were not super-
vised by the regimental commander. This report will be in let-
ter form and will set forth briefly when and where the exercises
were held, the suitability of the ground for the purpose, the

'Casuals attached to a company for practice will be noted in red ink
on the company report of individual classification.
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number and generial charmneter of the exer.ci.ses, and whether or
not proficiency was attaine(i tlerelln accordilig to the establishedl
standard of judgment, tile inllluber of mlern in each coInlpLy l) l)nr-
ticipatinlg, an d the average nImber of roun(ls per nlu expen(tlel
in this practice. He will certify that he hais personally super-
vised the known-distance firilli of the organizations atnd tlhat thle
reports of in(lividual classification agree wvitll the company rec-
ords. Also that the numlber of combbat exercises prescribcel by
these regulations were duly held, and tllat the rules for their
condlluc t were complied with.

If the battalion is servingr away from regimenlntal headlquarters
hut in the same territorial department, these reports will be
forwarded through the post commalnder; if serving in a differ-
ent territorial departmenet. duplicates of all these reports will
lbe forwarded to department headquarters through the post corn-
ia t1der.

The regimental commalnder will transmit to the department
commander, with the regimental consolidated reports of classi-
fication in rifle and pistol firing, a brief narrative report of the
combat firing andl results of the proficiency tests of the com-
panies of his regiment. (No data concerning companies serving
away from headquarters of the reginllnt tInd in a different de-
partinent therefrom will be inclu(led in this report.) This
report will be bnsed on the battalion connmanders' reports, but
should contain any additional information bearing on instruc-
tion in rifle and pistol practice necessary or desirable to the
department commander.

An annual report of the small-arms firing by the Org-anized
Militia of each State will be renderedl as soon as practicable
after the close of firing to the Chief of the Division of Militia
Affairs.

2r°0. In addition to the reports required hy paragraph 255.
department commanders will include in their annual reports a
statement of the progress nlade in small-arms practi'e within
their respective commandls. This wvill lrclu(le a talbulated.
statement of the number of men of each regiment qualifying In
the various grades in rifle and pistol firing, and a report of the
combat firing held, with the proficiency attained therein.
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CFTAPTER III.

TARGETS AND RANGE&

TARGETS.

257. Ta:rgets are divided into four classes:
(a) Known-distance targets (for rifle).
(b) Field targets (for rifle).
(c) Pistol targets.
(d) Miniature targets (for grallery practice).
258. Kr'OwN-DISTANCE TARGETS.-
Target A.-The short-range target, used for 200 and 300 yards,

is a rectangle 6 feet high 4 feet wide. Black circular bull's-eye
8 inches in diameter, value of hit, 5; center ring, 26 inches in
dlilnneter, value of hit, 4; inner ring, 46 inches In diameter, value
of hit, 3; outer, remainder of target, value of hit, 2.

Target B.-The mid-range target, used for 500 and 600 yards,
is a square 6 feet on a side, black circular bull's-eye 20 inches in
diameter; center ring, 37 inches in diameter; inner ring, 53
inches in diameter; outer, remainder of target. Value of hits,
same as on target "A."

Target C.-The long-range target, used for 800 and 1,000
y;rds. It is a rectangle 6 feet high and 10 feet wide. Black
circular bull's-eye 36 inches in diameter; center ring. 54 inches
in (liameter; inner space outside of center ring bounded by ver-
tical lines 2 feet from each end of target; outer, remainder of
target. Value of hits, same as on target "A."

Target D.-The rapid-fire target. A black silhouette repre-
senting a soldller In the prone position placed in the middle of a
rectangular target 6 by 6 feet. Value of hits in the figure, 5;
In the space (within parallels to figure, 4 inches in width above
and at sides of figure, 14 inches below figure) immediately out-
side the figure, 4; in the space immediately outside the 4 space,
3; remainder of the target, 2.
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Field Targcts.

259. Target E.-A- drab silhouette about the height of a sol-
dier in the kneeling position, made of bookbinder's board or
other similar material. Hits on all field targets count 1, and
any shot cutting the edge of a silhouette is a hilt.

Target I,'.-A drab silhouette about the height of a soldier in
the prone position made of bookbinder's board or other similar
material. The life of targets 1E and F can be materially pro-
longed by pasting on fresh paper silhouettes when the figure
becomes too much damaged by shots. These targets tare used as
stationary targets as well as on the moving and disappearing
appliances. When necessary these targets are fastened to
wooden staves with tacks and tin washers.

Target G.-Falling target. The target is made of soft wood
about the shape, size, and color of the prone silhouette F.
These targets should be placed in smalll pits (1 by 2 feet). so
that about 9 or 10 inches of vertical protection is given the base
and mechanism; only the face of the target should show to the
front. If the wooden figure becomes unserviceable, it may be
repaired at the post.

Target H.-Targets E' or F inserted In a slit at the end of a
marking disk staff or pole and fastened with wooden pegs. The
staffs are held in the hands of markers or In brackets on the
inside of the crest of the pit. The targets are held faced to
the front. When struck they are turned rapidly so as to show
the white side, and then back to the original position.

Target I.-Beam disappearing target. The visible target rep-
resents a line of prone or kneeling figures at suitable intervals.
In close order 8 figures are mounte(l on each beam. The figures
are targets E and F, mounted on the regulation staves, which
are modified by having the points cut off, so that but 6 inches
project below the bottom of the figures.

The beam Itself is made up of one piece of 2 by 6 inches by
20 feet long, one piece 1 by 6 inches by 20 feet long, and 1 by e
by 20 inch sections fitted between them, as shown In plate. In
the sockets left the staves are fitted.

The beam is laid in a shallow trench, targets horizontal, and a
stake Is driven in front of the beam at each end. The ropes from
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the operating standard lead to the pit (direct and via the rear
ring stake) and the beam is turned through 90° , exposing and
lowering the targets by pulling on the appropriate ropes. The
rope system is in duplicate, so that if one rope is cut by a bullet
the target can still be worked. Two or more beams can be cou-
pled together and the whole operated from the center. There
should be two end stakes for each beam. The operating stand-
ard should be painted a neutral color, have earth rubbed on it
or have bundles of vegetation tied to it. The ropes should also
be of a neutral color.

This apparatus requires but one man for its operation, even if
two beams are coupled together. The pit should be deep enough
to give protection, and the earth therefrom should be spread out
into a lows embankment and concealed by grass or brush.

Target K.-Sled target. The disappearing target beam (tar-
get I), is lashed lengthwise to two sleds. A rope from 200 to
300 yards long is used to pull this target and an escort wagon
and team has been found to be the best motive power. The rope
can be run through a snatch block and the team concealed by
inequalities of the ground. If no cover can be found for hiding
the sled before it starts, it can be easily masked with brush,
grass, etc., which will fall when the targets start.

Pistol Targets.

260. Target L.--A rectangle 6 feet high and 4 feet wide, with
black circular bulls-eye 5 Inches in diameter. Value of hit
therein, 10. Seven rings with diameter as follows:

Value of hit.
1) 8i inches------ ------------- 9
2) 12inches -. .............. 8
) 15, inches- __----__--- __- -_________-_____---- 7

(4 19 inches-------,--___________ 6
(5 i 22½ Inches --------------- ---------_--__ ___ 5
(6d 26 inches-- -___----- -- - -__ ___ 4
(7T 46 inches ..---.__----- __________________ 3
(8 Outer, remainder of target--------_----------- 2

,Target MI.-Sllhouette, representing standing figure, of which
upper part is target E and lower part a trapezoidal piece whose
upper edge is placed closely against lower edge target KE Hits
count 1.
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Bobbing targets.-Targets E and M, arranged to be fully ex-
posed to firer for limited time. Edge of target toward firer
when target is not exposed.

261. MINIATURE TARGETS.-FOr use in Special Course of Vol-
unteer Recruits, Appendix II, and in gallery practice.

Target X.-A rectangular paper target, 8 by 12 inches. Black
circular bull's-eye. 1. inches diamneter; center ring, 4j inches
diameter; inner ring, 7* inches diameter; outer, remainder of
target. Value of hits same as on target A.

Target Y.-A rectangular paper target, 4 by 6 inches. Black
circular bull's-eye l inch diameter; center ring 2A inches diam-
eter; inner ring, 3fA Inches diameter; outer, remainder of
target. Value of hits same as on target A.

Target Z.-A rectangular paper target, 2§ by 4 inches. Black
circular bull's-eye, ] inch diameter; center ring, 14 inches diam-
eter; inner ring, 21 Inches diameter; outer, remainder of target.
Value of hits same as on target A.

The Iron Gallery Target.-As issued by tile Ordnance De-
partment.

(C. S. A. . .M, No. 6.)
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A NSCES.

262. CLASSEs.-There are two classes of ranges: Chlss "A"
ranges, which are more or less limited in extent and which are
equipped for known distance practice; cl;ss " B " ranges,
which are of extended area and diversified terrain, and which
are used for combat filing.

glass "A" Ratgcs.

263. RULES FOB SELECTION.-As the nature anld exte.: of the
ground available for target practice and also the geii':rnl cli-
mnatic conditions are often widely dissimilar for difflerillr Inili-
tary posts, it will not be po.ssible Jo prescribe any p:::ti.iular
rules governing the selection of ranges, but only to express
certain general conditions to which ranges should be made
to conform as far as may be practicable. In view of the ex-
treme range and penetration of the bullet of the United States
rifle, model 1903, it will be found necessary in the case of
nmany posts to have target practice conducted at a distance of
several miles from the post, necessitating the establishment of
ai camp on or near the range. The target practice can then
be conducted uninterrupted by the routine of post duties.

SECURITY NECESSARBY.-For posts situated in thickly settled
localities, where the extent of the military reservation is
limited, the first condition to be fulfilled is that of security for
those living or laboring near or passing by the range:. This
requirement can be secured for class "A" range by selecting
ground where a natural butt is available or by making an
artificial butt sufficiently extensive to stop wild shots. For
complete security there should be no road, building, or culti-
vated ground oti either flank of the range nearer than 300
yards nor in the rear of it within the extreme range of the
rifle. This condition can rarely be secured unless a natural
butt of large extent exists.

264. DIRECTION OF THE RANGE.-If possible, a range should
be so located that the firing is toward or slightly to the east
of north. This gives a good light on the face of the targets
during the greater part of the day. However, security and
suitable ground are more important than direction.
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265. BEST GROUND FOR CLASS A RANGE.-Smooth, level ground,
or grounll witl, only a very iuodlerate slope, is best adapted for a
range, If possible, the targets should be on the same level with
the firer, or only slightly above him. Firing downhill should,
if praclicahle. be avoided.

266. Size oF R.ANOE.-The size of the range is determined by
its p1ln and by the numrner of troops that will fire over it at a
tilnme. There are two general plans used in range construction-
one w\ith a single target pit and firing points for each range, the
other with its firing points on one continuous line, the target
pits for the various ranges being In ecllelon. The latter type
requires niore ground but admits of firing at different ranges at
the sa:ne time.

267. INTEIIVALS BETWVEEnr TAROETS.-TO reduce to a minimum
the amount of labor required In preparing the range, the targets
should he no farther apart than is necessary to obviate the
probability of a shot being fired on the wrong target. At all
of the targets themselves-that is, at short and mid range, 6
of the targets themselves-that is, at short and mid ranges, 6
feet; at long range, 12 feet.

268. PROTECTION FOR MARKERS.-On all ranges protection must
be provided for the pit details. This Is done by excavating a
pit for the targets or by constructing a parapet in front of them,
or by a combination of these methods.

Where there are several ttrgets in a row, the shelter should
be contllluous. It must be high enough to protect the markers
and lthe target not being fired upon. The parapet may be of
earth, wvith a timber or concrete revetment, of sufficient thick-
ness to stop bIullets. and] from 7j to 8 feet high above the ground
or phtutform on which the markers stand.

269. AnRTFrtC1AL Butrs.-If an artificiall butt is constructed
as a btllet stop, it should be of earth not less than 30 feet high
and with a slope of not less than 45 °. It should be extended
about 5 yards beyond the outside targets and should be placed
as close behind the targets as possible. The slopes should be
sodded.

27{. HrI,S AS BUTTB.-A natural hill to form an effective
butt Should have a slope of not less than 465; if originallyh more
gradual it should be cut into steps the face of each step having
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that slope. As a temporary expedient the face of the hill may
be plowed perpendicularly to the range, but as the bullets soon
cut down the furrows this measure must be frequently repeated
to prevent the danger of ricochets.

271. NUmBERING Op TARGE:rTS.--l ach target should be desig-
nated by a number. The number:; for ranges up to 600 yards
should be at least 6 feet in hlghlt kand should be l)aintedl black
on a white background. The Xarabhic is preferable to the Roman
notation, being more rendily c(ln'prehended hy the solim'ers; if
made of the size suggested, they will alwnts be quickly recog-
nized. They should be placed on the butt ibbhind each target,
but not so far above as to prevent the soldier seeing the number
when aiming at the target.

272. MEAsURING TIHE IRANGE-The range should be cartfully
measured and marked with stakes'at each t0:) yards in firont of
each target The stakes should he about 12 inches ahove the
ground, painted white, and lettered in black. with the number of
the corresponding target and its distance. 'Tl'hse stakles will
then designate the firing points for each target at the dlifferent
distances. Particular care should be taken that each rntlge thus
marked out is perpendicular to the face of its own target.

273. RANGES PAR&EAL.-TThe different raiiges for ti!e same
distance should all be parallel, so that similar conditions rwith
respect to wind and light may exist.

It is not essential, however, that the ranges employed for long.
distance shooting should he parallel to those used for the ordi-
nary company practice.

274. FIRINO MOUNDS.-If It becomes necesss ry to riis' .I firing
point on account of low ground, a low mound of enrtlh no higher
than absolutely required should be made. The molndl slhoul be
not less than 8 feet square, level, and sodded. If the entire
firing line is raised, the firing mound must be not Ilts than 8 feet
wide on top, level, and sodded if possible.

275. Prr SnED.-A sm ll house or shed should be built In or
near the target pit, in which the marking disks and signal flags
and spare parts of the target frames for making Imme;liate re-
pairs should -be stored. It should be sufficiently large to afford
a shelter for the markers in case of a sudden storm.

276. DANGER SIGNAI.s.--A socket for the staff of the dTlnnger
signals should be placed on the marker's shelter in front of each
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target and so inclined that the flag will always fall clear of the
staif and be readily seen. This flag will always be displayed
vwlen the target is in place and not in use. In addition to the
danger signals at the targets one or more danger signals will be
(lisplayed near the range to wvarn passers-by when firing is in
progress. These signals will not be placed in such a position as
to serve as streamers for judging wind on the range. They
should be placed on the roads or on the crest of the hill where
they can be plainly seen by those passing.

277. RANGE HOUSE.-On large ranges where competitive firing
is held a house containing a storeroom and several office rooms
should be erected In some central place, off the range, but in its
irmedhite vicinity. Such facilities as will enable visitors to
satisfactorily witness the firing should also be provided.

278. TELEPHONE SEnBvIE.-Whlen practicable, ranges should be
equipped with a telephone system, connecting the target pit with
each firing point, the range house, and the post. When a large
number of targets are installed, the range should be equipped
with the annunciator buzzer system.

279. CovEnnD WAYS BETWEEN PITS.-Where the pits are in
echelon, covered ways or tunnels should be provided between
the various pits. This will allow the pit details to be shifted
with safety without interrupting the firing.

280. ScoERns' TABLEs.-The range should be provided with
scorers' tables and benches.

Class "B1" Ranges.

281. CLAss B RANGE.-Certaln extensive reservations in the
United States and the Philippine Islands will furnish ample and
suitable ground for combat firing. At times extensive tracts of
unoccupied land or land from which the crops have been har-
vested may be rented near the post. At other points where
leased tracts are at the disposal of the garrison for purposes of
target practice or maneuvers facilities for combat firing can
probably be found. Any ground suitable for maneuvers will also
he suitable for combat firing, if the safety of the neighboring
inhabitants be taken into consideration and provided for.
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Tracts that have been set aside as permanent Class "B"
ranges may be improved by the construction of permanent shel-
ters for the markers and pitmen, whlich should be tnride in-
conspicuous. Otherwise, these ranges should be kept In the
natural state, but changes made to facilitate the practice or to
save labor from year to year should be such as not to provide
assistance to those under instruction.

CHAPTER IV.

COMPETITIONS.

282. Competitions exist for the purposes of fostering interest
in target practice, of furnishing the means for the exchange of
ideas among those who excel in small-arms firing, antd of clasql-
fying the best shots according to merit shown under similar
conditions.

In every alternate year, or when directed by the Secretary of
War, the following competitions will be held:

1. Department rifle competitions.
2. Department pistol competitions.

These competitions will be held at such places and times as
may be designated by the respective department con:na;lnders.

A department rifle competition for Philippine Scouts will
be held in every alternate year, commencing with the year 1916.

(C. S. A. F. Mf., No. 10.)

DEPAIBTMBNT RIFLE COMPEMTIONB.

283. SELECTION OFr OMPETITORS.-(a) OFFICFrs.-Each regi-
mental commander will report to the department commander
the names of any commissioned officers of his regiment who may
desire to enter the competition and whom he can recommend
for that purpose, further stating, where more than one officer
is recommended, the comparative proficiency as rifle shots of
those reported.- From these reports, or from such additional
reports as he may require, the department commander will
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select one officer, as competitor, from each regiment of Cavalry,
Infantry, and Engineers, and one from each battalion of mounted
Engineers and Philippine Scouts in his commnlnd, and in addi-
tion such officers of the General Staff and the different staff
departments or corps, except the medical department and chap-
lains, in his department, as he may deem proper.

In case a regiment is divided between two or more depart-
mnents, the final selection of officers from such a regiment will
lie with the Secretary of War.

The Coast Artillery Corps may be represented, at the discre-
tion of the department commander, in the ratio of 1 officer to
12 comp:anies.

(b) INL','STED MEN.-The commanding officer of each com-
pany of Infantry and Engineers and each troop of Cavalry
will select from the enlisted men of his organization the most
suitable soldier, due regard being paid to excellence of shoot-
ing wvith the rifle, as well as to steadiness and good soldierly
habits and conduct, and report the name of the man so chosen
to tile reginlental commander or, in the case of mounted Engi-
neers, to the battalion commander.

The po!it, regimental, and battalion noncommissioned staff
will not be represented.

Enlisted men of the Coast Artillery may be permitted but not
required to compete, and will be selected by company com-
manders as in the case of Infantry organizations.

The names of the men selected will be reported to the depart-
ment commander, who will order them sent to the competition
at the proper time. (C. S. A. F. HM., No. 16.)

283½. For the department rifle competition for Philippine
Scouts, officers and enlisted men will be reported and selected
as prescribed for officers and enlisted men of Engineer bat-
talions in sections (a) and (b), paragraph 283.

(C. S. A. F. M., No. 10.)
284. ASSEMBLY.-The officers and enlisted men thus selected

will be assembled at some convenient place, and, after the com-
pletion of the prescribed preliminary practice, the enlisted men
will compete for places on the team.

The officers will also compete at the same time with each
other, not for places on the team but for medals.
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285. PRELIMINARY PRACTICE.-First: Ten shots, slow fire, at
300, 500, and 600 yards each, conducted as in record practice.
qualification course, except that at 300 yards the-firing will
be either from the sitting or kneeling position at the option
of the competitor, and no sighting shots will be allowed at
600 yards. At 300 yards target "A" will be used; at 500 and
600 yards target " B " will be used.

Second: Ten shots, slow fire, at 1,000 yards, at target "C,"
conducted according to paragraph 115, except that no coaching
will be allowed. The firing will not be preceded by sighting
shots.

Third: Ten shots; rapid fire, at 200, 300, and 500 yards each,
at target " D," conducted according to paragraph 112.

In all firing--preliminary practice and the competition
proper--either the open or peep sight may be used.

286. COMPETITION PBOPER.-The competition proper will con-
sist for each competitor of the practice prescribed for prelimi-
nary practice, excel)t that each firing at 600 and 1,000 yards will
be preceded by 2 sighting shots, and the course will be fired
through twice, making a total of 140 shots for record; the order
of sequence in firing being determined by the officer in charge
of the competition.

287. DEPARTMENT TEA-M.-The strength of the department
team will be In direct proportion to the number of enlisted com-
petitors engaged in the competition, the ratio being fixed at 1
member of the team to 5 competitors, fractions not considered.
The team will be composed of those enlisted competitors making
the highest aggregate scores for the entire competition proper.

288. PRIZES.-TO the members of the team thus selected the
following gold, silver, and bronze medals will be awarded accord-
ing to order of merit and in the ratios indicated.
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and so on according to the principle illustrated in the above
table; that is, for each 45 men or fraction, one gold medal; for
ench 15 men, disregarding fractions, one silver medal; the
remainder bronze medals.

Any commissioned competitor (except distinguished marks-
men) making a score equal to that of any member of the team
will receive a medal like that awarded to such member of the
tellm.

((C. S. A. F. MI., No. 12.)
289. PRESENTATION OF PIIZES.-The presentation of competi-

tion prizes will be made, when practicable, at the conclusion of

Competitors. i Team. Gold. Silver. Bronze.

30 or more ............ 6 1 2 3
35.................. 7 1 2 4
40.................... 8 1 2 6
45,................ 9 1 3 5
50 ...... 1......... .. 10 2 3 5
5 ........ 11 2 3 B
60 ........ ....... 12 2 4C 6
65 ................... 13 2 4 7
70 .................... 14 2 4 8
75................... 15 2 5 8
80 ................... 16 2 5 9
5 ..................... 17 2 5 10

90 ................... 18 2 6 10
95 ............... 19 3 6 10
100................... 20 3 6 11
10 ................... 21 3 7 11
110 ................... 22 3 7 12
115 ................... 23 3 7 13
120 ................. 24 3 8 13
125 ................. 25 3 8 14
130 ................... 2 3 8 15
135 .................. 27 3 9 15
140 ................... 28 4 9 15
145 ................... 29 4 9 16
1500 ............... 30 4 10 16
155 ................... 31 4 10 17
160................... 32 4 10 18
1(35................... 33 4 11 18
170 ,............... 34 4 11 19
175 . .................. 35 4 11 20
180 ............. 36 4 12 20

·
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the contest, and will be conducted with the ceremony and for-
mality warranted by the importance of the occasion.

Timely requisition shotild be made for the prizes required.
Winners of medals in rifle or pistol competitions will not part

with them without authority from the Secretary of War, but
will hold them subject to inspection at any time.

DEPARTMENT PISTOL COMPETITIONS.

290. WHEN HELD.-These competitions will be held at the
same place as the department rifle competitions and will either
precede or follow those competitions as the department com-
mander may prescribe. (C. S. . .F. M., No. 12.)

291. SELECTION OF COrPErITORS- (a) OFFICE:is.-Each regi-
mental commander will report to department headquarters the
names of any commissioned officers of his regiment who may
desire to enter the competition and whom he can recommend
for that purpose, further stating, whenever more than one officer
is recommended, the comparative proficiency as pistol shots of
those reported. From these reports and such additional reports
as he may require, the department commander will select one
officer, as competitor, from each regiment of Cavalry, Infantry,
Engineers, and Field Artillery in his command, one from each
battalion of mounted Engineers and Philippine Scouts, and in
addition such officers, except medical officers, from the depart-
ment staff as he may deem proper. Not to exceed one officer of
the Signal Corps may be selected in each department by the
department commander.

In case a regiment is divided between two or more depart-
ments, the final selection of the officer therefrom will lie with
the Secretary of War.

The Coast Artillery Corps may be represented, at the discre-
tion of the department commander, in the ratio of one officer
to twelve companies.

(b) ENLISTED MEN.-The commanding officer of each troop
of Cavalry and each battery of Field Artillery will select from
the enlisted men of his organization the most suitable soldier,
due regard being paid to excellence of shooting with the pistol,
as well as to steadiness and good soldierly habits and conduct,
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and report the name of the man thus chosen to the post com-
mander.

The post noncommissioned staff will not be represented.
Enlisted men of Engineers. Infantry, Coast Artillery Corps,

and Signal Corps armed with the pistol may be represented as
follows, viz:

IENaGINEEr: .- Two competitors from each regiment, to be se-
lected by the regimental commander, and one competitor from
each bLttalionr of tnountted Engineers, to be selected by the bat-
talion commander.

INrFASNTRY.-Two competitors from each regiment, to be se-
lected by the regimental commander.

COAST ARTILLERgY CoIrs.-In the ratio of one competitor to
six companies, to be selected by the department commander.

SIG'.aL CoRPs.-One competitor from each company or aero
squadron, to be selected by the organization commander.

The names so selected will be reported through military chan-
nels to the department commander, who will send the competi-
tors so selected to the place of competition at the proper time.

(Ce. S. A. F. M., Yos. 5 and 16.)
292. AsssMitnY.-The officers and enlisted men thus selected

will be assembled at times and places designated and, after the
completion of the preliminary practice, will compete for places
on the team.

298. I'BELIMINARY PRAcTICE.-The preliminary practice will
consist, for each competitor, of the following practice dis-
mounted, in the following order:

Slow fire (30 seconds per shot).
Yards.

2 scores (7 shots each)…---------------- ------ _50
2 scores (7 shots each) ------ 75

Rapid fire ($0 seconds per score).

2 scores (7 shots each) --------------------------- 25
2 scores (7 shots each) .. ........... ___ _ __ 50

so
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Rapid fire (15 seconds per score).
Yards.

2 scores (7 shots each) --------------------------------- 15
2 scores (7 shots each) -_---------------_---------------- 25

Target "L" will be used for all firing.
294. PROCEDURE..--The procetidure in all classes of firing will be

as prescribed in the dismounted course in this manual and sub-
Ject to regulations governing competitions.

295. CO_1PETITION PRoPER.-The competition proper will conk
sist, for each competitor, of the firing prescribed for preliminary
practice, except that the course will be fired through twice.

296. DEPARTMENT PISTOL TikAM.-The strength of the team
will be in direct proportion to the number of enlisted competitors
engaged in the competion, the ratio being fixed at one member
of the team to five competitors, fractions not considered.

The team will be composed of those enlisted competitors ral;k-
ing the highest aggregate scores for the entire competition
proper.

297. To the members of the team thus selected, gold, silver,
and bronze medals will be awarded, according to merit and in
the same ratio as indicated in paragraph 288.

Any commissioned competitor making a score equal to or
greater than that of any enlisted member of the team will
receive a medal like that awarded to such member.

rEGtmLATIONS FOR COMPETITIONS.

298. (a) OFFICEr INr CHasaE.-The officer in charge will be an
officer of experience, preferably a field officer.

He will have control of the range for the conduct of the com-
petition and for the police and government of the rnnge during
the competition. He will prescribe the hours for preliminary
practice, and for the competitions proper. His decision on such
matters will be final.

(b) ASSISTANT TO OFICER IN EOrABnG-An assistant to the
officer in charge will report to and receive instructions from the
officer in charge and will assist him In the management of the
competition. He will also act as chief range officer. He will
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have immediate charge of the range and pit and all details per-
t'a1Ji thereto.

(o) 'he adjutant will discharge the duties of adjutant to the
offt'er In Charge, issue by direction of the officer in charge the
necessary orders, and perform such other duties as may be as-
signed to him.

He will be in direct charge of the competitors, whether they
are encamped or assigned to companies in barracks.

He will detail daily such range officers, scorers, markers, etc.,
as may be considered necessary to carry on the competition.

(d) QUARTEBMASTER.-The quartermaster will lhave charge of
quartering all competitors and arranging for the transportation
of their baggage and property upon their arrival at the com-
petition. If they encamp, he will lay out and put up the camp.
He will provide all the property, including stationery and office
supplies, other than ordnance and signal property, required for
the competition and for the preparation and care of the range,
and perform such other duties as may be assigned to him by the
officer in charge.

(e) STATISTICAL OFFICER.-The statistical officer will assign
the competitors to targets and order of firing by lot or by a
scheme worked out prior to the competition. He will verify
the additions of the scores as reported by the scorers, grade
them in order of excellence, and prepare the result for official
announcement. He will issue such bulletins from time to time
as may be ordered by the officer in charge.

(f) OBDNANCE OrFFICE.-The ordnance officer will make timely
requisition for all ammunition and ordnance stores needed in the
mnitches, and during the matches supply these stores as required.

(g) SI NAL OrFFncE.-The signal officer will have charge of
the electrical equipment of the range and procure on requisition
such telephones, signal stores, and field glasses as may be needed
for the proper conduct of the competition.

(7) RANGE OFFICrEs.-Under direction of, and as assistants
to, the chief range officer are a number of range officers, not
fewer than one to two targets in the pit and one to two firing
points on the range. Their duties are to supervise the marking
and scoring, to see that the firing is conducted according to the
regulations, and to perform such other duties as required.
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So far as practicable, officers experienced in range work will
be selected for duty as range officers.

During the firing at all competitions a range officer will b!
detailed in charge of the pit at each distance. The officer in
charge and chief range officer will formally assemble and in-
struct the range officers in their duties before the opening of the
comnIpetiiol and( place them on duty during the preliminary
practice for their practical instruction.

299. DETAIT,S OF EINLISTED MEN'.-The officer in charge will
apply for such details of enlisted men as he may consider neces-
salry. These details will be permanent for the competition.

300. GENERAL REGUrLATION s.-The rules governing every fea-
ture connected with range practice as prescribed in this manual
will, as far as applicable, regulate the procedure in competitions.

301. UNiu;olms.-Competitors will wear the service uniform
and cartridge belt with cartridge belt suspenders. In firing, one
suspender may be slipped from the shoulder. The shoulder and
elbows of the coat or shirt may be padded. A pad may also be
used on the knee upon which the firer kneels in firing kneeling.

302. ARms.-In authorized competitions officers and men will
use the rifle or pistol as issued or sold by the Ordnance Depart-
ment. Rifles for telescopic sights will be used In competition
for telescopic sights only. The fact that a rifle has been star
gauged will not debar it from use in competitions.

Should a rifle be issued with a trigger pull under 3 pounds,
the bolt may be c(hanged in order to bring the piece up to the
required standard.

303. SI HTS.-NO alteration of the service sights will be per-
mitted except that the sight may be blackened and any author-
ized size of peep slide or slide cap used.

304. TsIaoER PuLL.-The trigger pull will always be at least
3 pounds for the rifle and 4 pounds for the pistol, and will be
tested (holding the barrel vertically) by n range officer, before
firing, each day and at each range. Competitors will submit
their arms for further inspection whenever required.

305. AMunITrroN.-The alnmunltiou used will be the service
cartridge for the arm as Issued by the Ordnance Department,
unless the use of other ammunition Is authorized.
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306. CHANGING AEMs.-No two competitors shall fire in any
competition with the same rifle. No competitor shall change his
rifle during any competition, unless his first piece has become
unserviceable through accident, which must be Terifled by a
range officer. This rule also applies to the pistol. Violation of
this rule will be a just cause for exclusion from the competition,
according to the discretion of the officer in charge.

307. CLEANING.--leaning will be permitted between ranges
only.

308. SHELTER FOR FIREr.--Sheds or shelter for the firer will
not be permitted at any range.

309. PUNCTUALITY.oCompetitors must be present at the firing
point at the proper time and in the order stated on their score
cards. No application on the part of a competitor for any alter-
ation in his assignment will be entertained.

310. OnDER OF FIRING.-In slow fire the competitors will place
themselves at the firing point by twos, and will fire alternately,
the odd number of each pair being on the right and firing first.

In rapid fire but one man at a time will be at the firing point
of a target.

311. LOADING PIEcEs.-Pieces will not be loaded except by
command or until position for firing has been taken.

312. POSITION IN PISTOL COMPETITION.-At the firing point,
when not firing, the pistol will be held at " Raise pistol." While
firing, the pistol will be held and supported by one hand only,
the arm extended at will but free from the body and unsup-
ported in any way.

313. WITHDRAWING TARGET PREMATURE,Y.-In slow fire, if the
target is withdrawn from the firing position just as the shot is
fired, the scorer at that firing point will at once report the fact
to the range officer in charge of the scoring on that target, who
will investigate and, if satisfied that the case is as represented,
will direct that the shot be not considered and that the com-
petitor fire another shot.

314. DELAY IN FIRING.-JIn slow fire, competitors will not be
hurried in firing but such slight delay permitted after each
shot as they may desire, provided the time of firing the score
does not exceed one minute per shot at 600 yards or less, one
and one-half minutes per shot at ranges over 600 yards, and 30
seconds per shot in pistol firing.
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If an accident to a target, or any other cause over which a
soldier has no control, prevents him from completing his score
within the time limit, he will be permitted such additional time
as a range officer may decide.

315. COACHING.-NO coaching or unnecessary communication
of any kind with those actually firing will be permitted.

316. WARMING OF FOULING SHOTS.-NO warming nor fouling
shots will be allowed at any competition.

317. OrDER OF FIRE.--The order of tire will be as prescribed
In paragraph 285 and paragraph 293 and will not be changed.

318. SPEcTATons .- During the progress of a match or compe-
tition, no one except the officers on duty on the range, the com-
petitors, and score keepers will be permitted within the ropes
without special permission of the officer in charge.

319. STATIONS OF COMPETITORS AWAITING TURN TO FIRE.-
Competitors will be stationed 5 yards In rear of the firing point
and will remain there until called to the firing point by the
score keeper.

320. EXPRESSIONS OF APPROBATION, ETC.-Expressions of appro-
bation or disappointment on the part of the spectators or com-
petitors must not be uttered loud enough to be heard at the
firing point.

321. PROTESTS.-Protests and objections must be submitted to
the range officer in charge of the target and not directly to the
officer in charge. In case a competitor is not satisfied with the
decision of the range officer, he may appeal to the officer in
charge. Final appeals from decisions of the officer in charge
must be made in writing and forwarded through that officer to
the nuthority ordering the competition.

322. SIGNATING A2ND RECORDIN'G HITS.-Hits in the different
divisions of the targets, misses, and ricochets, slow and' rapid,
fire, iwill be signaled and recorded as prescribed in this manual.

323. MIssEs.-In all firing, before any miss is signaled, the
target must be withdrawn from the firing position and care-
fully examined by a range officer. Whenever the target is re-
versed and a miss is signaled, it will be presumed that this ex-
amination has been thoroughly made and no challenge of the
value signaled will be entertained or resignaling of the shot
allowed.

320°--1& 14
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324. ACCIDENTAL DIRCHARGES.-All shots fired by the soldier
after he has taken his place at the firing point and it is his turn
to fire-the target being ready-will be considered in his score
even if his piece was not directed toward the target or is acci-
dentally discharged.

325. FIRING ON WRONG TARGETs.-Shots fired upon the wrong
target will be entered upon the score of the man firing as a miss,
no matter what the value of the hit upon the wrong target. In
rapid fire the soldier at fault is credited with only such hits (if
any) as he may have made on his own target. The other soldier
repeats his score.

326. Two SHOTS ON THE SAME TaRGET.-In slow fire, if two
shots strike a target at the same time or nearly the same time
both will be signaled; if a shot was just fired from the firing
point assigned to that target, the hit having the highest of the
two values signaled will be entered In the soldier's score and no
record made of the other hit.

327. NUMBERING COMPETITORS,-At all competitions where a
number of men engage in the same match or competition firing,
the labor of the statistical officer will be greatly lightened and
the prompt announcement of the scores facilitated by giving
each competitor a number by which he is known throughout the
firing.

328. SCORE CARDS.-Each competitor should be given a score
card stating his target and orders of firing at each range and
containing space for the record of shots fired and for the signa-
ture of the scorer and range officers. As scores are completed
an officer detailed for the purpose should, without waiting for all
firing to cease, collect the records of the score and transmit
them to the statistical officer for entry upon the permanent
records and bulletins.

329. STATIONS OF Scomms.-The scorers will be seated close to
and in rear of the firing-point stakes and will record scores and
announce results as required in paragraphs 102 and 103.

330. Competitors must pay attention to the score as announced
and recorded so that any error may be promptly investigated.
The recorded value of any shot will not be changed after the
following shot has been fired unless some special message with
reference to it is received from one of the range officers in the
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target pit. Any alteration of a score must be witnessed by the
officer in charge of the firing point and indorsed with his
initials.

331. SPECIAL RULES.-SUCI h special rules or direction:, as the
officer In charge mnay give nlmlut be rigidly observed by colnpeti-
tors and all other persons upon the range.

PENALTIES.

332. EVDI.NG RULES.-Any competitor who may be detected
in an evasion of the conditions l)rescrile(d for any colmpetition
will b)e (deblarred from further competition.

333. 4FALSIFYING Scor:Es.--Any competitor who may bh g-'ilty
of falsifying his score or being accessory thereto will be debarred
froni the competition.

334. OFkrE'rIG i3BRIEs.--Any competitor who offers a bribe of
any kind to a scorer or marker will be debarred from the coimpe-
tition.

335. DISORDERLY CONDUCT, INTOXICATION, ETC.-Any com-
petitor who refuses to obey the instructions of the officer in
charge or his assistants, or who violates any of these regulations,
or is guilty of disorderly conduct or intoxication, shall be de-
barred from the competition.

336. REPORT OP COMPETITORS D)EIIARRED.-The officer in charge
of the competition will, upon the completion of the competition,
report to the department commander for the information of the
War Department the names of any competitors debarred from
the competition, stating the circumstances in each case, in order
that the War Department may debar such competitors from all
future competitions if such action is deemed advisable.

337. INTERFERENCE.-Any person, whether a competitor or not,
interfering with any of the firing squadls or annoying them in
any way will be warned to desist, and if the offense is repeated
lhe will be ordered off the range at once.

338. ACQUAINTANCE WITH REGULATIONs.-Competitors and all
others connected with competitions must make themselves ac-
quainted with the foregoing regulations as well as with the con-
ditions of the competitive firing in which they may be partici.
pating, as the plea of ignorance of either of them will not be
entertained.
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TIES IN RIFLE COMPETITION.

339. TIEs.-Ties will be decided as follows:
1. By the highest aggregate score made in rapid fire. If still

a tie, by the higher total score in rapid fire at 500 yards. If
still a tie, by the highest total score in rapid fire at 300 yards.
If still a tie, by the highest total score in rapid fire at 200 yards.

If still a tie:
2. By the fewest misses in rapid fire.
3. By the greatest number of hits In the figure in rapid fire.
4. By the fewest misses in slow fire.
5. By the fewest outers (twos) in slow fire.
6. By the fewest inners (threes) in slow fire.
7. By the shots in slow fire in Inverse order.
8. If still a tie, by firing single shots, slow fire, at the longest

range.
TIES aI PISTOL COMPETITION.

340. IN AGGREGATE ScomEs.-Upon completion of a pistol com-
petition, ties found in aggregate scores will be decided as fol-
lows:

1. By the highest aggregate score made in rapid fire.
If still a tie, by the highest total score at 25 yards, rapid fire,

15 seconds per score.
If still a tie, by the highest total score at 15 yards, rapid fire,

15 seconds per score.
If still a tie, by the highest total score at 50 yards, rapid fire,

30 seconds per score.
If still a tie, by the highest total score at 25 yards, rapid fire,

30 seconds per score.
If still a tie, by the value of each shot at 75 yards, slow fire,

in the inverse order.
If still a tie, by firing single shots at 75 yards, slow fire.
341. POST CoMPErriTIoN.-To further the interest in target

practice, post contests in small-arms practice are suggested.
When practicable, post competitions should form a part of the
exercises for field days. The program for these competitions is
left to the discretion of the post commander. The firing should,
as a rule, be team Bring. The rules governing the division com-
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petition will, as far as applicable, regulate the procedure in post
competitions.

DISTINGUISHED CLASSES OF MARKSMEN.

342. ITEQUInEMENTs.-Whenever a marksman has won three
authorized medals in department rifle competitions, or in de-
partment pistol competitions, or as u member actually firing on
a prize-winning team in the national team mnatch, lie will be
announced by the War Department as belonging to a distin-
guished class, no longer eligible to enter department competi-
tions with the arm in the use of which he is distill, : ished.

343. DESIGNATIONS.-If the three medals were -woll in rifle
competitions, the marksman will be designated a "distinguished
marksman," and if in pistol competitions, a "distinguished
pistol shot."

344. BADGEs.--To distinguished marksmen and distinguished
pistol shots appropriate badges will be Issued, which after be-
ing received by the soldier, if lost, can be replaced by purchase
only, for which authority must be obtained from the War
Department.
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PART V.

COURSES FOR ORGANIZED MILITIA.

The following courses in small-arms firing are prescribed for
the Organized Militia:

GENERAL SCHEME.

345. The general scheme of instruction for the Organized
Militia embraces.: First, a certain amount of instruction in the
preliminary drills and exercises, followed by gallery practice.
with a prescribed test before the soldier can be advanced to
practice on the target range; second, a definite course of in-
struction practice, under which, by selected scores of five shots
each, a soldier must attain a certain proficiency before he can
be advanced to fire the record practice, Organized Militia, or
the qualification course, Regular Army; third, a definite test,
either the qualification course, Organized Militia, or the quali-
fication course, Regular Arlny, at the discretion of the State
authorities, under which the soldier attains a certain grade in
marksmanship; fourth, long-range practice.

CHAPTER I.

PRELIMINARY DRILLS AND INSTRUCTION.

346. (a) The period for indoor instruction will be determined
by the State authorities and may extend into or include the
entire range practice season:

(b) The essentials of indoor instruction will include
Nomenclature, covering the most important parts and ele-

ments.
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Manipulation and use of the various working parts.
Care of the arm.
Sighting. aiming, positions, and trigger squeeze.
Galler- practice.
The course to be followed in indoor instruction is laid down in

Part II, Chapters I, II, III, IV; but in the discretion of the
State authorities, any course embracing the elements given
above may be adopted and followed. The recording rifle rod
outfit or any other suitable device may be used in such a course.

GALLERY PRACTICE.

347. The principal objects of gallery practice are to continue
in a different manner the instruction in aiming, positions, and
trigger squeeze, andt to determine, in certain cases, whether or
not the individual shall be advanced to range practice.

(a) The following course in gallery practice is prescribed:

TABLE I.

Range. Targets. Position. Mmm nmber

Feet.
50 The Iron gallery target issued by the Prono..... 10.

Ordnance Department or one simi-
lar thereto, or paper targets.

..... do ............................... eeSittin g.. )10(5 kneeling.
50 . .do ........... I Standing.. 10.

Where it is impracticable to use ranges of 50 feet, gallery
practice may be conducted at a greater distance at a target
-whose dimensions and divisions have been proportionately in-
creased. Firing will be by scores of five consecutive shots. Ex-
cept in case of accident, a score once begun will be completed.

QUALIFICATION IN GALERRY PRACTICE.

(b) No officer or enlisted man who has failed to qualify as
first class or better in a previous season shall be advanced to
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range practice until he has attained at least 90 points out of a
possible 150 in the gallery practice course, by selecting his two
blest scores of five shots at each range. If a gallery range be
not available, the recording rifle rod outfit or subtarget gun
machine may be used to. determine eligibility for range practice,
under similar conditions, when specially authorized by the
State authorities.

CHAPTER II.

KNOWN DISTANCE FIRING.

348. The qualiflcation course is divided into Instruction Prac-
tice and Record Practice.

(a) Instruction practice embraces:
1. A prescribed course in which a certain proficiency must

be attained in certain cases, before qualification practice is
undertaken; this course may be shot through as many times
as is necessary to insure proper instruction.

2. Such further preliminary practice at any range as is con-
sidered necessary to prepare the individual for the Record
Practice.

3. Firing for recruits may be held at 100 yards in any posi-
tion except standing, hut dloes not count in determining profi-
ciency in the instruction practice.

(b) The instruction practice and the number of shots at each
range, upon which eligibility to advance to record practice is
determined, are given in the following tables:

INSTRUCTION PRACTICE.

TABLE 2.

Range. Kind of Time. Shots. Targets. Position. Possible.fire.

200 Slow flre. No limit. 10 A sitting. l5~5 kneeling. I
300 Slow fire. No limit. 5 A Prone. 25
500 Slow fire. No limit. 10 B Prone. 60

917
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TABLE 3.-Target D.

(Tinttle sight only wvill be used with this target.)

Rang e. Kind of I Time. shots. Targets. Position. Possible.
Rne fire.

200 Slow. No limit. 5 D Kneeling. 25
200 IRapId. I minute. 5 D Kneeling, 25

orsitting,
f r o m
standing.

300 Slow. I No limit. S D Prcne. 25
300 Rapid. I 1 minute. S D Prone from 25

standing.

Total, 2J5.

1. Enach shot is marked in slow fire on target D. Rapid fire is
condulctedl ,s prescribed in paragrnph 110 except as to scores. At
e'.ach rI'gll( at total of 60 per cent of the possible must be attained
h,efore ndlvaincement to the next range.

2. After eligibility to fire-record practice has been determined
:r(cordlilng to the provisions of paragraphs (d) and (e), the record
rractice may be preceded by further preliminary practice in the
dllscretion of the State authorities.

3. Firing in instruction practice will be by scores of five con-
secutive shots. A score once begun will be completed, unless
accident or conditions of range weather interfere.

(c) The following grades of classification are obtained in in-
struction practice by selective scores of five consecutive shots
each.

Irirst-classman, 150; possible, 225.
Second-classman, 130; possible, 225.
Unqualified, below 130.
(d) No individual shall be advanced to record practice until

he has attained the grade of first-classman, except as provided
in paragraph (e).

(e) Instruction practice will be optional with the State au-
thorities for all who have qualified as marksmen or better in the
season immediately preceding. (Ci. S. A. F. M., No. 11.)
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BECORD PRACTICE.

349. After completing the instruction practice, those who
qualify as first-classmen are eligible to fire record practice, Or-
ganized Militia, or the qualification course, Regular Army.

The choice of courses shall be determined by the State author-
ities. Both courses may be pursued in the same State in the
same season, but the course in regiments or in separate smaller
tactical units shall be uniform; provided that an individual, who
qualifies in record practice, Organized Militia course, as sharp-
shooter or expert rifleman, may be permitted to fire the Regular
Army qualification course and qualify therein at the discretion of
the State authorities.

350. QUALIFICATION COLURSE.

(a) TABLE 4.-Slow fire.

I In firing with sandbag rest, either rifle or back of hand must rest on sandbag.

TABLE 5.-Target D, rapid fire, battle sight.

Range. Time. Shots. . Shots. Targets. Position.

This course may be fired three times in any target season, the
individual's classification being determined by the best of his
three trials, but this provision shall not be construed to permit
the formation of a record based on scores selected from two or

Range. Time. Shots. Targets. Position.

300 No limit. 10 A. Prone.
500 No limit. 10 B. Prone.
600 No limit. 10 B. Prone, sandbag rest.'

(s.s.)

200 11 minutes. 10 D. Kneeling, or sitting, from
standing.

300 2 minutes. 10 D. Prone from standing.
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rnw.o trials-the basis of classification must be the result of one
camplete course in each case.

(b) Coaching is prohibited in record practice after the indi-
vidual has taken his position at the firing point.

(c) Instruction and record practice may be fired on the same
day, but record practice once begun must be completed without
further instruction firing. (C. S. A. F. Al., No. 11.)

351. QUALIFICATION COURSE, REGUL.AR ARM.-Y.-The qualifica-
tion course of the Regular Army shall be carried out by the
Organized Militia with a strict adherence to all conditions and
provisions required for the Regular Army, except that instruc-
tion and record practice may be fired on the same day, but
record practice once begun must be completed without further
instruction firing.

352. PRACTICE FOR COAST ARTILLERY RESERVES.-Special course
"A," as described in paragraph 121, will be fired by coast
artillery reserves of the Organized Mlilitia, unless other courses
be prescribed by the State authorities.

353. LON G-DISTANCE PRACTICE.-After the qualification course
has been completed, those men who have qualified as experts
and sharpshooters may be given long-distance practice, at the
discretion of the State authorities.

Practice for record may be preceded by instruction practice.
Record practice will consist of any selective score of 10 con;
secutive shots each. The practice will be conducted as set
forth for slow fire known distance.

TALEz 6.-Target 0.

Range. Shots. PoitUon.

No one will be advanced to practice at 1,000 yards until he has
attained a minimum total of 40 points at 800 yards I any score
of 10 consecutive shots

Wo
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When an individual has attained a total of 85 points at 800
and 1,000 yards, including a minimum of 40 at 800 yards, by
selective scores of 10 consecutive shots, he shall be considered t'o
be qualified in long-distance practice but is not included in the
table of classification nor in the computation of the figure of'
merit. He may be rewarded by suitable medals or other devices
at the discretion of the State authorities.

354. PRACTICE WITH TELESCOPIC SIGHTS.-Practice with tele-
scopic sights may be held at the discretion of the State authori-
ties and, when held, will be conducted In accordance with para-
graph 117.

355. MISCuLrRANEous.-(a-) The conditions and requirements
governing the conduct of target practice, except as modifled in
Part V, shall be the same for the Organized Militia as for the
Regular Army.

(b) DBEss AND EQUJIPMENT.-The dress and equipment of offi-
cers and men participating in target practice shall be prescribed
by the State authorities. The cartridge belt will be worn at all
times.

(c) MAnKING.-The provisions of these regulations governing
marking which are impracticable for the Organized Militia may
be modified by the State authorities except for the qualification
course, Regular Army.

(d) SCoBING.-Such provisions of these regulations as are im-
practicable for the Organized Militia may be modified by the
State authorities except for the qualification course, Regular
Army.

(e) ESTIMATING DISTANCE.-Estirating distance will not be
required for the Organized Militia except when firing the Regu-
lar Army course, in which case paragraph 85 will be complied
with. State authorities may require commissioned officers to
qualify in estimating distance in the qualification course,
Organized Militia.

(f) PEACTICE SEAsoN.-The practice season will be determined
by the State authorities.

(g) WHO Wat FIBER-Known-distance practice.

m
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Required to fire.

.All oficers and enlisted men of regiments of Infantry, Cavalry,
and Engineers, and of Mounted Battalions of Engineers, except
those authorized but not required to fire, and except bandsrmen,
who will not fire.

All officers and enlisted men of companies of Coast Artillery
will fire special course A.

Authorized but not required to flrc.

Staff departments, except medical and chaplains, all officers
and enlisted men.

Staff Corps, all officers and enlisted men.
.Field and staff officers of regiments of Infantry, Cavalry, and

Engineers, of Mounted Battalions of Engineers, and of the Coast
Artillery Corps.

Enlisted men of headquarters, supply, an(l machine-gun troops
and companies of Cavalry and Infantry. Enlisted men of regi-
ments and Mounted Battalions of Engineers who do not belong
to companies. Noncommissioned staff officers of the Coast Ar-
tillery Corps.

All officers enumerated above of over 10 years' commissioned
or commissioned and enlisted service. except officers of the Medi-
cal Department and chaplains, are authorized but not required
to fire.

Cooks may be excused from firing.
Officers and enlisted men authorized but not required to fire,

and vho are not on duty with a company or troop which takes
target practice, will, if they fire, be attached to organizations for
practice and will be classified on the report of the organization
to which so attached.

(h) AM[OUNT OF FIRE.--The amount of firing in one day for
any individual is not restricted for the Organized Militia in any
course.

(i) QALIFIcAT.IoN.-Qualification will be based on the results
obtained in either one of the qualification courses or in the in-
struction practice, as set forth in the following table:
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TABrL 7.-Points required in qualiflcation.

C. itionourses. ... lonI.

1. Qualificstlon course, ...... ............. 150 130 Below 225 None.
instruction practice, 130.
Organized Militia.

2. Qualification course, 210 190 160 . ................... 250 Bronme.
record practice, Or-
ganized Militia.

3. Qualification course, 253 238 202 177 152........ 300 Regular
Regular Army. i Army.

i. Special course "A .... ...... 150 120 100 Brone.
coast artillery Re-
serves.

I All who fire the qualification course, instruction practice, Organized Miltla;
the qualification course, Regular Army; the special course "A" and who in any
course fail to quality as second class or better; and all who fail to complete a course
or fil to fire.

1. If in case authority is given to fire the qualification course,
Regular Army, after a grade of qualification has been attained
in the qualification course, Organized Militia, the higher qualifi-
cation shall be used as the basis of record, and medals will be
issued in each case.

2. If an individual fails to qualify as marksman or higher in
firing the record practice, Organized Militia, his grading shall be
first-class. In the Regular Army course and special course "A "
the qualification shall be determined by the result of the firing
in that course alone.

(j) HOLDOVER QUALrFICATION s.--Ioldover qualifications for
the Organized Militia in the qualification courses (Organized
Militia and Regular Army) will be limited to expert riflemlen.
An individual having attained this grade will retain that qualitfi-
cation for three consecutive target years, including the target
season in which qualification was made. An individual entitled
to a holdover qualification as an expert rifleman may be author-
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ized by the State authorities to fire the qualification courses, in
which case he forfeits no rights to such holdover qualification.
If during such subsequent firing he again qualifies as an expert
rifleman, his holdover privileges Ewill begin frouH his latest quali-
fication.

(k) INSIGNlA.-For the qualification course, Organized Militia,
bronze badges and pins.

For the qualification course, Regular Army, insignia similar to
those issued to the Regular Army.

For special course "A," coast artillery reserves, bronze pins,
marksmen only, when firing this course.

An individual qualifying as marksman, sharpshooter, or expert
rifleman, will wear his badge or pin so long as lie retains such
a qualification.

(I) REQUALIFICATION :BARS.--No requalification bars are issued
for marksmen.

SHARPSHOOTERss.-Requalification bars shall be issued at the
rate of one bar for each three qualifications (not necessarily con-
secutive) as sharpshooter. The bar bears the last year of quali-
fication.

EXPERT RnrLEMEN.-RItequalification bars are issued at the rate
of one bar for each three qualifications as expert rifleman, holl-
over qualifications included, provided that when an individual
requalifies as expert rifleman (luring a holdover period he is
entitled to a bar for each three years of actual requalification.
The bar bears the last year of qualification.

(m) COMBAT PBAcTIcE.--Comlbat practice may be held by the
Organized Militia whenever so directed by the State authorities.
When bild, it will be conducted in accordance with Part III,
Small Arms Firing Manual.

(n) REPOBTS.-A report of target firing shall be forwarded to
the chief, Division of Militia Affairs, as soon after the close of
the practice season as practicable, but not later than March 31
of the following year.

(o) FIGURE OF MERInT.-In enlach State there will be aL company
and regimental figure of merit to be calculate(d by the methods
laid down by the Division of Militia Affairs. A proficiency test
similar to that prescribed for the Regular Army is authorized
at the discretion of the State authorities. (C. S. A. F. M.,
Yo. 17.)
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CHAPTER III.

PISTOL PRACTICE.

356. PBELIMINARY DRILLS.-(a) All officers and enlisted men
belonging to organizations armed with the revolver or pistol
shall be instructed in the care, preservation, and use of these
arms, following the provisions of paragraphs 135-146, modified
only as existing circumstances demand, in any case. in the dis-
cretion of the State authorities.

(b) The following course in pistol range practice is prescribed
for officers and men armed with the Colt's revolver cal. .38, or
the Smith & Wesson, cal. .38, ts issued by the Ordnance De-
partmient:

TABLE 8.

I The reoord course will be fired but once.
86820--18.1

Iir
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A score consists of five consecutive shots.
(c) Rapid fire shall be conducted as prescribed in paragraph

172.
(d) The dismounted course prescribed in paragraphs 167-175

will be substituted for that prescribed above for any organiza-
tion or individual of the Organizedl- Militia armed wth the Colt
autonlatic pistol, cal. .45. The mounted course prescribed in
paragraphs 176-199 is authorized but not required.

(f) WHO WILL Fr1L

Arm or corps. To fire.
_

Cavalry .................
Field artillery........ All officers and enlisted men armed with
Infantry ................. the pistol, except field officers for whom
Enginecrs ............... the course is authorized but not required.
Coast Artillery..........
Staff departments, ex- Authorized but not required ..............

ept medical and chap-
Wa•t.

jDismounted.

Do.

(g) QUALIFICATION AND INtrOGNIA.-Qualification and insignia
fot firing the revolver course shall be as given in the following
table:

TAsrLE 9.

Grade. Points. Possible. Insignia

•xpert pistol shot ....................... 320 400 Bronsebadge.
Firt classmn .............................. 300 400 Bronze pUl
8ecamd classlhan ............................ 250 400 Do.

...,,, , , , , , , , ,..

The qualifications and insignia for firing the courses prescribed
in paragraphs 167-175 or paragraphs 17(-199 shall be as pro-
vided for in paragraphs 248 and 249.

(h) i~EPORTs.-The number of officers and enlisted men tak-
ing pistol practice will be reported on the report of small-arms
firing,

m
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(See paragraph 162.)

The following illustrations are in the nature of suggestions
for field firing with the pistol. Firing as actually carried out
will be left to the discretion of the organization commander,
under proper supervision by his superiors, who will report any
specially noteworthy developments, with a view to publication
to the service in War Department bulletins.

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVISED TARGETS.

A

IA'

Ik
FIG. 1.-Figures on poles, being worked in pit.
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Fla. 5.-Track4 for moving figures, reversible, advance, or retire.

Fri. 6.-Combined series of tracks and pits. Tracks for mov-
able figures with series of pits where figures can be marked,
reversed, removed In part or whole, or others substituted.

Y411.?(I-:-,- -\r!~~~~~~~~! ~~

FIo. 2.-Figures as seen from firing point.

8
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FIG. 8.-Plan of work-
ing disappearing fig-
ures In pit, around
h u s e s windows,
doors, hedges,
stumps, trees, etc.

829
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A. SPECIAL COURSE FOI ORGANIZED MILITIA AND VOLUNTEERS.

1. This course may be prescribed at the discretion of the State
authorities for any organization which has not available for
its use within 10 miles of its armory a range suitable for the
Organized Militia Course.

2. The course will be preceded by the same preliminary prac-
tice, including gallery practice, and gallery practice qualifica-
tion. for all who in a previous season have not qualified as
first class or better in the Organized Militia Course.

3. The firing will be conducted with service charges. Each
shot is marked in slow fire. Rapid fire is conducted as pre-
scribed in paragraph 110, except as to scores. The order of
firing positions will be adhered to.

TABLE 1.-Targct A, 8low fire.

Range. Time. Shots. Targets. Position.

200 No limit. 10 A ...... Prone with sandbag rest.1
200 No limit. 10A ...... Prone.
200 No limit. 10 A .... 5 kneeling, 5 sitting.
200 No limit. 10 A .... Standing.

I In firing with sandbag rest, either rifle or back of hand must rest on sandbag.

TABLE 2.-Target D, rapid fire, battle sight.

Range. Time. Shots. Targets. Position.

200 1 minute. 10 D ..... Prone.
200 1 minute. 10 D ..... Sitting or kneeling.
200 l minute. 10 D .... Any position with rest,

but t to the shoulder, rest
for muzzle in front of for-
ward hand-grasp com-
pulsory.
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4. In rapid fire the position may be assumed and cut-off
turned to ready prior to the appearance of the target, provided
that the butt of the rifle is not placed to the shoulder until the
target appears.

5. The course will be fired one or more times for instruction
before proceeding to fire it for record. It may be fired for
record three times in any target season, the individual classifl-
cation being determined by the best three trials, but this pro-
vision shall not be construed to permit the formation of a
record based on scores selected from two or more trials-the
basis of classification must be the result of one complete course
in each case.

6. In instruction practice, at each kind of fire in each posi-
tion, a total of at least 30 points (60%) must be attained be-
fore advancing to the next kind of fire or position.

7. Instruction practice may be omitted for those who, in the
last range practice season, qualified as marksman or better.

8. The following grades of classification are obtained in in-
struction practice:

First Classman: 210 points, possible 350.
Second Classman: 190 points, possible 350.
tTnqualified: Below 190 points.
9. The following grades of qualification are obtained: in record

practice:
Marksman: 225 points, possible 350.
Sharpshooter: 250 points, possible 350.
Expert Rifleman: 300 points, possible 350.
10. Special insignia, containing the words "Short Range"

stamped on bronze badges and pins for the qualification course.
Organized Militia, paragraph 355 (kc), will be issued for
qualification in this course.

11. In all matters not prescribed above the regulations for
the Organized Militia Course will govern.

B, SPECIAL COURSE FOR VOLUNTEER BECRUITS.

1. In time of war or when war is imminent and the cburse
of target practice laid down in this manual is not practicable
for the instruction of recruits, for the reason that ranges with

:MI.
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proper facilities are lacking and time is short, this course may
be used.

2. Preparatory to taking up this course, as much prellil-
nary Instruction as is practicnble should be given in (a) No-
menclature and care of the-rifle, (b) Sighting drills, (c) Posi-
tion and aiming drills, (d) Deflection and elevation correction
dlrills, (c) Gallery practice, and (f) Estimating distance drills.
'rhe estimating distance test for these recruits will cover dis-
tances from 550 to 800 yards. Proficiency will consist in making
in five consecutive estimates an average degree of accuracy of
U0 per cent.

3. Firing at miniature targets-service charges.

Instruction practice.

TABLE 1.-Slow fire.

Ranges Ranges
(real) (simulated) Targets. Time. Shots. Position.
feet. yards.

p5 Erone.
50 200 Y ...... No limit. 15 5 kneeling.

· standing.
50 300 Z ....... No limit. 2 10 prone.

1O sitting.

TABLE 2.-Rapid flre.

(Battle sight only will be used.)

rEanes' Ranges
(real) (simulated) Targets. Time. Shots. Position.
feet. yards.

50 200 Y ..... min. .... 10 Kneeling from
standing.

50 300 Z ....... 1 mln. 10 Prone from
and 10 standing.
sees.

W
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Record practice.

TABLE 3.-Slow flre.

Ranges Ranges
(real) (simulated) Targets. Time. Shots. Position.
feet. yards.

50 200 Y ...... No limit. 10 standing.,5 standing.
50 300 Z...... No limit. 105 ittie.],5 sitting.

Rapid fire as given in Table 2.

DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM.

4. Range.-The range is 50 feet, which enables the firer to
see the hole made by the shot, and saves the time ordinarily
taken in indicating the position of the hit.

5. Targets.-The division of miniature targets X, Y, and Z
(see " Targets," Chap. III, Part IV) are, respectively, one-sixth,
one-twelfth, and one-eighteenth of the size of the divisions on
the A target, and subtend the same visual angle as do those of
the A target when at 100, 200, and 300 yards.

6. Course.--The course is similar to Special Course A, using
miniature target Y for 200 yalrds, and target Z for 300 yards
firing. It is prece(ded, when there is no gallery iange,' by such
firing at target X as may l)e necessary.

7. Back stop.-A back stop 10 feet hitgh is, in point of safety,
when firing at 50 feet, equivalent to a back stop of 60 feet at a.
distance of 100 yards anll 120 feet at a distance of 200 yards.
It is generally possible to find in the vicinity of the station or
camp a perpendicular cut bank having a height of 10 feet or
more. In case such a bank can not be found a suitable back
stop will be constructed. Nine inches of sand or 18 inches of
loam will be sufficient to stop the bullet.

8. Method of firing.--An instructed man is detailed to coach
each recruit. The squad of recruits is drawn up facing the
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targets. At the command or signal " Commence firing" the re-
cruits, under the supervision of the expert shots detailed as
coaches, fire slowly until 5 cartridges have been fired. The
coach, standing by the recruit, corrects his fault of position or
trigger squeezing, points out the position of each shot, and in
each case explains the cause of each miss. When 10 shots are
fired the miniature targets are removed to serve as records,
and replaced by new targets, when'the firing, if necessary, re-
commences. The disappearing target is not used in rapid fire
in this course. In rapid fire each man takes position standing
in front of the target assigned to him. The officer in charge
of the line will command "' Load." The magazine will be filled,
the piece loaded with one cartridge therefrom, and the safety
lock turned to " Safe." When all are ready the officer in charge
of the firing line will command " Ready," when the safety lock
will be turned to the ready and the position of "Ready " stand-
ing assumed, with the sling, if used, on the arm. At the coinm-
mand or signal "Commence firing," he takes the prescribed po-
sition, opens fire and endeavors to fire 5 shots. The command
or signal " Cease firing" is given at the expiration of the time
limit, when all firing ceases.

9. Number of men shooting.-From 1 to 100 men may fire at
the same time, this depending on the number of coaches and
the extent of the back stop. With 30 men shooting at the same
time, 1,000 men may finish the course of firing in eighty hours.

C. SPECIAL COURSE TO BE FIRED BY EVERY MAN ARMED WITH RIFLE
WHEN FACILITIES ARE AVAILABLE.

PRELIMINARY TAINING.

The soldier is first given a thorough course of preliminary
practice as outlined in paragraphs 1 to 70, inclusive.

Thorough individual training in the preliminary work pre-
paratory to actual firing on the range is the foundation upon
which a good shooting organization is built. Without this pre-
liminary training it is a waste of ammunition to allow the
soldier to fire on the target range.
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TESTS.

After the completion of the preliminary training and before
proceeding to known-distance firing the organization com-
mander, assisted by his lieutenants, shall test each man of the
organization in the following subjects:

TEST I.-Nolenclattre of the rifle in so far as is necessary
for its efficient care and use.

TEST II.-Dismounting and assembling of the bolt and naga-
gine mechanism.

TEST III.-Care of rifle.
TEST IV.-Dcflection and elevation or aiming off for wind: To

be sufficiently extended to show that the soldier understands
the subject.

TEST V.-Sight setting: Normal and peep, with and without
deflection. Maximum time limit of 10 seconds in each of not
less than 5 consecutive trials.

TEST VI.-Sighting: With rifle in sighting rest. (Third sight-
ing exercise, par. 27.)

Proficiency required in 3 consecutive tri-
Normal sight. angles of sighting with each. Distance,
Peep sight. 20 feet; no side of triangle to exceed ¥:

inch.
TEST VII.--Loading from belt: A clip of dummy cartridges in

place in a pocket in the belt, the pocket fastened.
Standing.
Kneeling. Maximum time limit of 6 seconds each in best
Sitting. 5 out of 7 consecutive trials.
Prone.

TEST VIII.-Firing positions:
(a) Standing,
(b) Kneeling,
(c) Sitting,
(d) .Prone,
(e) From parapet, wall top, or other rifle rest,
(j) From vertical edge of wall, door, window, tree, or

similar position.
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TEST IX.-Aiming combined with trigger squeeze:
Test by means. of-

(a) Target machine,
(b) Aiming rod device,
(c) Belgian aiming device, or
(d) Perforated bull's-eye over instructor's eye.

(Methods used to be denoted by abbreviations M, R,. B.
and P, respectively.)

Standing,
Kneeling,
Sitting,
Prone.

TrCsT X.-Rapid loading, aiming, anld firing: Load from belt
and simulate fire with two clips of dummy cartridges.

Test by means of-
(a) Aiming rod device, or
(b) Belgian aiming device, or
(c) Perforated bull's-eye over instructor's eye.
(Method used to be denoted by abbreviations R, B, and P,

respectively.)
Standing,
Kneeling, In the open, and from trenches. Time
Sitting, of each, 1 minute.
Prone.

No man will be permitted to fire a shot on the range until he
has satisfactorily passed the above tests. Commanding officers
shall certify on the target record that this provision has been
complied with.

There is no limit to the number of times that a soldier may
take the tests, and a man who fails the first time shall be given
such tldditional instruction as will enable him to pass the
tests. The object is not to prevent the man from firing on the
range, but to insure that he is ready for range practice before
he takes up that work.

GALLERY PRACTICE.

Gallery practice will be as prescribed in paragraphs 71 to 76,
inclusive, when gallery rifles and ammunition are available.

M
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AMMUNITION ALLOWANCE.

An allowance of 300 rounds per man Is authorized for the
year 1918, of which tiat least 50 rounds shall be expended in
combat practice. The allowance of 250 rounds per man for the
year 1917 is considered as cumulative and will be available until
expended.

KNOWN-DISTANCE PRACTICE.

Known-dlitance practice includes short-range practice, mid-
range practice, and practice with telescopic sights.

SI[ORT-RANGE PRACTICE.

Instruction.

The company commander will stop the instruction practice
of any man who, in his opinion or that of the next higher com-
maander, is not attaining results commensurate with the alnmu-
nition expend]ed. For any nman thus stopped the necessary pre-
liminary drills and training shall be resumed until proper im-
provement is indicated, after which he shall resume instruction
practice.

TABLE 1.-Slow fire.

All firing from a typical trench, bayonet fixed, rifle resting
on the parapet.

Position and typeRange. Time. Shots. Target. of trench. Sight.

100 ........ No limit .............. 10 A-4 Proe ............. Lead.
200 ...... r ..... do ................. 10 A-4 Standing ......... Do.
300 ......... do ............... 10 A-4 .... do ............. Do.
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TAILE 2.-Slow fire.

All firing in the open, bayonet unfixed.

Range. Time. Shots. Target. Position. Sight.

Yards.
100......... No limit .............. 10 A- Standing ........ Battle.
2 ...00......... do ................. - 10 A-4 Kneeling . Do.
300 ......... do ........ ... 10 A-4 Prone .Do.""i[Do

TABLE3 3.--Rapid fire.

All firing from a typical trench, bayonet fixed,, rifle resting
on the parapet.

Range. Time. i Shots. Target. Position and type Sight.of trench.

Yard s.
100......... 1 minute.............. 10 O Prone .. Leaf.
200 .... do .......... 10 O Standing. Do.
300 1 minute 10 seconds... 10 O ..... do............. Do.

In order that the soldier may see his shot group, all hits on
target O are signaled, but only those hits on the silhouette are
recorded.

All rapid fire is conducted as prescribed under procedure,
rapid fire, page 71, with the exception that at all ranges the
soldier assumes the firing position before the command
"Ready" is given, and with the necessary substitutions for
ranges and time limit.

TABLE 4.-Rapid fire.

All firing in the open, bayonet unfixed.

Range. Time. Shots. Target. Position. Sight.

Yards.
100 ....... 1 minute .............. 10 O Standing . ...... Battle.
200 .............. do. . 10 O Kneeling . Do.
300 . 1 minute 10 seconds... 10 O Prone . ......... Do.
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TABLE 5.-Slow fire.'
The firing from the trenches will be with bayonet fixed, rifle

resting on the parapet. The firing in the open will be with
oayonet unfixed.

Range. Time. I Shots. Target. Position. Sight.

Yards.
...... 1.. No limit-.. 5 A-4 Prone from prone trench ...... Lsaf.

t 0...... . .. o ....... 5 A-4 Standing In the open .......... Battle.
200 ... do ....... 5 A-4 Standing from standing Leaf.

trench.
OQ.... ..... do ....... 5 A-4 Kneeling In the open.......... Battle.
o00...........do ....... 5 A-4 Standing from standing Leaf.

trenqh.
300 ...... do ....... 5 A-4 Prone in the open ............. Battle.

TABLE 6.-Rapid fire.

All firing in the open, bayonet unfixed.

Range. Time. Shots. Target. Position. Sight.

Yarda.
100 ......... 1 minute .............. 10 O Standing.. Choice of leaf or
200 ....... .... do ................ 10 O Kneelg.. battle sight
300.. . I minute 10 seconds 10 0 Prone.... J at all ranges.

Total shots In short-range practice, 180.

MID-UA.NOE PRACTICE.

For all men who have completed short-range practice.
Instruction.

TABLE 7.-Slotw fire.

All firing In the open, bayonet unfixed.

Range. Time. Shots. Target. Position.
~~~~l 1~~~~~~~l I~~

Yards.
500.. 1 Nolimit ...............
600W '. j,....do ............. ..............

10 B Prone.
10 B Do.
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Every effort will be made to teach the men the effect of wind,
light, and temperature, and the value of small changes in eleva-
tion and windage.

Record.

TABLE 8.-Slow fire.

All firing in the open, bayonet unfixed.

Rsnge. Time. Shots. Target. Position.

Yards. I
500 ......... Nolimit .............................. 10 B Prone.
00. .... do ......... ... ....... D.. ..... .10 lDo.

Total shots in mid-range practice, 40.

PRACTICE WITHI TELESCOPIC SIGIITS.

After mid-range practice has been completed, the best eight
cnlisted shots of the company will fire as prescribed in para-
graph 117.

COMBAT PRACTICE.

Combat practice, individual an(l collective, will be fired by an
organization after the completion of t]le known-distance prac-
tice.

TARGET.E

Target A-4 is the A target, as described in paragraph 258, cut
down to 4 feet square.

Target O is the target A-4 with paper silhouette F pasted
in center. Value of hit on silhouette, 5. (C. S. A. F. M., Nos.
6, 7, 19, and 20.)
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